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who understand these things, will congratulate the group of French artisls, Pierre Carrier-Belleuse, Augusle-Francois
Gorguet and their collaboralors. who, immediately afler the viclory of Lhe Marne, undertook Lhis work of glorification
by painting the Pantheon of the World War.
Innumerable portraits, some from life, some from photographs and documents sen l by their families, are there on a canvas
402 feet long by 45 feel high. Here then is a picture of 18.000 s<ruare feel in size. The surprising, Lhe prodigious thing is that
it should Lum out to be a work of art, and it is one, of fine composition, well painted, worthy of being seen and of being
preserved.
On the steps of a huge stairca e, Lopped by a winged statue of Victory, there stand facing us many thousand of heroic,
officers of every rank or ordinary soldiers, infantrymen, gunners, cavalrymen, sailors, aviators, all recognizable, all chosen
from among those mentioned in despatches and decorated with Lhe War Cross.
The harmony of this vast composition could only have heen accomplished by artists of assured merit. There are no gaps
in this throng and yet iL is not overcrowded; the colors, so di!Terenl, wilh liule shading, melL in lo the prevailin g shade of
blue; there is no vulgarity, no reminder of so many had piclures of public celebrations, no useless exaggeration, for the great
trial is over, but all those who are there, both living and dead, know al what cost.
At the other end of the Panorama, there rises another section of the composition, the whole height of the canvas, but how
di!Terent in tone and meaning! It is entirely along simple lines, expressing solitude and devotion. IL contains but a single
living figure, a woman in mourning who remembers, and who is kneeling in prayer on Lhe sleps of the cenotaph.
Note the perfect arrangement of the architecture: These semi-circular wal Is with a passage between, decorated on top
with a slender cross; this cypress grove, whose symmetrical arrangement suggests a sombre expanse beyond , a decorative
ensemble of touching grandeur which could only have been painted by one familiar with Italian landscapes; this rectangular
pyramid, rising just in the center of the entrance of the field of the dead, this high pedestal, surrpounled by six bronze figures,
six soldiers supporting at arm's length a coffin draped with Lhe national flag. Admire the beauty of these stones, of the
bunches Gf. roses which discreetly adorn the coluf!lPS placed at intervals along the white wall to right and left, bathe your
eyes in the reflections of a violet coloring, so beautiful and so true, which, falling from the sky 0nto the steps, enlarges,
as does snow, the outline of the stones; for the very time of day has been selected and Lhe portraiLur ~ is most exact. IL is
not the morning light that this painter-poet has sought in this work; he has painted the richest hour of all, the beginning of
twilight, when the colors start to fade, not all at once, but slowly like a caravan, stopping here and there, Lo make us believe
for a little while that night has not yet won the victory.
From the memorial to the dead to the triumphal staircase, the huge canvas which joins together the two compositions
is divided into two unequal sections.
Above the two semi-circles we have the French countryside, hut not one invented or copied; it is the enormous battle
field, from Calais to Belfort. When the visitor, after walking up the slopes of Lhe Pantheon de la Guerre, arrives at the
point where this landscape spreads out, he experiences surprise, and that kind of emotion which seizes the traveler who at
last arrives on the top of a mountain and sees stretched oul before him into Lhe infinite distance Lhe contour and color of the
land. Everything is marvelously done; the fields, the roads with their inclines and turns, the streams, the hills or mountains
which form the watersheds, the Lowns and villages placed as they are, on Lhe heights or in the valleys. It called for remarkable landscape painters, of long experience, of all kinds of sources of information, and beller still a genius, to successful Iy
produce a panoramic view of such great size and such exactitude. I may say that no parl of the work presented such difliculties; and the success of what was allempted is complete. Overhead the sky also is heauLiful , nol entirely clear, hul traversed
by long clouds, whose shape and e!Tect and grouping. produred hy the light and wind, have been faithfull y ohserved. A
General who fought in all Lhe regions of this huge contour map. after carefully obi;erving several sections with the detail of
which he \\as familiar, said: "That's the very thing. unbelievably so." And one of our great aviators, after going over this
landscape, had the same opinion and said " I thought I \~as the only one or almost the only one who had seen all these things."
We can see that this is not so. True artists invent reality, Lhr; discover it in the present or evoke il from the past,
without one well understanding how, for general]} they arc nol men of learnin g and do nol worry much ahout apparatus or
libraries. But poets or painters or musicians, masters in taking endlrss voyages in thr land of dreams, have this marvelous
gift. that of seeing better and hcarin:r heller the secrets of this world. Those who ronreived the idea of the Pantheon of the
\Vorld War, who assemhled on this canvas so man} personages and scenes of recrnl history, must he thanked for having so
nobly employed their clear vision of thing~. their talent in painting them, and their great genius in bringing them all back
to life.
RE E BAZIN,
of the French Academy.
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GJ-eow the crantheon 7.Vas ereated
HE world owes the conception of immortalizing, on the matter of fact, played a considerable part. I suggested an antique
temple, a temple of glory, in front of which would be erected
large t canva ever painted, the heroes and leaders of the
World War, against a background of the ?attlefields of a monumental statue of Victory, with a stairway to be not
less monumental, upon the steps of which we might place our
France and Belgium, to the genius of Pierre Carne~-B~lleuse.
It was not Carrier-Belleuse's first attempt at parntrng on a heroes; then, on the circular portion, pillars on which a congigantic scale. Near] y fifty years ago he had created, .for exhi· siderable number of names of those who died upon the fields
bition in America, what was then the largest panoramic canvas of honor would be inscribed and, finally, between these pillars
ever painted, a graphic representation of the Battle of Manassas, the heroes and leaders of the Allies.
"The background, according to Carin the American war between the
rier-Belleuse's ideas, should represent
Late of the
orth and the South.
the country, towns in flames, all of the
That work had e tabli hed his fame as
places where battles had been fought,
an arti ·t, who e imagination could
and this formed the subject of our
picture action on a gigantic scale and
especial study and attention. For sevwho e brush could convey lo others
eral months we worked at our sketchthe grandeur of hi conception . Little
ing in close collaboration. But there
<lid Carrier-Belleuse dream, however,
remained to be found, for the side
when he concei ve<l the Pantheon de
facing Victory, a Monument to the
la Guerre, that his work was again to
Dead.
be exhibited in America. the scene of
''One morning I took to Carrier the
his fi rsl great artistic triumph.
first sketch for the monument which
When the World War began, in
we adopted; it was almost entire! y
191'1, this great painter, though too
like the one executed afterward , first
old to take an active part in the war,
in sculpture, then in a painting.
was yet al the height of his arli tic
"Six soldiers lifting up on their
power . While the forces of the Allies
arms a sarcophagus, over which a flag
were still engaged in their death·
was thrown, thus holding aloft, to a
struggle with the Armie of the Censky reddened by the flames, one of
tral Powers. Carrier-Bel le use en listed
their own, the
nknown Soldier.
the interest of hi friend, AugusteUpon the steps of this tomb, a woman
Fran~ois Gorguet, a celebrated painter
in oil , and \\ith his aid almost every
dre sed in mourning, the mother, the
wife or sister, one figure alone wa .
arti t in France who '"as not at the
to my mind, to personify all the sor·
Front was brought into cooperation in
rows and all the mourning; and, near
thi gigantic project.
her, also one wreath alone, wound in
Gorguet, like Carrier-Belleuse, had
crepe, to honor the Unknown Heroe .
won fame on both sides of the Atlan"While Carrier-Belleuse executed
tic. His work ornaments many of the
all of the portraits which we required
public bui ldings in France and one
for our work, it seemed as though
of his fine::;t creation is a mural paintthere were pas ing before him all the
ing which he executed for the Morris
heroe of the Great War, from the
High chool in New York.
humblest soldier to the Generals.
Let this great collaborator tell in
"We worked with our best brother
his own words the Lory of the creaartists at the execution of the Panotion of this masterpiece of hi torical
rama. Thus the tracing of the archiand commemorative art.
tecture was entrusted to a designer of
" In the month of October, 1911, my
per pectives, Mr. Rabuteau, who carfriend Carrier-Bel leuse called al my
PIERRE CARRIER-BELLEUSE
ried out his trust with rare skill. The
·tudio Lo a5k me Lo col laborale with
"landscaping was turned over to two
him in regard Lo a panorama dealing
The famous French artist who originated the idea
of the Pantheon de la Guerre
of our best brother artists, H. Foreau
with the war," writes Gorguet. "The
battle of the Marne had just taken
and H. Grosjean. They worked wonp lace, and I accepted without he italing. We started to work, ders. Our illustrious and much missed master and friend, the
each of us making our fir t sketch; it was at first a project which painter Carmon, of the Institute, was entrusted with the eries
had not taken on form, a kind of apotheo i of the army and of the countries of the Allies and Serbia. He later found death
in an automobile accident.
France' fir~t victory.
"It was Carrier-Bellcu e's idea to paint portraits, many por"Antoine Colbet made England, Rene LeLong America, Frantraits, but how could five or six thou and portrait be grouped ~oi Thevenot Belgium and Italy. I executed Rus ia, Rumania,
without becoming monotonou ? At thi juncture I recalled the Japan, Greece and Montenegro. I also executed the architectural
study of architecture which I had pursued at the College of Fine part. as i ted by my comrade Andre Luige-Loir, and Mignon
Art.;, in the studio of the great decorator Gallaud, and I made and ome decorators. Finally I painted the entire Statue of Vica proposition to my friend Carrier in which architecture, as a tory, together with my friend V. Maree.
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"All the figures on the great staircase were executed by our not go down in history, talking, while posing, remarked: "I am
colleagues Alfred Fourie and Georges Roux, and likewi e those a lucky fellow. How many of my comrades have fallen never
out in front, JofTre, Foch, etc., as well as the guns and the Ger- to rise again. As for me, I got out of it with the loss of a limb."
General Gallieni happened along, and chatted familiarly with the
man trophies, in accordance with the studies I had made.
"Two artists who were experts in the field of the panorama, mutilated man. The soldier, whispering into the ear of the
Messrs. L. Bombled and Kowalsky, have likewise rendered us painter, said with a smile: "Didn't I tell you I was a lucky
great service. To Bombled we owe the figure of the life-guards fellow'?"
Another day General Maud'huy, who had just come into the
of the front, and the cannon which are so perfect in their execustudio, found there a young lieutenant
tion; Kowalsky aided us particularly
with regard to all the armies who
of a ballalion that the General had
commanded. The lieutenant wore on
come marching in front of the Temple
his breast the ribbon of the Legion of
of Victory.
Honor.
"I shall certainly not forget my dear
"Pardon me, General," he said timfriend Auguste Leroux, who so exidly, "but every time one of the
cellently carried out and painted the
soldier of your outfit was decorated
group of the 'Daddies.'
you gave him your photograph, but
'·As to the symbolical figure of Paul
you forgot me."
Deroulede. Lo whose memory Carrier
"Don't worry about that. You lost
wished to do special homage, it is he
nothing by waiting, here is my porwho painted it a it is and as he contrait."
ceived it, that i to say, like a being
The lifelike quality of the portraireturnina from the Great Beyond Lo
ture of the Pantheon de la Guerre is
view the parade of Glory; and by the
illustrated by an incident which ocside of Deroulede. I painted the two
curred when the painting was on exsmall figures representing Alsace and
hibition in Paris. The guide wa
Lorraine.
pointing out the notable figures to a
"At the end of four years of tregroup of American vi itors. When he
mendous labor, pur uing our plan of
came to the portrait of Samuel Gomvictory through the gloomiest days in
pern he paused.
history, through all the difficulties
"There is the model," he said.
which a war without precedent natur"Compare
it yourselves." Mr. Gomally brought about to prevent the
pers, who was standing nearby, derealization of uch an effort, we had
clared that no photograph could be
the great joy of finishing our work on
more
lifelike, and the vi itors agreed.
the day following the Armi lice and
Time has changed the faces of
of seeing it inaugurated on the 19th
many of those still surviving who apof October, 1918, by the President of
pear on this great canvas; we see
the Republic, Mr. Poincare."
them
as they were when the war was
AUGUSTE-FRANCOIS GORGUET
Besides the artists specifically menstill raging. To American spectators
Collaborator in the creation of the Pantheon de la Guerre
tioned by Gorguet, some of the more
it is of especial interest to compare
and painter of several .1cenes
famous of the many who took part in
the pictures as they were then of such
the creation of this huge work were
men as Mr. Hoover, Mr. McAdoo, Mr.
E. Marche, Malteste, G. Brunet-i\.lahuet, Trinquier and Gen- Baker, Mr. Daniels, Mr. chwab and others, with their appeardroid.
ance now. And it is of especial interest to have preserved for
They were great hours, never Lo be forgotten. spent by Carricr- us the portraits of the great Americans who played such a great
Belleuse and his collaborators, when Joffre and '\ivelle. Foch part in the war and who have since passed on lo join the Imand Petain. all the generals and talesmen of the Entente, vi,itcd mortals of all time.
the artists who, while rapidly ketching their featurt's, carried
The name "Pantheon" was well chosen for this great work
on a familiar conversation with them. Nor were the ex peri- of art. It is from the Greek, and signifies a temple or memorial
ences the painters had with tho~e of the lower ranks le ·s to all the Immortal·. And among those must surely he numbered
memorable.
tlw great artists who conceived and pul upon canvas this memorial
A soldier who had lost his arm, one of those whose name will lo the great.
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The Story the Pantheon Tells
HE central and dominating feature of the Pantheon de la to him is Senator Reymond, grave and thoughtful, the ardent
Guerre is the great bronze winged Victory, standing .on apostle of aviation, to the service of which he dedicated his life
her pedestal in front of the Temple of Glory, holdmg from the first hour of war. In this youth and this man are incaraloft the laurel wreaths with which heroes are crowned. The nated all France united in one supreme sacrifice.
In the forefront of all the
short and simple dedication,
heroes, resting on a carpet of
"To the Heroe " is inscribed
enemy flags, is the greatest
upon the marble face of the
weapon of victory, the 3-inch
pedestal, while perched upon
gun, known affectionately to
it, at the feet of Victory, is
all Frenchmen a the Soithe gamecock, latter-day emxante-quin:e or "Seventyblem of France, loudly profive," from its bore of 75
claiming the triumph of the
millimeters. Its famous inAllies.
ventors, Col. Deport and GenUpon the steps leading to
eral Sainte-Claire Deville, are
the acrecl sanctuary are poroffering it to Mr. Poincare.
traits of more than five thouLaurel wreaths encircle its
stand heroe of every branch
worn wheels and all the valor
of the service, of every age
of its exploits resounds from
and rank, proud warrior with
its wounded frame.
beaming faces.
Pre ident Poincare, standHere is the imposing
ing between Messrs. Dubost
throng of officers and soldier ,
and Deschanel, the Presidents
their breasts covered with
of the two Chambers of the
decorations; of civilians, vicFrench Parliament, view
tims of devotion to their
gravely the aggregation of
country; of eminent prelates
France's heroes. He is surwho upheld the faith of the
rounded by the leaders and
people on the ruin of their
soldiers behind the line ,
burned cathedrals; of brave
those who, by their knownur es ''ho did not for ake
ledge, their eloquence and
the \\ ounded even on the battle field . These are the heroes
arduous labors, quiet! y helped
towards victory; our great
of France, entering triumphengineers, our captains of inanti y this Temple of Glory as
dustry, our great authors.
Victory, brave and roiling,
Among these we find Albert
opens her golden arms.
de Mun, whose patriotic esThe great French leaders
says in pired the youth of
are standing at the feet of
France and gave the people
Victor), under the shadow of
of Pari trength to endure
her "ings. Their attitude is
the hour of anguish.
simple hut energetic. First of
To the right, straight as an
all are the three famou mararrow, rises the figure of courshals: JofTre, the conqueror
ageous General Gallieni, who,
of the l\Iarne, ''hose expresby his almost ferocious attision of paternal kindness
tude eem even now to be
gained for him the nickname
defying too daring an enemy.
of "grandfather" from his
"You gave me the mandate to
soldiers; Foch, with his gedefend Paris, I shall defend
nial and inspired expression;
THE TE\1PLE OF VICTORY
it to the very end." And,
Pctain, the intrepid defender
E1'CTy fif{ure on the Grand Staircase is a portrait of some hero or leader of
from his furrowed brow,
of \'erdun. Here, too, among
France. All of their names are printed on the back of the colored reproduction
which bespeaks an enormous
the leaders, generals and adof the PantMon in the center of this book
will power, sprang that inmirals, arC' de Castelnau,
genious and audacious idea
l\Taunoury, Gouraud, \1angin,
ivcllc, Franchet d'Esperey, Maister, Guillaumal. Admiral which saved France, the encamped Army which was sent in taxis
Honarrh, \dmiral Gauchet, Admiral Biard and many more who e as far a ~1eaux to reinforce the lines. He is surrounded by
names \\ill live forever in history on both sides of the Atlantic. his general stalT: General Clergerie, General Galopin, ol. MonIn front, a slender figure, his breast covered with decorations, teil and all those others who by their splendid cooperation
is Gu) nemer, the French aec; he stands a the n~pre~entative of checked the advance upon Paris.
Here stand a priest and an artist, two fervent Alsatians, Hans!
the youth of France, of their hravery, auclacit), daring and faith
mall and stocky under his black outane,
in \\hich th ) joyously gave their lives for their countr).
ext and Father Wetterle.
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Father Wetterle became one of France's idols by his flamrng
protests as a deputy to the Reichstag. The war won his native
province back for that France for whom he had always fought
lovingly. Next to him is Hansi, the author of Mon Village,
whose picturesque and humorous thrusts went far to keep alive
the love of France in the hearts of the Alsatians. At the outbreak of the war he entered the service of France as an officer
and interpreter. Wetterle and Hansi represent Alsace returning
to France.
The flags seem to wave sparkling from their decorated staffs,
a symphony in blue, white and red, enlivened by golden fringe
and decorations pinned to their folds. Banners of the infantry,
banners of the artillery, banners of the light brigade, glorious
banners all of them, floating in the breeze of victory. Flagbearers looking grave and proud, with heads erect, are holding
them on high.
Who is the grey-haired man among them, who seems like the
father of these young heroes? IL is Collignon, formerly Secretary to the President of the Republic, Counsellor of State, who,
starting as a common soldier in the 46th line regiment, defended
unto death the flag which had been entrusted lo him. Such was
his bravery that, like another La Tour d'Auvergne, when the
name of Collignon is spoken in the 46th regiment, they add
"died on the field of honor."

Slowly, as if tired by long and heavy labor, the old reserves
come forward heavily, their picks and shovels on their shoulders.
They look like old conquerors returned from far-off wars in
Gaul, these "Daddies," dressed in skins, with their clear, blue
eyes and heavy, long moustaches. A brave cook follows them,
his pail in his hand, his bran-cakes on his shoulder, preceded
happily by his dog.

England

Passing to the right, we find the section of the Pantheon devoted to England.
How many brave Tommies, lying stretched out on the plains
of the North, have seen, leaning over their wounded bodies, the
blue-eyed faces of English nur es? When listening to them, how
often did they not think they heard the voices of their mothers,
their wives, their sweethearts, left behind in the fogs of London
or the hills of Scotland?
On the battle fie] cl and even under shell fire, they picked up
the wounded, and on the white hospital beds, like gentle angel
in blue, they tended lovingly to alleviate their suffering. Here, in
khaki, are the English girl chauffeurs, driving their light ambulances.
Coming from every English province, from every rank of
society, duchesses, peasants or \vorking girls, they enrolled in a
veritable army of their own. Living in regiments like soldiers,
The Return of the Armies
as drivers, truck-women, helpers, nurses, factory workers, they
On the other side of the Temple of Victory we see the return resembled the Amazons of ancient myth, an army of women.
of the victorious French armies. Nearest to the Temple steps
If there is a branch of the army in which the Allies from across
are the dark fighters from France's domain across the Mediter- the Channel earned justified renown for bravery and daring, it is
that of aviation. Bombers, pursuit-men or observers, the English
ranean.
Draped in their white burnouses, firmly seated on their small aviators daringly carried out their difficult task. Nothing stopArabian steeds, the Afriped them; they attacked
can '"goumiers" have left
even when inferior in
behind the mountainous
number. Making light
stretches of the desert to
of those air monsters, the
fight in the French plains.
Zeppelins, they insouciHere they are, the Chiefs
antly wounded to the
death even those colossi.
with bronzed faces,
sparkling eyes.
Their
Standing in avial10n
garments shine in the
costume is the young and
sunlight, their spirited
robust figure of Warnesteeds, with quivering
ford, who was the first to
nostrils, raise the dust of
win the glory of bringing
glory high towards the
down a Zeppelin, a very
sky.
transient glory, for a few
From the far horizon,
days afterwards he died
serried ranks with their
in France as the result of
officers leading, the
an accident. His comFrench infantry advances
panions in arms surround
to victory. It is the light
him, Alhert Ball, Cobden,
infantry with variegated
and a few other figures
THE RETURN OF THE BATTLE FLAGS
pennants, the Colonials
who represent an army of
One of the most striking scenes of the Pantheon de la Guerre
in khaki, with red-tasknights of the air.
seled caps, the alert Alpine infantry, with berets pulled down
George V inherited his sympathy for France from his father
on the side, all pressing forward to take their share of honor. and, in the hour of danger, took his stand by her side. He is
The French cavalry gallops past in a cloud of dust. Here are here, clad in an English Navy Officer's uniform, representing all
the cannons of every kind, the "75," the "120," the heavy ar- of the British Empire.
tillery; with heavy gun carriages climbing the hills. Bridge
The King is surrounded hy his illustrious admirals: Lord
builders, sappers, engineers follow them in their course. Finally Beatty, Jellico, Keyes, TyrwhiLt, and next lo him, slender and
the artillery of attack winds up the march past, while in the charming, stands the youthful figure of the Prince of Wales.
distance, on the white roads, in uninterrupted procession, the The generals are near by.
But who is the short man with the high forehead? One might
grey motor trucks quietly take their share of glory.
And, giving added effect to this cavalcade, aeroplanes are ~ay the fire of youth, ardor and enthusiasm speaks out of his
flying back and forth in the clear, bright sky, crowding around deep, inspired eyes. That is David Lloyd George, whose every
speech was a call to action, the Clemenceau of England. He
to take their place in this apotheosis.

was at the most critical moment entrusted with the task of formBut, as an outcome of it alJ, naught but ineffaceable disdain
ing and presiding over a Cabinet of National Defense: through has remained for those committing such atrocities, and fervent
which the work accomplished by England was multiplied many admiration for those who suffered as the helpless victims.
times and adapted to the needs of that tragic hour.
Flowers that will never fade, at Miss Cavell's feet, are a token
l\ear him is Lord Kitchener, Minister of War at the outbreak of the homage of a whole world bowing before her in deep reof hostilities· he welded the British army into that prodigious spect.
body of soldiers which held the line w~.ile the new army was
Belgium
being built. But it was not given Lo K1tch.ener to ~ehold the
victory. On a trip to Russia in .1916, tl~e ship on wluch he was
sailing was torpedoed and perished \11th all on board. But
l\o nation so smalJ ever won renown so great as that which
came lo Belgium, where the first great shock of the war was felt
Kitchener wil I live forever.
ear him stands Field Marshall Douglas Haig. As Com- and resisted. And one of Belgium's great war figures was Doctor
mander-in-Chief of the EngDepage, the eminent physilish troops he proved himcian of the Queen, who estabself lo be a forceful leader of
lished the Ocean hospital at
men and a chief of merit.
La Panne. Here is Doctor
L nder his command the BritDepage, his head standing out
i;;h army rivaled the bravery
against the white background
of the Allied armies and in
of the banner of the Red
the final brilliant ofTensive
Cross. Near him is a woundfighting he distinguished himed soldier, pale, bandaged,
self by liberating the northlying on a stretcher, and being
ern provinces of Alsace and
carefully lifted by two BelLorraine.
gian stretcher bearers, ob This part of the picture
scure heroes who, under
ends with such famous men
bur ting shelJs, are leaning
as will adorn English history
over the dying.
forever: Balfour. Bonar Law,
There exists in the history
A quith, Lord Curzon, Lord
of Belgium no nobler figure
1"orthcli1Te, Lord Grey, all of
than that of Cardinal Mercier.
them eminent members of
This illustrious prelate, Bishop
Parliament, whose deeds are
of Malines, shared the sad
THE RETURN OF THE FRENCH ARMIES
the completion and crowning
martyrdom of his town. He
of the deeds of the sword.
The picturesque "Coumiers" from Africa lead the troops home
saw his cathedral go up in
The British Empire spread
flames. And when the enemy
far away, beyond the seas. Its King-Emperor governs this imhad crushed the people of Belgium, Cardinal Mercier with dismense dominion.
regard of the military authority of the invaders. faitl~ful to his
The faithful son of their mother country from her remote
country, to his king, kept the love of their fatherland in the
provinces gathered under her banner; bronze-skinned Hindus
hearts of the defeated Belgians. Famous is his pastoral letter:
and Mohammedan warriors, with e) e of jet and hearts of lions.
"Patience and E~durance," ii: which he admonished the Belgian
Here they are in their striped turbans. Their Chiefs are here,
peop~e Lo be faithful. He is there, the grand old man with
glistening in bright garments, with exalted, )HOU~ mien .. r:iighty
em~ciated fe~tures, pale and noble face, deep, pure eyes, in the
Maharajah , Princes of old stock to 11hom honor 1s a rehg10n.
maiesty of 1118 long scarlet robe, whilst at his feet are displayed
They have come. united in the same feeling. sons .of scorching the re cued vessels, cha! ices. censers, mutilated crucifixes, aved
Africa Boers who left the beloved vastnesses of theu land. here from the ruins of the churches.
under' the command of their famou General Botha, while the
. Albert I. ~ing of the Belgians, adored by his happy people
intrepid Australians came from the end of the earth and Cana- i~ the beaut1fu.l days before the war, stepped to the front of
dians answered the call Lo arms from across the ocean.
h1s~ory t? remam '.here forever. The young sovereign of a little
~1at10n did not hesitate to draw his sword against the formidable
mYaders. wh~n Germany, tearing up her treaties and going back
Edith Cavell
on her promises, commenced to enter Belgium.
Here are two martyrs: Edith Ca.ell and Captain Fryall. Who
Faithful. to his motto. "Right before Might," he stood at the
does not remember their marl) rdom?
h~ad of lus sm~II army. defending foot by foot the towns and
Like a ai11L in the frame of a church "indow stands Edith nil ages of Belgwm. and remained constant! y in this smalJ corner
Ca1ell, in the glor) of her halo. all franknes,;, gentleness. devoof the worl~ which force was unable to take away from him.
tion. heroism and sacrifice. Whal \1as her crime? To tend the
Qu~en Eliz~bet.h. charming in the simplicity of her grace. is
11ourHled. both friend and foe, leaninir over their couch of pain
sland111g b) his side. Sharing all dangers, she never abandoned
day and night. nursing them. comforting them. saving them. But
her husband or his subjects. How often did one behold her.
lilincl cruelt) condemned the innocent one to death, and there
distributing .with her own hand, charitably and compassionately.
ended the 'ictim's agon) with a re\oher ~hot. Such horrors do
~he small gifts which gave pleasure. saying encouraging words
\\ ars produce.
Ill tender Lones.
How often was she seen at the cot of the dyina.
l.aptain Fr)att. in charge of his peaceahl" merchant Yessel.
h~inging them comfort in their last moments, dressing the ~o~t
tried to defend his ship "hen attacked.
lade prisoner after a
fnghtful \\Ounds; in the huts of the poor. sustaining old. exde~prrate fight. he was shot \\ithout trial under the shameful
hausted persons. caring for the orphans. This heroic and kind
pretext that he :;hould not have defended himself. Another queen was the worthy wife of her husband.
horror of "ar.
In front of her are the young prince and his si ters, while
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at her feet lies the "scrap of paper," torn and crumpled.
The royal family is surrounded by the great figures of Belgian
history, Mr. Max, the Mayor of Brussels; Mr. and Mrs. Carton de
Viart; Vandervelde, the great Socialist; Emile Verhaeren, the
poet; the Court Marshal Theodor, and many others.
One of those who also stand as a symbol of the very best that
honor implies is General Leman, the stoic defender of Liege. As
Governor of the town, he defended his fort to the very end, and,
rather than surrender it to the enemy, shared its fate when the fort
was blown up. Wounded, he was found and taken into captivity.
The nobility of his conduct was recognized by the enemy, who
did not take his sword from him, in token of their respect for
his heroism.
The small Belgian army, under the high command of its king,
defended the country bravely and cleverly. Led by courageous
commanders such as generals Jacques, Bernsheim, Huquoy,
Michel, sustained by the farsighted policy of Mr. <le Broqueville,
the Minister of War and President of the Council, soldiers and
officers united in the same sentiment of honor, this small army
fought and suffered. It had hours of anguish and misery, painful reverses, tragic retreats, but it also had its hour of triumph
when, throwing off the yoke which oppressed its country, it gave
Belgium back to its king.
Its aviators were not less courageous, brave aces such as
Tieffry, de Leulemestre, Coppens and many others who sacrificed
their young lives.

Italy
In May, 1915, Italy took her place by the side of the Allies.
At the call of the great poet Gabriel d'Annunzio, the Italian army
arose, strong, proud and mighty; it gave proof of remarkable
bravery, for it had to face insurmountable difficulties. It should
not be forgotten that besides the war in the trenches it had to
carry on war in the mountains, on the heights of Meletta, on
Mount Asolone; at an elevation of 13,000 feet in those unfriendly,

glacial Alps they had to establish permanent posts; men, horses,
cannon, ammunition were taken up into this wilderness by
sledges and deposited on the snowy heights, where the posts had
to be established. The feeding of the post had also to be assured,
which in this place could not be done by auto trucks, and the
long mule teams laden with food often experienced great difficulty in climbing the devastated mountain sides. Even in the
plains they encountered enormous difficulties, and after the victory at Carso they had the sorrow of being defeated and having
to retreat. Remember the autumn of 1917 and their retreat back
to the Po, without however for a moment giving up their courage.
Aided and sustained by the English, by General Fayolle and his
French corps, the Italians proceeded once more on their road to
victory.
A small but imposing figure stands out from among the multitude of grey-green uniforms of the Italian army. Solidly
planted on one of the steps, Victor Emanuel III, the king of
Italy, is listening to the cheers of the poet d'Annunzio and his
army. This sovereign, from the beginning of hostilities, spent
his time among the soldiers, sharing their dangers, shooting with
them, living in the trenches like the lowest of them, and encouraging them in critical moments by his presence and courage,
a "soldier king."
He is there, surrounded hy his stalI: the Duke of Aosta, that
won<lerful leader who so skilfully checkmated the Austrian plans
and opposed von 13i.ilow on the Isonzo and the Carso; General
Cadorna, the commander-in-chief at the beginning; General Diaz,
who, after the frightful defeat of Caporello, profited by the
breathing space left him by the enemy to reorganize his troops,
with the help of France and England, to strengthen and liven UJ'
the formation, increase its eliectiveness, improve the morale of
all and lead this practically new army to brilliant victory. There
are also the royal family, the Count of Turin, the Duke of the
Abruzzi, the members of Parliament, Messrs. Salandra, Sonnino,
Tilloni, Orlando, Sa! vago Raggi and Barzilai; the French ambassador, Mr. Berrere, all of them, by their ardent patriotism and

THE BRTTISH Bf PIRE SECTTO~ OF THE PANTTTEON
King George and the Prinre of Wale< are the central figures of thi.< group and the name< and
positions of all the others are on the /Jae!. of the central colon·d rcprod11c1io11
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their diplomatic genius, helped to realize the King's dream of ?f the No~th. Nearly one hundred thousand Portuguese fought
rn the Allied ranks to the end of the great conflict.
a greater Italy.
.
Hight in front on the steps, hat in hand, ~arangurng the crowd
The Monument to the Dead
as he did in May 1917 at the commemoration of the monument
to the "Thousancl," ap~ears the great p_oet Ga?riel d'Annunzio.
In co ception and execution no single section of the Pantheon
This historic figure symbolizes the ltahan_ alliance. Fr?m t~e
beginning of 1914 his every effort. was. directed t? havrng his d~ la Guerre can equal in the poignancy of its appeal, the magcountry join in the War on the Allie~ side. ~xertrng an extra· nificent monument to the Dead.
The shade is restful, the air is still; a sad, mild, subdued light
ordinary influence over the entire nation, by _his spee?h of_ ~fay
5th, 1917, he succeeded in winning over Italian p~blic opinion. scarcely filters through the rows of cypress trees. The areen
A few days afterwards war was declared on Aus~na. With. the n:oss of time grows in the chinks of the stones, the imp~sing
commencement of hostilities the celebrated poet did not consider silence of the dead extends its sombre shadow. A mausoleum of
his task finished, but thought that he had yet
his duty as a citizen and a patriot to fulfil.
He enlisted in the air force, this fifth branch
of the -ervice which he had long greatly admired, and was twice seriou ly wounded over
the enemy's lines.
Among a group of soldiers, easy to recognize by their red woollen shirts and wide neck
scarves, appear the Garibaldis. They are
four: the first Hiciotti, leaning on his
crutches, is the ~on of the great Garibaldi, of
him who dreamed in exile in America. on
Staten Island, of Italy united and independent. and \\ho went back lo his native land
and led his ''red shirts" Lo make the dream
come true. The other Garihaldis in the picture, his two brothers in French uniform, continued the tradition of their father, and in
1911. ofTered their services to France while
Italy was still hesitating. Beppino alone was
destined to return from the terrible struggles
SCENE FR0'.\1 THE BELGIAN SECTIO OF THE PANTHEON
on the French front, the two others and numAll
of
the
portraits
in this section a~e identified and their positions indicated on the back of the
erous volunteers sleep their last Jeep, far
color reproductwn of the entire Pantheon in this book
from their native land, in the forests of
Argonne.
Let us point out an estimable old man among the group of ston~.} door of bronze closed forever, and these words: "Pro
Patna -for my country: Br?nze giants. six heroes, poilus and
Garibaldians. Ile is Giuseppe Carduchi, the poet of irredentism,
gunners. guards and mannes, rnfantry and airmen, rai e at arm's
who in 1882, in his magnificent poem, claimed Fiume and Trieste
le~gth a proud coffin covere? by the folds of the flag. Heavy is
for Ilaly. Like Dfroulede,
th.is _co~n_; how many soldiers, all their sufferings over, sleep
he sees in this painting his
dream now realized. He died withm it m L_he eternal splendour of their glory!
A~d standrnl? out. from the flaming sky, still lit up by the
too soon to take part in the
burmng of Rheims, lt says to all: "Weep not, but forget not."
triumph of his country, and
the entrance of the Italians
into Istria, returned to the
How sleep the brave, who sink to rest
By all their country's wishes blest!
mother country.

Portugal

EDITH CA VELL
At the left stands Captain Fryatt

The little republic of Portugal, under the pre idency
of Mr. Machado, wa one of
the first nations to join the
Allie . Actively organized
and led by young officers,
under the command of General Tamagnini, the Porlu·
guese army joined the volunteers of other nation in
1914, fighting in the French
ranks. With the support of
allied troops this young
phalanx fought bravely and
won distinction in the plains

When Spring, with dewy fingers cold,
Returns to deck their hallowed mold
She there shall dress a sweeter sod '
Than Far..cy's feet have ever trod.
By fairy hands their knell is rung;
By forms unseen their dirge is sung.

fl ere 11onor comes. a pilgrim graJ',
To bless the turf that wraps their clay
And Freedom shall a while repair
To dwell, a weeping hermit there.
Before the. cenotaph, Fn:nce o~ her knees is represented by a
woman weanng a long crepe veil; a mother, wife, sister and
~weethea~t she endures i.n her heart all human suffering. Deep
is her gnef, but proud is her sorrow; her heart is crushed, but
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her soul is beautiful, worthy of the cherished
beings whom she loves still more for their heroic
sacrifice. Not a sob, but tears of love for all
those who, with a smile, gave their lives for
France.
Near her, on the footworn steps, lies a wreath
of immortelles covered with black crepe and
inscribed, "T.o ;he Unknown Heroes." And those
who have no mound of turf with its cross as evidence, doubly lost because they are doubly absent, have here at the foot of this resting place
their palm of glory.

China
On account of the enormous distance, China
could not end troops to Europe on the outbreak
of hostilities; she collaborated, however, by sending an army of workmen, who, in the war factories, actively placed their intelligence and skill
at the service of the Allies. And this practical
assistance, which greatly helped to increase the
output of war munitions, was largely due, even
JTALY'S SHARE IN THE PANTHEON
before the diplomatic break between the Chinese
Gabriel d' Annun:io, the poet, wares a greeling to the Kint(. All these figures are
identified wui located on the center folded strip
Empire and Germany, Lo the influence of his
Excellency Hoo-Wei-Teh, Chinese ambassador and
faithful friend of France, whose figure appears with that of ernment; for the rights and liberty of small nation , for the uniYuan Shi-K'ai, president of the Chinese Republic.
versal empire of right, which is based upon the concert of all free
Here, near China, are all the flags of the allied nations: Drazil, peoples, which will bring about peace and security for all naSiam, Nicaragua, Guatemala, which lent their aid to the Allies, tions and, ultimately, set the world free. To such a task we may
with General Menocal, president of Cuba. and the King of Siam, dedicate our lives, our fortunes, all that we are, all that we have,
among the figures.
proud in the knowledge that the day has come when America is
privileged to give her blood and strength in the service of those
principles which called her into being, looking to that peace and
The United States
happiness which is so dear to her. God helping us, we can do
The section of the Pantheon de la Guerre devoted Lo the United no other."
States was inserted with difficulty, because the French artists.
Members of the Cabinet and the President's close advisers
after three years' work, were nearing the completion of their stand near him, as do many other distinguished Americans who
great canvas when word reached them that we had entered the lent their aid to the war in various ways.
war. They erased a large area of the picture and into this space
It is an interesting, almost an amazing fact that in this group
they placed the grouping of eminent men and women who were are four Presidents of the United States. Besides Mr. Wilson,
our outstanding leaders in that day.
here are the figures of Theodore H.oosevelt, whose son Quentin
Under a bust of George Washington, the artists built the Amer- sleeps in French soil, and of William Howard Taft, Mr. Wilson's
ican section, symbolizing the four branches of American man· predecessor, while the youthful face of Herhe rt Hoover, Director
power on which this country drew so heavily, the busin_es man, of Helief in Belgium and U. S. Food Administrator, appears in
the worker, the cowboy, and the Indian, led by a daslung We~L the midst of the group. Here are Charles M. Schwab, master
Point cadet. typical of our military leaders, while the Star- shi phuilder, and Samuel Gompers, labor leader, whose teamwork
Spangled Banner, our own "Old Glory," flies proudly ab~ve the~. and leadership in the work of providing transportation for our
For thirty-two months, from August. 19M. to Apnl, 1911. men and the production of munitions did so much to win the war.
America had followed with utmost interest the ternble events
Other notable figures in the American section include: Genwhich were sleepino- Europe in blood. President Wilson sent erals Pershing, Bliss, Bullard and Liggett; Admirals Denson.
note after note, no\~ first to protest against violations, th_en to l\layo. Wilson and Sims; Ambassador Herrick, who endeared
inquire \\hat was the aim of the belligerents' warf~re. Finally himself to France when he declined to leave Paris when the
America. remembering the Lusitania. broke off relal10ns with the Frenrh frlt impelled lo move the capital elsewhere; Edward V.
Central Empires in April, 1917.
Hickenbacher, the American aviator; Whitney Warren, the archi1\1onday, April 2. 1917, the day when Presid~nt Wilson re~d tect; General Leonard Wood; the elderly Alexander M. Thackhis War Message before the Congress of the Un~Led. tates, will eray, American Co1mil General at Paris during the war, and a
remain one of the memorable day of the worlds history.
symbolic figure of a United States Army nurse, who, serving the
Here he stand,,, beneath the bu t of the immortal Father of
avy as well, was present wherevPr there was fighting and sufferhis country, George Wa. hington. He looks out at us from thr ing from tlw h('ginning to the end of our country's participation
Pantheon as he looked that day in the Capitol when he re_ad, in the terrible struggle. Herc, too. are Mrs. W. K. Vand('rhilt,
from the paper which he here holds in his hand, the undying Miss Anne Morgan, Miss Elsie cl Wolfe, Mrs. Edward Tuck of
words:
New England, and other courageous workers and nurses; Evan"Right is more precious than Peace, and we shall fight '.or the geline Booth, leader of th Salvation Army in the Unite<l Stales,
things that are dearest to our heart; democ:ary. for ~he nght of revered by men who saw action in France and typifying a glorithose who submit to authority to have a voice of the1 r own gov· ous service to the troops, and representative of such effective
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organizations as the Young Men's Christian Association, the
Jewish Welfare Board, the Knights of Columbus, the Young
Women's Christian Association, the American Library Association, the War Camp Community Service, and the matchless Red
Cross which at the very beo-inning of the war, when only the first
act of the great tragedy had been staged, lent its aid to the cause
of France and made our starry banner familiar on all fronts,
where its voluntary ambulances testified to the indefatigable
devotion of the women of America.
Lono- before we made a formal
o
Amencan
.
declaration of war, the
people were not satisfied to remain
merely as onlookers in the fight between giants who were dividing the
world, or trying lo, and before as a
nation we took our heroic part, our
people played the part of charity
and pity, multiplying their help for
the wounded and suffering in France
and prodigally bestowing upon them
not only their money, but also their
time, their· labor, the service and
courage of their benevolent ambulance workers. Many were those
Americans who when the war began, felt deep' personal grief, as
though they had been present at
some attack on a beloved one, a
chosen personage to whom were
owing spiritual joys and tender f~el
ings. Then, driven by a sudden impulse, they went to France wilh their
love and their gold, organizing model
hospitals, where so many noble women devoted themselves to charity
of every kind, caring for orphans,
aiding the soldiers, succoring the
prisoners. To learn what they did,
ask the French wounded, the children of the refugee from the invaded countries, al I of the victims of
the war. Food clothing and delica·
cies were distributed throughout the
unhappy villages by their care. As
godmothers of destroyed villa_ges,
some young American women had
these rebuilt out of their own means.
Wherever kindness was abroad, wherever their he! p could save, there they
were, the first to hasten to the places
of misery, hurrying along in their
light vehicles. No obstacle could
THE MONUMENT
stop them in their work of devotion.
It was one magnificent outburst of
succor and help. The American woman in all her charity is
standing here, due homage being given to her grandeur.

Montenegro
Having been the ally of Serbia during the war in the Balkans,
the small kingdom of Montenegro did not intend to forsake her
in the tragic hours of 1911. And in the fir t hours of the great
war King icholas I. joined the Allies. The fight was hard for
this small nation from the mountains who had fought the Aus·
trians bravely. But his army was not large enough and his sup-

plies insufficient and the king was soon compelled to retreat and
go to France with Queen Milena and her daughters.

Serbia
Prince Alexander, crown prince of Serbia, Regent of the Kingdom and Gen~ralis?imo of the Serbian army, added a page of
glory to Serbia's lustory through the aid which his army gave,
and also due to the military genius
of the Voivode Putnick. The aggression of Austria in 1914 found
him with sword in hand. He never
forsook the army, be the days good·
or evil, dedicating to his country all
his bravery and efforts, and gaining
the admiration and love of all the
world by his nobility and dignity in
misfortune.
Here he is, on horseback, at the
head of his troops; you also see a
group of armed peasants glorifying
the heroism of this small nation who,
brutally driven from their country,
persecuted by the Bulgarians, perishmg from hunger and exhaustion,
stood in fiery resistance against a
barbarous enemy throughout their
retreat. Near by, an order in his
hand, is the Voivode Putnick the
great Serbian patriot, their lead~r.
Aged King Peter I. is seated on a
gun carriage, bowed down with grief,
yet proud, despite his misfortune.
The sad exodus of.· his people, the
tragic retreat at the time when he
himself was exhausted and forced to
leave his little country and fled before the invader in a farmer's cart
drawn by oxen; all the suffering of
this small nation is inscribed upon
the pale countenance of this royal
pastor of his people. But nothing
destroyed his hope and faith, and he
did not hesitate to fire a gun in the
trenches. By his side are his faithful ministers: majestic old Patchich;
the venerable, grey-bearded patriarch; Vesnitch, his ambassador to
France and to whom Serbia owed
much gratitude.
TO THE DEAD

Japan

Japan, the ally of Great Britain,
joined the Allies upon tne declaration of the war. On account
of bein~ so far distan~, she could send no troops to Europe, and
her act1~Ity was earned ~mt more especially in the Far East,
where, aided by the English, she undertook the policing of the
seas. In the month of August, 1914, and with the help of the
Briti~h squadron, the Japanese squadron attacked the stronghold
of Kiao-Tcheu, a German colony, which fell after a resistance of
two months.
A ne~ part was given to the Japanese armies in 1918. They
landed m great numbers in the region of Vladivostock and came
to the aid o~ the Czecho-Slovakian troops, who, lost in Siberia,
were strugglmg desperately against the Bolsheviki and the former
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Rumania
From the beginning of the World
War Rumania had remained neutral,
but when the will of the Rumanian
people called for war, the sovereign
followed his people faithfully and,
at the head of his army, threw himself valiantly upon Bulgaria.
Queen Marie and her daughters
donned the white nurse's veil, organizing hospitals, going to the cots of
the wounded, tending them and
bringing them tender consolation.
Rumania, at first victorious, saw
hours of enchanting and glorious victory, but, pre sed by Austria. Bulgaria and Germany, forsaken by
revolutionary Russia, she was compelled to retreat, losing a great portion of her territory. Then, like her
sister Serbia, she knew the misery of
invasion, the despair of retreat, the
pangs of famine. During these
tragic hours the queen became the
support of her crushed people.
What could be more touching than
COMMEMORATING AMERICA'S PART IN THE WORLD WAR
this sublime and tragic picture: all
Four Presidents of the United States appear in thi~ section of the Pantheon. All these figures
these Rumanians appealing at the
are identified and located on the back of the colored reproduction
feet of their sovereigns. Pressed on
all sides by pitiless enemies, they
prisoners of the Central Empires who had been liberated and seek refuge with the royal family. Women implore, grey-beards
rise up to fight once more. The war has made them beggars,
armed by the traitors.
Another Japanese army came to the aid of the Allies at the their crops are in the hands of the enemy. Nothing is more
start of the war: that of the laborers. Together with cannon of impres ive than this appeal of a people who had themselves
every kind, ammunition, food and equipment, the J~anese also chosen their destiny by refusing to make common cause with
sent laborers, whose presence made it possible for France to put the enemy.
more men in the field.

Russia

Deroulede and Alsace-Lorraine

Nicholas IL Czar of Russia, had promised his father to continue in his Franco-Russian policy. In 1914 great indignation
caused him to rise against Germany and Austria, when the assault
in Serbia was perpetrated. The Russian army, being quickly
mobilized, invaded Germany in the beginning of 1914, and one
will never forget the wonderful drama of the invasion of eastern
Prussia by Rennenkampf, which made the victory of the Marne
possible by diverting the German army to the eastward.
Under the command of General Brou siloff, the Russian army
met with disaster and retreat, but successful offensives and triumphs were equally her share, until the dark days of the revolution when, disorganized, she was nothing but the wreck of old
Russia.
And Old Ru sia it is for which icholas II stands, surrounderl
by his son, the Czarevitch. in national <'Ostume, and the priests in
their shining cloaks; Old Russia which, faithful lo the alliance,
inscribed beautiful pages of glory and heroism on the scrolls
of her history.
Soon. however, nothing hut smoke was left of all this heroism.
While History inscribed on marble the sacred alliance of former
days, when France and Russia were friendly countries, the rrvolution commenced to growl. Look at the Bolshevik, who has just
set fire to Old Russia. The torch, lying half-extinguished upon
the steps, carries away in its smoke the old regime and its institutions, interrupting with this incendiary gesture impassive History who beholds and mediates.

We come back now toward the Temple of Victory, the goal
to which the color-bearers are returning with their flags. But
who is this, this figure shrouded in mystery, like a phantom;
this tall, bent man, wrapped in his wide gray cloak, with bared
head, like a man beholding his dream?
It is Paul Deroulede. All France is looking on through the
eyes of this ardent patriot, the worthy elder of all these heroes,
admirable in his perseverance, in the courage of his mis ion.
Having passed over Loo soon to sec that recovery of the lost
provinces, whose enthusiastic and fervent missionary he was, he
has come from the great beyond to view its triumph. In front of
him are his two heloved, graceful children, Alsace and Lorraine,
standing in nohle silence, martyrs for more than forty years of
bondage, now liherated, free, forever happy upon the hreast of
Lhrir mother country. stepping forward timidly strewing flowers
at the feel of the soldiers. Here is Deroulcde's dream come true.
and thr great man's eyes are beholding the vision which he will
carry back with him on high.

Pa~e
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The Return of the Flags
The Life Guards, in shining breastplates, with long horse-hair
manes, are gaily singing the triumphal hymn of their return.
Trumpets are sounding, their joyous rhythm inspiring the horses,
who serm to L011ch the ground as though with dancing feet.
Like the heralds of long ago, they are proclaiming victory and

ing the march past of the army. They are
the French Ministers of State who labored
without ceasing: Briand, Millerand, Ribot,
Viviani, Pichon, Klotz, Leygues, Loucheur,
Claveille. One among them stands out more
wonderful than any. Unnecessary to describe
him, his expressive countenance is familiar
to all. It is the great Prime Minister, "The
Tiger," as he himself likes to be called. After
so many years of struggle bent towards one
single goal, after so many furious battles,
Georges Clemenceau smiles in triumph. "I
am carrying on the war," said he with just
pride; he might have added: "I won it with
the Poilus." Despite his 78 years of age, his
youthful faith enlightens his countenance. He
seems to be listening to the voice of Victory,
Victory resplendent and superb, floating
above
all, while the Gallic chanticleer at her
RUSSIA AND RUMANIA
feet, proudly raising his head, crows his vicOne of the most striking scenes in the entire Pantheon is the. dran:iatic action in the center of
torious "cock-a-doodle-do" to the listening'
this seclion. All of the portraits shown here are identified on the back
throng. Today the great Clemenceau, too,
of the central colored reproduction
sleeps with his beloved Poilus who laid down
the French army is marching past, with sounding trumpets, their lives in the struggle, in the bosom of their beloved France.
And here we leave them, these gallant heroes, all the brave
beating drums, flying banners.
galaxy
of those who risked all for their fellow-men for the sake
Those banners! Torn, mutilated banners, on which the vic'
torious battles are inscribed in relief, these pious tatters that are of an ideal of Liberty.
We
honor
the.m,
as
the
world
must
always
honor
them,
because
still stained with the blood of the brave who died to save them,
that are spotted with mud from the trenches, those banners with of what they nsked and what they gave. Yet while we honor
faded colors and yet forever resplendant, trembling in the breeze the heroe~, mus.t we not fervently hope that never again shall
the occas10n anse when such heroism, such conflict on such a
of glory.
The Poilus are following them. All are seen here, infantry, scale shall threaten to blot out the civilization to which manreserves and marines; a sky of helmets, an infinite ocean of blue; kind has climbed through the ages?
War is a terri~le thing. In all the history of the world no war
thty also are stained with the mud of glory, with the white dust
was ever so terrible as that which this Pantheon commemorates.
of the roads, but they too, are beautiful like heroes.
Here are marines, those fusiliers who, a handful of men, led Never before were there so many men under arms, in conflict to
by brave commanders, one pitched against eight, stemmed the the death. Let us all devoutly pray that such a fearful scene
savage onslaught of the Germans, saving France from th~ terror shall ~ever again mar the face of the good, green earth.
Agarn.st th~ twenty-three million men mobilized by the Central
of invasion. Marines from the Y ser, the heroes of Dixmude,
these fusiliers will stand out forever in the History of the World Powers rn this great war, the Allies mustered more than twelve
as living examples of courage and sacrifice, daring and unselfish- million Russian mei:i-at-arms, more than eight million, four hunness. The words of one of their leaders: "Hold fast or die," dred thousand soldiers of France, almost nine million fighting
was their motto when, at the cry of "Justice
and FrPedom," a sublime intoxication in·
flamed their courage.
The flag that they have taken onto the battlefield so often decorated and now adorned
hy a ~-ed cordon, the flag of the marine
fusiliers, floats gaily upon the air of victory,
in feeble homage of bravery, lifted high by
one of these splendid officers who, escaping
as by a miracle from the disaster at Bouvet,
desired once again to have the honor of leading the marines on to the firing line.
In like heroism the Zouaves are following
them towards the temple of glory. They have
come with their glistening swords and bayonets of steel, after triumphant deeds, and
how many names that from henceforth can·
not perish, are here to be read!

Clemenceau
A group of civilians i crowding about the
steps in front of the Temple. They, too, are
enjo) ing the pure air of victory while :,,alut-

THE SERBIAN SECTION
The et'enLs Lha~ precipitaled the war occured in Serbia, whose national heroes, depicted here,
are identified by name and place on the back of the colored reproduction
of the Pantheon in this book
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men from all the far-flung reaches of the British Empire and its
Commonwealth of Nations, more than five and one-half millions
of gallant Italians, eight hundred thousand armed Japanese, three
quarters of a million troops of Rumania, almost as many of
Serbia. Belgium's ever-glorious and gallant little army of more
than two hundred and sixty thousand, the two hundred and thirty
thousand who were prepared for action in Greece, Portugal's hundred thousand and the fifty thousand of little Montenegro,
brought the total of the Allied armed and mobilized forces up
to the staggering figure of nearly thirty-eight million fighting
men on land and sea and in the air. And, associated although
not allied, Uncle Sam called to the colors another four million,
three hundred thousand men, who rallied under the Stars and
Stripes, bringing the number of those opposed to the twenty-three
million of the Central Powers up to more than forty-two million.
Sixty-five million warriers in deadly conflict for four long,
terrible years!
More than five millions of the soldiers of the Allies, besides
one hundred and twenty-six thousand brave American boys, were
killed in battle or died of wounds received on the field of honor,
while more than three million of the youth of Germany, AustroHungary, Turkey and Bulgaria lie with them beneath the sod of
the same Mother Earth. More than twelve millions of the sur-

vivors among the Allies and the Americans bear the brands of
the awful conflict, honorable scars to forever remind them of the
tragic years, while more than eight millions of crippled and
injured keep alive the memory of war in the countries of the
enemy. And even more starkly sou l-rending is the roll-call of
the missing.
In every capital of every nation which poured out its life-blood
in the great war stands a monument to the Unknown Soldier.
Beneath that tomb rest the bones of one who may have been any
of the more than seven millions whose actual fate in war will
never be known. Who is he, this Unknown Soldier? His name
appeared on the rolls of his brigade at dawn but he never again
answered the roll-call when the shallered ranks were once more
called to assembly. He is merely one of those heroes against
whose names stands the one grim word: "Missing."
And here, again, we leave these glorious, tragic memories, in
the profound hope that out of the lesson of this greatest of all
wars may come a realization of the futility and the horror of
war, which shall guide humanity to that higher plane of civilization on which honorable peace shall forever prevail. May it
indeed prove Lo have been, as the great leader of America through
that conflict believed it might turn out to be, a war to end war.

<?5he GJ3ivouac of the CVead
The muffied drum's sad roll has-beat
The soldier's last tattoo;
No more on Life's parade shall meet
The brave and fallen few.
On Fame's eternal camping ground
Their silent tents are spread,
And Glory guards, with solemn round,
The bivouac of the dead.
No rumor of the foe's advance
Now swells upon the wind;
No troubled thought at midnight haunts
Of loved ones left behind;
No vision of the morrow's strife
The warrior's dream alarms;
No braying horn nor screaming fife
At dawn sh.all call to arms.
Their shivered swords are reel with rust;
Their plumed heads are Lowed;
Their haughty banner, trailed in dust,
I now their martial shroud,
And plenteous funeral tears have washed
The red stain from each brow,
And the proud forms, by battle gashed,
Are free from anguish now.
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The neighing Lroop, the flashing blade,
The bugle's stirring blast,
The charge, the dreadful cannonade,
The din and shout, are past;
Nor war's wild note, nor glory's peal
Shall thrill with fierce delight
Those breasts that nevermore may feel
The rapture of the fight.
Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead!
Dear as the blood ye gave;
No impious footstep here shall tread
The herbage of your grave;
Nor shall your story he forgot
While Fame her record keeps,
Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proud! y sleeps.
Yon marble minstrel's voiceless stone
In dcathles ong shall tell,
When many a vanished age bath flown,
The Lory how ye fell;
Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's blight,
Nor Time's remorseless doom,
Shall dim one ray of glory's light
That gi lds your deathless tomb.
Theodore O'llara.

CJeow the Tantheo·n (?ame to America
q ri j HEN it was finally
lJlJ decided to. bri_ng this

--c-1

In New York arrangements
had been made for the exhi1 bition of the Pantheon in
grea t painting to
America it was quickly real·I Madison Square Garden,
ized that the problem of packwhich was not quite large
ing and transportation preenough, but the largest space
available. Part of the wall
sented unique difficulties. Just
as no picture ever before
of the Garden had to be removed to admit the painting.
painted covered such an area
During the eight weeks in
of canvas- more than 18,000
square feet- so also had nowhich the Pantheon was
body ever been confronted
shown there it was seen by
with the task of removing
nearly a million persons.
anything so gigantic.
ExUnfortunately no other exhiperls in handling canvas adTHE PANTHEON AT THE TOMB OF THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
bition space could be obtained in New York and at
vised that the painted surface Looking through the Arc de Triomphe at the Huge Package Containing the
should be protected by spe· World's Largest Painting as It Starts on It s Journey to America.
the close of the engagement
at. t~e Garden the painting
cially woven velour and cot.
.
.
ton padding to prevent any damage when the canvas was rolled went to sto~a~~' where it remarned until it was taken to Washingup. To the Foundation Company of New York, Lond_ on ~nd ton for exhibit10n as a part of the George Washington Bi-Centennial celebration.
Paris, the job was entrusted. Af ter a f arewe 11 cere~ony ~n wh ic h
hio-h officials of the French Government and Amencan diplomats
This final leg of the journey, which began at the historic home
b
d
h" I h Id h
d f l
of the "Pantheon de la Guerre" in the Rue Universite at Pari"s
articipated
and
the
cor
s
w
ic
1
e
t
e_
L
wo_
en
s
o.
t
1e
canvas
d
d d
h C
P
h a pair of go Id en an en e at dt e_ apital of the United States, presented further
in ])lace were cut by Mrs. W. I( . VanId er b i I t wit
d
d surpnsrng an rnter~sting transp_ortation problems. Mr. Harry
shears, the painting, wrapped in ve_our an ~otton, was woun
1".1· Cran?al of ~ashrngton, president of the Pantheon Corporaupon a specially-built spindle. A tight covenng of canvas was tlon, which acquired the great panoramic picture and its brood
sewn around it all, and over that was soldered a sheath of soft of 246 sma_ller studies, with his associates, Mr. Frank C. Walker
metal, to protect the painting from dampness and vermi~l. The ~nd Mr. Mic~ael Comerford of New York, widely known leaders
package was then placed on an oaken cradle and secured 111 place 111 the theatncal and motion-picture world, planned the route.
by metal straps. The completed packBy now the ~ccoutrement that had to
'
travel with the gigantic canvas, inage weighed ten tons and made a crate
clud~d the portable steel necessary for
nine feet square on the end and fiftytwo feet long!
It is probably the
two immense observation decks with
largest single package ever handled .
much rigging and tackle, and 'it all
Transportation to the port of Le
amounted to 60 tons, which was conHavre by rail or river was out of the
veyed by an imposing caravan of huge
question; French freight cars were not
trucks that moved over highways in
long enough, the bridges over the
New York, New Jersey, Delaware and
Seine were not high enough. The
Maryland before it could enter the
District of Columbia.
largest truck and trailer in France
were employed to move the Pantheon
The original idea was to pass over
to the sea, which was accomplished in
the new George Washington Memorial
20 hours, with a ceremonial pause at
Bridge but it was found that the roads
on the New Jersey side were not in
the Arc de Triomphe, before the grave
of the Unknown Soldier. All other
readiness. So the procession moved
traffic made way for the Pantheon, and
by electric ferry out of New York,
al I along the route citizens saluted
then at a steady gait through the states
mentioned, until on the third day it
with cries of "Vive l'Amerique" and
"Bon Voyage."
passed the Capitol at Washino-ton
b
'
At the French Line quay it was
even as it had passed the mighty Arc
found that no loading crane was strong
de Triomphe on its departure from
enough to hoi L lhe great package on
Paris. Once again there was a halt
to the "Paris," the ship which '"as to
hrinbcr it lo America.
or wa any of
as newspapermen greeted the column.
The historic canvas, which had been
l
the ship's halchways large enoug 1 to
admit the Pantheon to the hold. So
hailed all the way from New York to
with the aid of a floating crane the
Washington, thus completed 3390
great picture wa. lifted to the ship's
miles by land and sea from the spot
deck alld ~ecured there for the ocean
LOADTNG THE PANTHEON ON THE "PARIS"
where it was born when the World
voyage, which fortunately wa nol a l\'o Such lluF;e Packar:e lflas Erer Carried Acros~ the Ocean War raged in France. to its own buildrough one.
Before. ft llud to Be Carried on the Steamship's Deck.
ing in the United States.
~
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HAVE

A

WORD

FOR

IT

ONE of those admirable, subtle
words that the French have a way
of inventing . . . that give you a
universe in a nutshell, and can't be
precisely defined.
Soigne . ••. It exhales in one
breath all that you unconsciously
feel in the atmosphere and tradition of the French Line ... the sure taste .•• the close
attention to detail ••. the instinct for doing things well.
It expresses better than any other word the French
philosophy of living.
Perhaps "well-groomed" is our closest approximation
to it. Certainly it is justified in the spacious beauty of
French Line salons and cabins ••. the urbane skill of
well-trained English-speaking servants ... the imagination and reverence with which food is prepared by chefs
renowned everywhete among epicures.
But soigne means more than that. It means the scrupulous efficiency which lies at the root of all French Line
service. It means long years of training for French Line
officers and crews. It means rigid discipline .. . modern
equipment . . • constant inspection and drill. In short, it
denotes that high level of seamanship which is necessary
for perfect comfort and security.
And soigne applies even to the shore services of the
French Line .. • for every French Line agent is prepared
and eager to serve you, in surroundings worthy of your
presence, promptly and courteously.
If you value the amenities of civilized living . • . if
you want to travel free from care, among intelligent
and charming people ... voyage on France-Afloat!
French Line rates are greatly reduced, and express
steamers carry First and Tourist Class. Ask any authorized travel agent to help you pl an your trip abroad. • ••
The French Line, 19 State Street, New York City.

S.S. llo do Fra11cc-Salon de The

--:1?5"i"'&1

ILE DE FRANCE, July 30, August 27 • PARIS, July 22, September 2 • F R ANCE, September 16 • CTTAMPLAIN, August 20,

September 10 • LAFAYETTE, August 6 and 30 • DE GRASSE, July 28, August 27 • ROCIIAMBEA U, August 17, Sep tern brr 17 'CG:Si'ft& 1 •
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IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTH EON DE LA GUERRE
FRANCE

JOFFRE, CommandM ARECHAL
ant de l'armee Francaise;

~lare

chal Foch, Commandant des Armees
"Allies"; General Weygand, Allache

de Foch. fl a sauve PoLogne en 1920;
Sarrail, Commandant de
l'armee en Orient; Marechal Fran·
chet D'Esperey, Commandant de
l'armee en Orient, Victoire contre
la Bulgarie; General Humbert, General de l'armee, Gouverneur a Stras·
bourg; General Barfourier, Commandant du 20e corps; Marechal
Petain, Generalissime dans L'armee
Francaise; General An toine, Com·
mandant de l'armee de la Somme;
Amiral Ronache, Commandant de la
fusiliers marins a Dixmude; Amira!
Guepratte, Commandant de la flotle
Dardanelles; \Iarechal Lyautey,
Amiral Bone De Lapeyrerr, Commandant de la Marine; Amira!
General

Biard, General Girandon, General
Gouraud, Chef de l'armee. Entre le

premier a Strasbourg, Goui;erneur

a Paris; M. Manchery, General Cordonnier, Armce d'Urient; Genpral
Duport, M. A. Sancere, '\1. Sanc!'re,
\1. Dubo,e, :\1. Poincare, Presidenl
de La Republiq1rn; Colonel Rima ii hot,
fni;enleur d'un canon; l\l. De,chanel,
President de la Chambre des Deputes; General Langlois, Gt>neral De·
ville; General Lamazr, 1\1. Lespinasse, General Michel, Gouverneur a
Paris; General Galopi n, Gouverneur
de la place de Paris; Genna! Gallieni, Saineur d!' Paris; Gt'nernl
Cleq:!erie, Collaborateur de Gallieni,
M. Remach, Gt·neral Fronteau, General Cou,in, Pierre Loti, Commandant Viaud.

M • RlBOT,
Mini<tre des finances;
l\I. l\1il1Prand, Minislre de la
guerre; M. Briand, Mini.11re de< a/·
Jaires elrangeres; M. AlhPrt Thomas,
Minis/re des munitions; 1\f. Vi\'iani,
Mini11redelafu<lice; Amira] La CazP,
M inislre de la M arinc; \l. Bourgeois,
Chef de S. 0. N.; Jacqui's Dumen-

sue!, A vialeur; \I. Godard, M ini1tre
de l'flygiene; 1\1. Pain]e,e, Mini.1tre
de la (;uerre; General Roque,, Minislre de la Guerre; ;..[. Ut·mentel,
M ini.11re des Finances; \ I. Rouc,
.\1. St. Pichon, \egocialcur du traiie
de Versailll''; ~I. J ulC's Cam bnn,
Diplomale; ]\[, F. Godard, 1\l. Clavcillt'. Minis/re d1•s Tramux Publics;
\1. Leyirue,, Mini.It re de la Marine;
\1. Cl!'nwnceau, Surnomme le Tigre,

loud, Un Colonial; General Guillaumat, Chef de L'armee en Orient;
Gen<'ra l Passaga, Chef 1l'armee;
General Bazelaire, General Debeney,
Chef d' A rniee; General l\licheler,

Commandant de la dixicme armec;
Gl'rH'ral Bo uysson, General Mcssimy,

Ancien Minislre de la guerre; M.
G uynemcr, Chevalier de l' air ; Senate ur Raymond; Avialeur marl au

champ d'l lonneur.

President du Conseil.
G

GENERAL

DE CASTELNAU,
Vain1111rnr de Grand-Couronne;
General '\luunoury, Gl'nl'ral Dubai!,

Goui·cmcur d'
l'E.-1; Genl'rQl

Pari1.

Armce de

D'Urbal, Gt•neral
Graziani Bonrwt, G!'rwral
ivelk,

Ceneralissimc de l'arme1• Franc(li\C;
Gt·neral Barati<'r, l 1n colonial; Gen·
f'ral \lang"in, Ow/ Irr< pui"rml de
l'armce.
G<'neral Sieur, M edecin
!111pt·cteur; C1·neral 1\1archancl, /,a
mi."inn 1'r111rcll1lnd a trarcrs l'Afri'fue; Grnt'ral Gt•rarcl. Gcn<'ral Bail

ENERAL GARDAU, M. De
1\.1 un, Orateur Catholiqu<', General Bourgue!, M. H ud up:ue, 1\1.
S tra uss, Mi11i11rc de L' llygicne, M.
Don nirr, M. Dela n n1•y, Pre/el de la
.'frinc; M. Babcoky, M. Appel,
R ecteur Faculte Paris; M. Rote,

Pro/esseur Faculte S1rasbourg; M.
La ncent, M . M ith ouarcl, Coll.1eiller
municipal de Paris, Poele; \1. Di~
lt'n', 1\1. DC' La l\1e urtlw, Philantlrropc; M. Surpa ne, M. llansi, ALH1ciC'n Prole.1ta1uire Carica/11ri.11e,
1\1. Sartraux, \1. Wl'tte rlc, Al,ucien,

depute protestataire au Reich.Hag,
M. Darville, 1\.I. Te5siert, General
Simonin, General Cottez, General
Corvisart, 1\1. Jean Baptiste Dumas,
General Barthelemy, General l\1ororelle, General Lanrezac, Commandant de la Se armee; General De La
Villei;treux, GPnt•ral Archinard, Conquerant du Soudan Francais, General Putz, Commandant Rayna], DeJen.1eur du fort de Vaux; General
Dev il le, General Serret, General
lll'lin , Grn1•ral \fo istre, Chef rfarmee
Champagne, General Leblois, General Malterre, 1\1:. Boelle.

M• JACQUES
DE CIIONDENS,
1\.1. R. BPRnard, Mini.11re du
Commerce; i\1. Prcyrenet, l\f. Lonchrur, Ministre des Travcwx Publics,
grwul industriel; \1. Mordaca, At/ache de Clrmenc<'all; 1\1 . Cochin,
Minislre .11111\ porl<'/euille; M. Klotz,
Mini.it re d"' Finances; M. llarthou,
Minisl re de la lu1ticc; GrrH'ral
1\.1ujel, General Dubois, General De

DEAD ON THE FIELD
OF HONOR

TIIE ITALIAN SECTION

(Names on the Pylon on the Face of
the Picture Opposite th s List)
M. REIGNEAU
L. BRAUN
H. BRAUN
H. LEFAUCHEUX
P. LEFAUCHEUX
M. BARBET DE MONTIGNY
DE SALIGNAC
FENELON
M. SUSS
L. ABBE ETUROIS
J. DEFORT
L. DEFORT
G. MICHEL
R. GROSSELIN
R. CAHEU
M. AUGER
E. AUGER
A. AB BADIE DE AR RAST
M. A. ABBADIE DE ARRAST
DE BEAUREPAIRE
S. RENDU
R. FRELAT
S. DERME
H. CAGNINACCI
A. BAILLOT
M. DEBALORRE
S. DEBALORRE
H. SIMONNIN
F. DEBALORRE
J. BOUCHER
J. AMYOT D'INVILLE
REES-LEIVIS
J. HOLTZAPPLE
A. MONNIER
F. ROMAZZOTTI
C. MARTEL DE JANVI LLE
A. ARBI B
A. LEDUC
S. DUHIL
H. HERVIEU
L. ESCOLIER
EYMARD DU VERNA Y
J. ODENT
P. ODENT
P. THAL
M. HOUYVET
R. GUYARD
C. ARCHAMBAUD
R. HOUDAILLE
W. FOURNIE
P. REGNIER
L. STOURM
BABERT DE JUILLE
M. TROPLONG
M. NIGNON
J. LIBMANN
C. B. DE QUIROS
J, D'ABARTIAGUE H. DE MONS
P. DE MONS
A. RENQUET
F. QUELLENEC
G. ANGELI
N. TROUVE
POTIER DE COURACY
L. TUFFIER
A. NICOLETIS
G. D ANTENAY
C. MOUILLOT
P. STRAUSS
H. APPERT
E. REGNARD
H. REGNARD
G. REVOIL
J. YANCY
R. A. MICHEL
J, CAILAR
DE LA TOUCHE
E. AL CROIX
H. VAN DEN VAERO
M. BESLAY

I

the center, upon the third step, stan<ls King Victor
Emmanue l III. Behind him, in the uniform of a naval
officer. weari ng a grel'n scarf, is thl' duke of Genoa, h is
unc le. l pon the second step. with a grey coal, is General
Diaz. leading the Italian troops. Bel.md him. in sk )-hlue.
l\\O gerwrals; seen full-faC'c, Genera l l·a)oll(' and, s<'t'n in
pro Ii le. General :\laislrl', \\ho l'ormnanded the French
troops on the Italian front. Ahovl' thl'm, Genera l Ladorna.
who commanded the Italian troops at the h<'gin ning of the
war, having hack of him. lo the left, Admiral Tahon di
Rew!. Minister of the ~a\y.
l pon the left is a group of Italian light i nfantry. In
their midst. hare-hraded, his rirrht arm on th<' shou lder of
his romrade. the Austrian DC'pUlj Ballisti, \\ ho enll'rt'd the
Italian army at the start of the \\Ur. \\'US takr• n prisone r hy
th.: Austrians and hanged. In f ront, the Ita lian mountain
artill ery. Ahove. a group of some 01 th<' 1n iat ion aces.
With \\Ulerproofs. I.a plain Sal morw: at his r ight, Captai n
Barracn and Captain O li \'ari and. !wall:. his C'oal unbuttoned. Capt. Sala. the \<'e of llomlianlmenl.
Further lo thl' left, ne:ir thl' p} lon. l\\O personages engaged in conver»alion. The \\ hite-haire<l Si ()'nor lbsolati:

(Na

with bl ack ha ir, with hands in his coat pockets, M. Destree,
the Be lgia n Dep ut y.
T o the rig ht o f the King will be fo und his three cousins.
In \\ hite un iform, the Count o f T urin, in grey, the Duke of
Aosta. Bc·h ind the la tte r, in civilian ·lothing, wearing the
g reen sash, Signo r T i lto ni, Prime Minister. having al his
ll' ft Signor \ 1a nfredi, the P resident of the Senate, and in
fro nl of hi m S ig no res Sala ndra, Son ino and Orlando, Mi nisters o f State. Back of h im, in uniform, \\ilh black hair, in
p ro fil e, M. Barrcre, French Amhassad1
1r.
l pon the fi rst ste p, ho lding h is sil
hriel d'Annun zio, the avia to r p ort, th e Dictal<
me, havi ng
behi nd hi m Signo r Bosell i.
with wh ite
On Lhl' srconcl step. leaning on h is
11eral Garihea rd, S igno r Hicriotti Ga r iba l di. the
ft, his sons,
ha ldi . \\ho fought fo r Fra nce in 1870.
Ge nl'ra l Be ppino Ga riha ldi a nd h is tw
, who, ron tinuing the pa tern a l t radition. plar·
ws al the
disrwsal o f F ra nre a l the hegi n nin,g
r. Beh ind
the m. in red shirts, a group of Garibai<
their midgt
a grcy- hcarded old ma n, Carducci, the
rredcn tism.
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front. in civilian rlothing. i. \Ir. \1aC'hado. tl w President of the HC'pul.Iic: lwhincl h im stands SPnhn r '\ o rlon
de :\larch, the \ Tini-.ler of War. \\ho \\,Js appointed a delegate lo the Pl'ar<' Confnenre at St. l,prmain. I 11 fron t of
him i:; Col. · idonio Pai;·, \d10 was a--sa --inatcd in Porttwa l

wht' n IH' was a bout to sail fo r Oporto
GP nera l Fernan do T a magni ni d<' \I
sta nding out aga in ~ l the g rcl'n ancl n'd
agn ini Ba rl rnsa, \\ h o was in romman
troops on the F re nch f ro nl.
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IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON DE LA GUERRE
l\litry, Chr/ d'Annrr; (;P111•ral r1 .. 1y
l)'()j,.,pl, Cf'n1·ral \j,._.,, I. (,f'llf'!":tl
Herr, \L Paul Dumont, //cr11.1 de
Verdin)'; \I ill1• .Sudn>, Injir111icrl';
\I. Ficl10ux. \l. \lf'lrawt, \1. ))1•drn11,
.\1. Colliard, \I. <.~clwn11·r. Li .. :1tenant Bruyant. !Ji11·1·/11r 1/11 Hurni
wix (llllll'I '.' ; C1·1u•ral l'at1·y. C1•n1·rul
Dt· l'art1111n1·au,, C1·111·rul c;rwrin,
Grnf'ral D1· Bni.-oudv, C1·11t·ral \I utl'all, Gt•n1·ral Bri•su.nd fl1·"11aill1·t,
General D1•minzi1·l, ('apitairlf' Bo•1chot, Capitairw fl1• ( IP11111111d Ton
nf'rrr, Capitai111· Jacquot, I ·apilairw
Imlwrt, Li .. utf'nant \1adi 1i1·1', \1.
Tarnrt•r.

GI·: 'ERAT.

TH POH'I', C1•rwral
l.1• toquoi. C1·n ·ral Larnqrlf', \I.
Snrd1·t, \,1•r11·ral l'ont. C1·11f :al I a1•c
n·111011. (;1·rwral \hrtin. ( ; .. 11Nal (.or
11.. ilk. \1. \lamir1· lk <:a!l ... rt, r.apitairlf' St. \larif' Perrin, l.1·rwral FPrry,
1\1. P1·titpa,, C:1·11nal Co111·t, C1•111·rnl
\Lill' >-f't, \1. \I 11ni1·r. /ifs. r. Allwrt
.'\funi1·r . .\T. J. Lovichi, .:\1. \lanricc

Thourin, \1. Loui' 01'

~laroll1·>-.

\I.

.J. lk \larnll1·"· (;, n1·ral Hartllt'l1·111y
\I. ftolwrt Floriwy. \l. J)p Sazilly.
\1. Ill' L1·•lapi>-. \1. ll1· L1••tranl!•'.
Capitaine ll1·nrv 1'1·1wux. \1. fk Bi1A·11111nt, \I. ll1· Fo"" Bri .... ac, \I. l~ob"rt
l'inr t, \I. .kan ll1•\1•111y, \!. llo•,;ut,
C1•nf'ra! :\larilli1·r, C.. 111·ral ~lf'11i-si1·r,
G1•1wral C1·ro111P, \I. C1·orj!1•,; lk
C1·n-1•:, C1·1wral Clwri1·r. \I. Loui <
D1· C"n"·r. \1. Loi•1·a11 D1· l.rand'\1.ii,:in. \1. .l1·a11 Lois1•au, GP111·ral
'\l.1rw11kt. Cl'r11·ral Call1·t, G1·rwral
1'1·illard. C"'" ral lk \lontagon, Cen<·ral Ll\f'l'j!IH', \1. Lt111!lnis.

M•

C. S\\DBIEH. (;,.11 .. ral \,uil

lunin, ( 'apitairlf' Caff1•t. l\T.
r anrl1nt, '\1. Ll'clne» '\1. Lorillon.
<>n• rul ( hatt•a11. :\T. U11·n·111·l, \!.
D Saillv. \1. I l 11l11•rt ]),. I.a N.. 11
\ill•', \( Dr lloi<,,.g11in. Capitairlf'
Alarni111'. t.;011. Li1•11t. Ans Tll. Li1·11t.
Bayard. \1. .l11li1·n, \I. Tl1·lnrntt1', \1.
L11111y, C1•n,.ral !'1·tit \ ictor rrrahli»
C1·11c.ral < artaing, c .. n1·ral llo11ti1·11x,

'\L Jl'an Dr Ramcl, i\I. O..lorm<» .\!.
Chainat, 1\1. LPnoir, Lif'ul. "iol'I, \1.
ltoch1·fort, \I. Fonck, \I. '\1adon, .\1.
D11co,, Lt. Vais>1·au J'oiyn, l\f. Andrit'ux, \1. F. 01• \larinit•r, Capitainc
I lapp<', \I. G<'nrgc l\/1•rf'l, Sf'rgPnt
Hobin, Colonf'l Dt• l\ll-tz, Lt. Lt'vaillarrt, <:apitairw Df'las"tll1', \1an•chal
Faynll1>, Comm. di' /'arn1ce f'll Italic;
\I. llo11lanj!1•r, Lt. \1u11111'1, ~1. Ikrtrund.
DE .\T !\
\.api
C0\1Laine\!. Camas,
.\T. Fnrf'rf', A11moUPEO~.

11i1·r A.11dri1·11x, :\!. l'avy, \1. Roland
\lorillnn, Comm. f.p"ort, Lt. llycrw,
\1. Ha1!1·nt ])I' La Touclw, \1. I ll'nri
Fo11rni1•r, \1. Emil" Hedin, Capitain<'
.ii'arrrrot, .\1. Gtll'pin. Lt. Dalbiat. \I.
R1wck1·l, r:api1ain1·
Daurcnront. \1.
Cilllf'rt. \T. flf'aurnont. 1\1. Jlouchis,
\1. D1· Bricharnllf'att, \1. Chaput, \1.
.karr T.1"t", Lt. \l1·u1i111>, \1. l'atridl!<»
\1. Fougt·roux, \I. D1· llo11t1·], \I.
Vialkt, 1\1. Flachain'. ~1. Pi1·rrr \laillard, 1,1. Parrot Laj!ar<'rtrH', \1. I.1·011

n..

E,cJo]ipr, Romancicr; \1. Richard
Chanrpurnuud, \I. Alla rd \lr rus. \I.
l'irrr1· All<'l!rini, \!. Anrl r(' l'. Grandchanrp, \1. H. l'l'coud, \!. Jean
Choll<•y, \1. Andre l'otN'in, ~I. .\1auril'r l'ous>-in, ,\[. Bl'rnard La fargur.
CapitainP :\!itcl llatt'1-r, \[. Dominiqttl' Catinchu, l\L ]l'an Dartif'lf',
\[. DI' Gordon, 1\1. C<'sar .a!'s1·t, \1.
Coudot, 1\1. G. Guyerr, Capitainc
V<·,co.
cor.~'\/~f.

\1ARTT'\/ DE P\L.
LI un.s. \1. Dandu, \f. LP Gon1r,
Poetc Breton; 1\1. Jacqui's Bonnl'l,
I. Cautirr, :\I. A. RicordPau, :\!.
J•:,tang, \I. Al<·,andn• :\lag1·'· 1\1.
Louis Bartht's, 1\1. Autray, \l. Jlayan1•
De Nolly, Colom•! Ft'lix ·\ppnt,
ColonPI Duruy, Colone•! H. \!. I'.
Bhrzf't, Capitairw Cardot, \1. J1·an
Cordi1·r, :\1. l.POrj!l's Durand, \I.
I falhrnun, 1\1. Raymond Pollak. Li1•11
tf'nant Korh, \I. \,1•nrj!l'S lk Ball1»
:\f. Anrln· Baillnud, l\T. D1· Bntrand.
Capitainc Lafargue, Lil'tttenant ,\I

lard i :\[reu-. Capitaine Vignes, Lir utcnant Duuhanuy, Chien Lion, '\1.
Soulif'r, \I. Varcin. \1. Odos. \!.
Ph. Leon, \!. \lczrrgues, i\l. j auj!et,
\1. Dorrnrt, \L '\/11nj!1·•ser, Aria/cur ;
\I. T'l'retti, \!. '\/avarrl', Ariatcu r;
\f. l'l'j!ond, Aziateur; \1. Jran De
Bonn·pos, '\L Lafon, Gl'ncral o ~
\1aurlhuy, Gt>rwral Douchy, \l. l\frurwrat, \!. De Rochefort, \1. Violf'l,
1\1. J Pan Dramarrl, 1\1. Sa ngniPr,
Chef des Catholi111ies S ociaux; \!.
Da ucourt.

C \PIT
\TNE GAGNE UR , .\L lla iP,
1\T. Da uvin, \1. \lartid1·t, Aumoni <'r Leonard, \I. Jean De Crest, :\I.
\ ictor J\1orir t'au. 1\1. Jacques Vi ncrnt, Capitaine Delarmr, \[. Duval,
\I. H. Duval, .\I. .l<'an Auhf'rt Ik
\'incl'llP ~. Colonf'l D<· \1orol11·'· Lirutena nt Colorw l Pasquirr, \1. Sas>ott
las, \!. Pr ronrwt, J\l. P a ul Chnrntin,
\I. \frrca rlir r, ;\f. ITayaux Dr T illy.
\.ornmandan t DP :\1arg-tH·ry, \1. LI'
\Tas'ttl', Au moni1·r Trillt's, Li1•ut1•nant
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(Names n t~ P Ion "" the Foce of
•he P crure Oppo site t his Lisi)
C. FLOREN'IN
G . D'AMADE
G . FOCH
GERARD
HUGHES ET XAVIER
DE CURIERES
DE CASTELNAU
C. SANDHER
H D'ARAM
JEAN CHARLES-EDMOND ET L. E
DESSIRIER
G. SIBEN
M. VILLEROY
P DE LA FORGUE DE BELLEGAREE
ANDRE ET ALBERT DITTE
P. CROZE'i
FOURNEYRON
G. J. C. BUNOUST
E BUNOUST
LT. PHILIPOT
H HARTUNG
R. BLANC
G. 'lAU'HS
G. BOUE DE LAPEYRER;_
ETIENNE GERARD
ROBERT DE BL')IS
G. ANSELi N
P. D'ANCl-fALD
G. DE POUVOURVILLE
C. G. DE FERAUDY
M. ANDRE
A. BONNAFONT
M. MERLIN
P. TASKl"-1
DE CAMONDC
C. P. DE LESQUEN DU PLESSIS CASSO
R. DE LESQUEN DU PLESSIS CASSO
P ERRE ET PAUL DE CLERCK
MAXENCE DE CHREITE
L. DE TERNAY
H. DE TERNAY
C. DE COURSON
DE LA VILLENEUVE
JEAN ROBERT ALAIN ET YVES
DE COURSON
:.>E LA V LLENEUVE
DE VILLEBO S MAREUIL
O. DE LEC.l-IE
J DANSETTE
S. DE MAUD Ht,;Y J. FOUQUERAY
L BARDIAN
G. Nt<..;OLE,
G. GENEVOtX
P DETHOMAS
HC: Rt RENE ET LEv"-1 C.~LMEf
DAAGE
J. '-· CRU?PI
C. CARREAJ
R. MAURY
J. TIESSET
G. SENEQUtER
M. 1-<ENCAEN
JOSEPJ.i MAUR CE ET LOU S DE
GO"ICOURT
H. BOYER DE LA Bl"lUI LAN
L. FRANCHET
C ESPEREY
GI.BER f ROBERT LFON
l-IENRY
DE LA FORbTDIVOl'<NE
DE CLAUSADE
P. D tVO
P. R. DUCASSE
C. B SSUT
G. E. WITT
I!, S ROT

r.r

M. KO'NALSK'f

TITE BELGIAN SECTION

J ' t!te ('Cnler is

~ecn tlw King of t!tc Belgians. Allicrl I;
al l11s let'l lies thl' tn·al) of th<' llanue, the \iolation of
11 hi('h limught E11gla11d into tlH' "ar. On thl' floor ) 011 ;;t•c
th!' rnins of Belgian Catlredrals 'd1ich llt'r<' de,lrn)P<l. Lo111ain, i\lali11e' and other:;.
l pon the right hand sid!' of lhl' king is Qtn'<'n Elizahl'lh,
i11 frn11l of !tt·r lhl' Cn.11v11 l'rit11'l' and his ;;istns_
On the same l<'p in his red roll('. i;; Canlinul \Tcrcier,
\rC'hlii,]wp of :'llali111•s_ Tn front of him are \T. Carlon cl!'
\\ iart, t!te Prime \lini"ter. and .\lnw. dt· \\'iarl. Ba<'k of
him, in uniform, ernhroid<•red in 11 hitc. is ;\l_ :\Tax, the
\la) or of Bru~"els 11 ho 11as intnn<•d in G<'rnHln).
exl to
him i \1. \'anderwl'lcl<'. lite great So('ialisl. \1. !<:mill·
\ nh ll'ren, tit!' Belgian poet. i;; furlhn <HJ lo till' left. \\earing .i \la"i ... trate's ])('ad·dfl's~. is the ·i\Tar"hal of the Court.
Theodon·, \\ho 11a ... al ...o i11t1·rrwd in Gnman). In frnnl of'
tlH' latl<'r, in u dark ],Jue uniform, 11 ith his left arm on his
hip. is Tidf<·n, tlH· <l\ialor; on his right. in 1-liaki. )Oil s<'t'
\ if'!or d<· .\lPtd min~t1·r. "ho lirnu,.hl clo1111 11 Gnrna11
pla11es. llPhi11d him i tlw i.l\ iator Copp<'ns 11 lro limught
do1111 '\(1 Gt'nrrn11 k11loo11~- On tlw floor an· landing tlw
\nlll ( .lwpl.1i11 11 ith tlu·ir 1\111· dog~. llPhind tlwrn. the
ph)"'i1·i,111 a11d n111•1·~ of ih<' \ml1ula1w<· of J>an1H>, organized under the au pices of the <)uPen a11d dire!'lt'd lry tlw

OR
(N o mes o n the
•he Picture

famous surgeon Depage, who. e head sta11Cls out from the
11 hilt' hack~?T0tmcl of the flag.
011 the left of the kinp-. with his hands 011 the guard of
his s11 ord, is General Hurm). "ho commancled the Belgian
troop!<. Then ) ou sC'e the \Tinister of SI ale. \Tr. de Broqueville. in <'i\ilian clothC's; near him, in uniform and 11 ith his
arms <'fosscd. General Leman, the clefPnder of Lii'-gP. Ih
hind him, his principal hdpers, General Gilain in his rap
and General Jacc1ues in his helmet ancl, with hared head,
Gener~il Bernheim.
On the third ~lep, holding his lii<'~rle l\ilh his hand, is
Otto L) sen, the l :~-)ear- old 1111) "ho pas,c•d ten times
through lhc l'tH'lll) 's linc•s anrt c:w!'ed t!te <'aplure of 11 spies.
Ahove him. <'ap in hand. is General Tomlicu1. 11 Ito commandccl the lrnops of the Bt·lgian Congo. and on hi:- right,
Cencral :\Tidll'I. Behind tlH'llJ_ 11cari11g their poli1·e caps.
tiH' prin('<'' Sixt us a11d Franr:ois x~n in of' Bourbon of
l'arma, thl' l11 o lirotlwrs of the Empn•s, Zita of \uslria,
lrollt of 11 horn 1•ntered lhl' lklgian a rill).
Standin° in front is :-C't'll tlH• ro)al gnard lin the co"lume
of 011ide .. J. sal11ti11g tin• flag.
Finalll. nt'ar a pill.tr. sho11n in prnflk. \\ith his ri!!hl
hand in tlH' pocket of his coat. is i\I. Deslrt's. the Belgian
Dl'pnty.

"1

M,

J.

H. D
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J.

PH.
DE
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GAL.
DE RO
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IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON DE LA GUERRE
Colonel Eurard, Colonel CarliPr, Capitainr Dt> Lakrw Lapradf•, :\!. G1·org<''
Rabilloud, Colonel Lazarrut•, \I. ])p
\ a111 Kou>S<•linf', Lieutf'nant Colonel
Fuchement, Lieut!'nant Colo111•l Guardon, Colond Chichc, Col oil" I Balagny,
Licutl'nant Colonel l),·ni' Bou,,at,
CapitainC' Edouard flous,al, Colond
:\1axin11· Dot• J)p J\laindn·,illf'. Colonc-1 L!'rond, Com11iandanl Du Bouclwt, Lif•ut,,nant Colonrl Cordi<'r.
Lif'utrnant Colon1·l SulH'rbit'. Capitain1· Jonanrwaux, Li1·111t·nant ( :oloncl Daugan, LiPutcnanl Colorwl St.
Aµ111·•. Corporal Coutaruli r.

ne~.

LiPuLion, \L
Odo>. :\!.
1. J augPt,
,friateur;
Ai-iateur;
Jean D ·
nf'ral D·'
. '\!. \1t•ul. \iolt't,
Sanµ-niPr~

iaux; \!.

:\L HaiP,
AumoCn»l, :\1.
1uc' Vin!. Duval,
ulH'rt Dt'
llP,, Li!'u1. Sa>,ou.ht'untin.
DP Tilly.
y, .\!. Lt·
it·U[Pnant
t't,

E~EltAL
RE'lE
BEL '\!l:".'E,
G Commandant
l'aul Jacquin, Cido

tlt'l Di· ll1·r,a11eourt, Li1·11t1•na11t lk
ll1·r•a11co11rt. Li1•ut1·1w11t
Bui.-on,
~ngrnt '] <'r"al, ( 'apitainf' Forµ. l)tllo-q1wn.ircl, .Soldat \lathit 11 Jo11y,
Serµ1·11t \ arin, :\I. R. \loirwau, ~1.
.). Ti"i1·r, \1. \lark:tn. f,'n·11111· t/r
lfra11 t: Cardi11al \nwtlt'. ln-/11•1·1·11111•
d1• l'ari'; !.it•utf'JHtrtt .JarqUt» l'ony-

draguin, Lt. Colorlf'l Lamialrlf'. Lt.
./Pan Jr \rmau Di• l'onydraµ11in ,
GPrl<'ral De Armau [),, l'unydraguin,
Goun•rncur lJe .'itr1l'lwurt:; Lit'ulenant LolonC'l Ik l'aloarrwau, \I.
l\udiat, Comm. Comb 'tllrcl, Comm.
De Ht·ydf'l, Conun. Can·ur, Lt. Colorwl .l•·annol, Lt. B. ( haru·I. Colom·!
Di· Goncoart, Lt. De :\lang<'ron, Lt.
Colorwl CIPrgi·t, :\1. Paul Dumont,
Capitairu• Ba'''' A•'lri,, \l. .lean
\\on, Capitairlt' Bordt'Ull\, [},> L' ·1ca1fr111ii• Fr11111·11i'"; Lt. Bonrhart, \1.
l'. I.. \layer, 'inµt'nt H. Duclw"H'.
.Soldat Couru·au, S1·rg1·nt Bt•n}", Capi·
tai111• C11rdi1·r. ( 11!0111'1 L1·,y, Li1·ut1·1rnnt ( :olon1·! Tallo11, Lit·ul<'JHtlll
\lon·au \ anthit·r", Capitain1· ( .ht'va
li<'r. Lapitain,. Bo,qnin, Capitain,.
]),. J.,.at,ml, ( "olorll'I lk l'a}•'rJH'.

l\'I • BOhrtrllv.
DET, Li1·utf'na111 <.oln111•l
C11l11nf'I \1 ich1·1ill1·
Ce11t'ral '\J11ari"c!1, <:nlo11t·l Laigru·lol,
\J,.d1·r·in \l.tjor .Spil1111an11, Sou
Li1·11t1•11arll L11r-ia11i, Li,.11t1·11ant Col-

one! \lo11danµt', Lif'UlC'11ant ColorH'l
Ge11ie, Commandant 01· \1ai,tt'. Com
J11anda11t Jt·rou"" Capitaint' l't'not
01• Launcburg, Lit•ute11ant \lcu11i,,~t.
Lon11.ia111lant Harth..Ion, Sou" Li1·utt'nant J. lbnll'l, Soldat ( .arrit'rt',
Co111J11a11da11t LaJ11lwrt, Capitaim•
Hichard, CoJ11manda11t ( :almo11; \1.
.Jacq1H't, :\1. Oda11t, ( .apitain1• .fran
'\tortirll'ux, Capitai11c- A11dn• \1orti
rwux, CoJ11J11anda11t FriC'Jrnot Dt·
lfoH-, Lit·ult'nant Gunrit r, Commandant Louis Vichin Cut>JTI', Lapitaint• Du Jlonay•, Capitairw .Jo'<'Ph \ irhit•r Cunrt', CapitairH' lk
I\ I arm in, ( :apitairH· Hich, Caporal
Srhirnif'I', Caporal \louclwh1·11f, '°'i'
ll!'rgut• S. \. Dnrdt·zon, \l1·ranici1·n
Bou•, Commandant J,idon· DPlp1·rllf',
Sn11s Lif'ute11ant \ 1·grin. \1. \la11rir1•
1·n·t, Sou" Li1•ut1·nant l{i1•g1·r. Capitain1· Schwartz, (.~pitairu· Ca<ton
Joachim, ('apora l l'oulli11. Con1111a11da11t <:lu·valit·r. Soldat [{oland l'opot,
Sou., l.i1•11t1·na11t .SourlH'llt', Capitain,.
D'Epinay, :\[. Valois.

PEH.RO'l'lE, Lieute
DANT PESSIRIER, SerCAPORAL
C0\1\1A.
nant ]C'anni11, Lapora! \. l'cu
µf'nt '\1artin, Sergent Dclcampe,
•cot, Premier soldat t ue; Lieutenant
;olorwl Dumt·,ucl, f.apnral Chantard,
fous Lirutf'na11t D,rral, Capitainf'
Si,tnon, \1. Lf'on Chol! it•r, ;\L Pi err<'
\lathif'u, \1. \ndre Duca'''" .\1.
~11chari,, So11s Li1·11tenant Tl'rt'nmch, C.apitai111• ]<'an Dt· \lallwrhl',
,it·utt•rrnnl Dt• \folhnht'. Sous Lieut•nant Charlt·' [)p \lalllf'rl>t', t·rµPnt
Jwinat. \T. Pit•rTt' Ba>clwt. Lit'ult• nant Lerwt, LiC'ntt'nant Dr Vachai
~t'uzillt'I, Sou' Li1·utt'nant LI' Cimo,
•.ommanclant Lil11•man, Sous Lit·u·
1enant S!'nin, Capitairw Frantz, Capilaine H1·Jt.t, Capitaint' Gammrs, Scrr•·nt Qtll'frlleP, r:aporal Cannary,
1:apitairlf' Or Junink, Commandant
)t• Jloj, .. i1·r, Lir11tC'nant Hollin. SPrtt·nt La•halH'. f'apitaint· Puµh, Sou.
.it·utenant Bonrll'y, r:aporal Ikrthon·
·1i1•t1\, Comma11dant Pigna!. Lit·utt»
.1ant ( ;olond Borins, Lieutenant
l<•mrncnc.

Capitaine A. De Vcrdizan, Commandant II. De Verdizan, Colonel De~
tt•nase. \1. Jacques Woffe, Lieutenant
\l,"ofTe, \1. Paul Woffe, Lieutenant
Saloz, Lieut,.nanl Granµer, Serµcnl
Gouverrw, Capitaine Charu<', Conr·
manclant Boi"'elet, Colonel Nuillrrw,
Capitainr De Girval, LiPutrnant Leclerc, Lieutt•nant RoziPr, Capitaine
:>lartin, Commandant Ohhet M. Zou:m• Piraud, Capitainc R. Blasselle,
Capitaint' Hiand, \larech al Ors Logis
Lf'lcdi<'r, Capitaine De Potht'van,
Capitaine Thrrict, Lieutenant Clerc,
Li•·ult'nanl Ancelin, Capitainc De
Bri'C'-', SPrgent Belkrcre, Premier
\laitrt• \lt•rwz, Sergent Le M1»•~ager,
Li1•11t<•nant BendPr, , Prµent Gervai~.
Sou' Lil'11t!'nant Chauvier, 'ous Lieutenant Vt'rrlwre.

P•

\I \!THE J. \!ENF:T, Second
\laitn· L<• Teine, Soldat Boutillt>ule, :\latt>lot Hobert Ddfardius,
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A. 1-'ERBAULT
M. M CHAU
J. CHARLOT
GUI.AU ME
JEAN ET PAUL BOREL
J. TROULLIER
R. HORRY
H. LESAGE
A.

RIVA~S

M . D'R KEN
J. DE RESKE
H. DE Pl MO DAN
G. KEgMINA

J. OAGNAN
BOUVER"T
PH. CAMBEFORT
DE LARMAND E

H VEN T
BERTHIER DE WAGRAM
GAL DESVA!

ERE$

DE ROCHEC,H

UMT

MORTEMART

J MURAT
GA

BATAll E

DE CHEVEUSE

(Names on the Pylon on th.
the Picture Opposite thi!

TIIE BRITISH EMPIRE SECTION
rrnlcr;. in th_r uniform of a n:nul_ oflicl'r, .stands
I .:\laJCsty.
King (,1·orp<• \. At l11s nght, 11 llh cro,s('d
th~

Iii~

arms, in fldd uniform_ is his so11. thl' l'rinn; of \\ales. lly
his sidt· i. dmiral Jellic·oe. lr('hind \\horn Admiral \\l'lll)SS
is standing. \\ ith froth his ha11ds in the poC'kC'h of his rnat.
therr is Admiral B<'all\, 1d10 1\as in conir11a11d of the Engli·di flt·l·l in the na,al !;attic ofT Jutla11d. and lrehind him ar\'
,\dmirals Hoprr a11d 'I\rnhitt.
With his left hand on tlw hilt of his s11ord. is Admiral
(\c{"1'e-.. \\ho ('OtntnUllClt•cJ the engagt'fll('Jl[S al (),lc•nclr and
Zc.·hrngge: on his right. turning his htH'k lrmards th<•m, is
\dmiral Fi,..hcr.
l pon the second "tep. \1ith glon-d hands. 'lands the aYiator \Varnrforcl. \\ho lrrnught dcm n thl' f1 r't Zeppelin owr
Ghent. l pon th(' same sl<'p. with hi" right hand 011 his hip,
stand" Capt. Holri11so11, 11ho lmrught do1111 th<' first Zepp<'lin
o;cr E11gla11d: near him. drt'sscd i11 J.laek lcalhn, Capt.
llull, the aviator, and, lwhind him. in I haki. the Ca11adian
Lieutt>nant Col1drn. tht' af'C' of are" of E11glish aYiation.
011 the• fhor_ 11 ith hl'r hancls lrd1inrl IH'r l1a1-k. is \1iss
\\ irth of tlw Canadian HPd Cros~. JTi,.hn up. on the ,..l<'P"a J!nr11 p of E11gl i h HC'd Cm.~ nur~C's.
To the l<•fl of tlw king j, \lnr~hal Sir Do11:.;hs flaig.
C11rnma11dl'r-in-< hi('f of llH' l•:nglish troop : l1d1ind him arl'
\lur,hal" Frc•11d1 and \\ il~on.
l p1111 tlH• third slep i Lord KitrlH'1H·r. llw or1mnizt•r of
tlw l·:11"1i"h anm. 11 !... pni--lwd i11 1111• "n·1-J..: of 11. \l. S.
·'l!nrnp hirl'" 011 hi · way lo Hu--sia. lh his --idt'. all dn· sec!

Du~l

in grey. is Llo)d George, Prime l\1inii;ter of England. with
Lord "lkrtip" (c.. il. the English .!\mhas;:ador in Paris. Behind him and, on his left. in uniform, \\Caring the wide
rililHln of the LeGion of llonor, is \1. Paul Camho 1, French
Aml1assador in Lm<lon.
ll<'hind him is a group of eminent members of ParliamC'nt: from right to left the) arc: .'.\Ir. Bonar Law, Lord
Grc), Lord Dt>rl,). \Ir. Asquith, Lord Curzo.n and Lord
l\orl ll{'liffe.
On thP H'rond -.;tPp. in a lrlack overcoat, is Lord Balfour.
1,, his side, 1\ith his stick in his hand, General Hohertson,
a;1d r>n the floor, \ith his rig-ht hand raised, General Plumer.
Ahmc him. in hi,; \\hit<' uniform. is Marshal .!\ llcnliv. who
conduct<'d the campaign in Palestine, ha\ing on hi~ right
Gl'ncral Currie 'ho commanded the Canadian troops.
On the third lt>p. 11 ith his left hand upon h s hip. is
,pnPral :\laudc. he hind him General mu ts, \\ho directed
the opPrations o' tlw Afrirnn Center. and in front of the
latter. with lraretl head. is GPnrral Botha. the eonmandant
of the South- '\frican troop-;.
In front of him in a \1hi1e lurhan, wraring a ],Jue scarf
j, lh<' :\.Taha rajah Prrtah Singh. I\ ho rnmmanded the Indian
c·tnaln.
[n front of llw p) Ion al tl1c right qirncl..; \li"s Edith CaH•ll.
in a h:do of glon, tlw IH'roic 1111r-•e \\ho was ;.hot hv the
Ct•rmans. To he• ·right is Captain Fnalt 11ho was .~hot-" ithout trial for l111vin" coura eously dcfrndecl his merchant
0

\C~"cl.

A. BIARD
COSMAO
C. JEANNIOT
H. D. 1
LE DOUGET
CH,
BOURCIER
F.
L. J. CARISSAN
IL
P. DE MAUSSION
DE d
AUTRIC
DAI
DUMAS
M. DE MONTGOLFI
MARCOTTE
DE SAIN
HERAUD
C. BA
A. AMET
L. S~
R. BESSON
R. AR /
P. D'AYMAR
DE CHATEAURENA~
J. ROULIER
J. DI
BOISSAT
MA1
PAISSAC
Bl
M. FERRY
R. M
J. WINCKLER
H
J. LEBLANC
F.
DE LA COQUERIE W. D'
E. LADONNE
L. C
S· BLEAS
M. B
DEMAUEX
A. TH I
E. LANGLOIS
Y.
DE KERANGUE
P. 0
LAUNAY
L. D
SALi ER ES
G.
E. HARDY
R
E. DE BLIC
E.° J~
C. CLAUSSE
p_
J. VASSEROT
0. VER
M. SIMIAN
C. RE
U. GIRARD
L.
J. DtLAUNAY
R.
Tfl.EGUIER
J. HILL
F. DORIZON
M. LE
L. POUPARD
H.
M. ROY-POULET
M.
AUGUSTE ET JACQUES
GOMELIN
B. C
G. TRI BCULET
BON
J. BLUMENTHAL A. B
KERBOUL
M, 8
P. BOUSQUET
P.
PRADERE
Nt
R. LEYGUE
J. DE FONTENIL
B. REY
HENRY DE POLIG
DE MONTE BELL

G
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IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON
DE LA GUERRE

\NT PESSIRIER, Serin, Serg<'nt Ddcampe,
lt' Vcr<lizan, Cornmanerdizan, Colonel Dcs1ues Wofie, Lieutenant
ul Wofft', Li1·utena11t
ant Granger, Serw·nt
>ituine Churue, Corn
r•l..t, Colorwl Nuillrne,
'.;irval, LiPutt•nant Lrrnt lfoziPr, Capituinc
rndant Ohhet \1. Zouapitaine R. fllm•,t·IIP,
d, \1an-chal l)p, Logis
itairH' De l'othnan,
i<'l, LiPult'nant Clt•rc,
1c!'!in, Cupitaine De
t ll<'lkrPrt', I'n·micr
Scrg.-nt LP j\.f,.ssagPr,
1d1•r, Sngent Ccrvai~,
t Chauvin, Sou' Lit·u-

Sergent Gund, Capitaine Pettier,
Lieutenant Palerme, Capitaine Abel,
LiC'uLcnanl Raphael, Capilaine Gaillard, Capitaine l\laJaforL, Lieutenant
Pinguet, Soldut Jean Gardin, Capituine De Bonglon, Adjutant Rival,
Commandant Nicolas, Capitaine Reyrel, Capitainc Hisan, Soldat Henault,
Capitaine llcnault, Capitaine Collonet, Caporal Bernard, Lieutenant De
Nerva, LiPutrnant Capitaine Bcdieu
Angland, Caritaine Dijon, Capitaine
Ma«crc, Capitaine J urion, Sergent
Parnwne, Soldat Pierre Corneille,
CapituirH' Leon Robert, Sous Lieut!'nant Caron, Sous LiPutenant Dumairw, Capitaine D'Epinay, Abbe
Brotlwr, Lic·utcnant Ragrwll!'I, Capitaint· Bourdeaux, Aumonier Sort'pel,
l\lme \fongl'r, Capituine Joseph Guillaume, Commandant M. Guillaume.

.J. \H: :'iJ<:T, S<'cond

L IElJTENANT
CAPITAINE
CROSS, l\f. .lnlipn Bruin1•r, Lieu-

,,. T1·irw, Soldat Bou
>t HolH•rt D1·ffardi 11,,

tenant Colonel DP ~lallcray, Com mandant Baron, Capitaine !Iordant,

DEAD ON THE FIELD
OF HONOR
(Names on the Pylon on the Face of
the Picture Opposite this List)
A. BIARD
ENO
COSMAO
DUMONAIR
C. JEANN/OT
H. D. AGUOLT
LE DOUGET
CHERDEL
BOURC!ER
F. PION
L. J. CARISSAN
/LIOU
P. DE MAUSSION
DE CONDE
AUTR!C
DAUCH
DUMAS
M. DE MONTGOLFIER
MARCOTTE
DE SAINlE MARIE
HERAUD
C. BALANDE
A. AMET
L. SERIEYX
R. BESSON
R. ARNOULD
P. D'AYMAR
DE CHATEAURENARD
J. ROULIER
J. DELAGE
BOISSAT
MALERAl
PAISSAC
BIOCHE
M. FERRY
R. MOLi NE
HEUDE
J. WINCKLER
J, LEBLANC
F, BAIN
DE LA COQUERIE W. D'ABOVILLE
E. LADONNE
L. COLLE$
~- BLEAS
M. BEGOUEN
DEMAUEX
A. THIBAUDIER
E. LANGLOIS
Y. NOUEL
DE KERANGUE
P. OLGIATI
LAUNAY
L. DOEMON
SALi ERES
G. FAY
E. HARDY
R. GUERIN
E. DE BL/C
E. JANVIER
C. CLAUSSE
P DVREL
J. VASSEROT
0. VERGOIGNON
M. SIMIAN
C. REGNARD
U. GIRARD
L. VIORT
J. DE'.LAUNAY
R. GEUPIN
TktGUIER
J, HILLEMACHER
F DORIZON
M. LE METAIS
L. POUPARD
H . VARIOT
M ROY POULET
M. WOOG
AUGUSTE ET JACQUES COCHIN
GOMELIN
8. CITROEN
G. TRIBOULET
BONNETON
J. BLUMENTHAL
A. BOUTTIAUX
KERBOUL
M . BRISSON
P. BOUSQUET
P. ROGER
PRADERE
NIQU~T
R LEYGUE
J. DE FONTENILLAT
B. REY
HENRY DE POL/GNAC
DE MONTE BELLO

Canonier Pennetier, Adjutant Qui
A Abattu Le, Premier Zeppelin
a-Reugny; M. Alexandre Ferrard,
Caporal Coste, Capitaine Raymond,
Colonel Helly, Lieutenant Hertzog,
Soldat Santel, Lieutenant Cot, Sous
Lieutenant Callery, Sous Lieutenant
Seguin, Lieutenant Lothelain, Capitaine Richard, Capitaine Frenot,
Mcdccin Pierre Di<lier, Capitaine
Floquet, Commandant Gueneau, Lieutenant Colonel Gezc, M. IIuarl, Marin Carion, M. Jean Carrier, Jh•iateur;
M. De Chomereau De St. Andre, M.
Pierre Collet, Lieutenant Colonel
Gardin, Colonel Burette, Commandant Jollier, Lieut<'nant Carbonne,
Commandant P. Couraud, Capitaine
Lallcnand, Soldat Delbeck, Sergent
Buisson, Lieutenant De St. Bidier,
Licutpnant Ilyardin, Capitaine Aubert, Lieutenant Fond, Colonel PhPrS,
Soklat Gario, M. Briand, Capitaine
Bourlct.

CAP ORAL CHEVRIER CE
CORCELLf.S, Sous Lieutenant
Schmitt, Caponi Rat, Sous Lieutenant Richard, ~o ldat Freschc, Lieutenant Denccke:e, Capitainc Duflas,
Lieutenant L'El~n, .Moliere Adjudant
Major, Soldat Chaussivert, Adjudant
Monailles, Adj'i~nt Delefollie, LieutpnanL Lepine, Lieutenant Barrwdes,
Capitaine De Gnet, M. Cornet
Auguier, 1\1. C. Auguicr, Capitaine
Villiers, Adj udant Forest, Capitaine
GirandPau, Lit utcnant Brail, Capitaine Carrade, Sous LiPutcnant Feutray, Capitainf' Blanc ]l'an, Sous
Lieutenant
Cl1arrcyan,
Capitaine
Charr('yan, Car itaine RPnaud, Commandant Nicolau, Commandant Vaginay, Capitai111 D.1 Pavilion, Adjudant De St. An Jmau, Adjudant Sic,
M. Teychene, ~!. Petit JPan, LiPutenant Colorwl Oi<at, Adjndant ScrP<'llc, Capitairn• 1\fartcl, 1\f. 1\foiirrat,
Capitainc Ducarot, Capitaine (larraud, Sous Lil'11tcnant PProt, \farechal Du Logis Boudier, Sous Lieu-

tenant Montjardet, Capitaine Bouvier, Adjudant Wei muler, Lieutenant Pcignot.
C APITAINE ROBERT, Capitaine
Huillart, Capitaine Foessel, Adjudant Belamere, Sous Lieutenant
l\Iarchand, Lieutenant Auglade, Sous
Lieutenant 1\Iarot De Quiviere, l\f.
Dietz, Lieutpnant Giard, M. Pierre
G. De Villaine, Commandant Pierson, Capitaine Gaillard, Capitaine
E. Aunpssier, Lieutenant A. Aizmeric, Lieutenant De Vaisseau Henri
Raymond, Commandant Heppe, M.
C. Caussy, LiPutenant Ch. Simian,
Sous Lieutenant Simian, Colonel
Therirt, Capitaine De Lorne, Capitaine Latil, Lieutenant Colonel Reguis, Capitaine VPntrillon, Commandant Collet, Marechal Du Logis
FlachairP, Capitaine E. Dions, SPrgcnt BPllah<'au, Capitaine Labis e,
Capitaine Ferrier, Commandant Barnay, Aumonier Koehler, Cornman-

dant Comangeon, Medicin Gerbaux,
Capitaine Vernet.

lier Courtillet, Commandant Seguin,
Lieutenant Seguin.

C O:vIMANDANT PISTON, Sergent
Eraphley, Capitaine Pizot, Caporal Caracova, Capitaine Le Pihan,
Capitaine Pugatte, Commandant Poncellct, Capitaine Veyron, Capitaine
Vaillant, Commandant Julien, Sergerrt Fried, M. Becquiert, M. Le
Dantec, Lieutenant S. Boinoumeaux
De Chevigny, Cycliste Bede!, Capitaine Guepin, Sergent Baudry, Soldat Chassague, Capitaine Font, Capitaine Bouillette, Capitaine B. Fondecove, Commandant De Pelacot, Capitaine Peyber, Abbe Grandin, Brigadier G. Raymont, Capitaine De
Cuva!, Capitaine Heurtel, Caporal
Gaspard, Capitaine De Verdilles,
Capitaine Dimochon, Soldat Vernier,
Capitaine
Vautrin,
Commandant
Heynequin, Sous Lieutenant Buhot
De L'Epine, Lieutenant Cheron, Sergent Drahole, Caporal Collent, Cava-

LIEUTENANT SAl\ISON, Capitaine Chenoriot, Lieutenant Franchet, Aumonier Dhaleine, Brigadier
Jean Claude, Lieutenant Vidal, Capitaine Saison De Jouchay, Soldat
Salifou, Capitaine l\foulart De Vil- .
mare!, Capitaine Berge, Sous Lieutenant R. Brusley, Commandant Alex,
Lieutenant Launey, Soldat Caniere,
Soldat Trayers, Capitaine De Pascal,
Capitaine Salier, Commandant Humbert, Sous Lieutenant Bour, Pilate
De La Gorgue De Rosney, :\1edecin
Major Vendeu\'re, Medccin Riser,
Adjudant Forestier, Lieutenant Vive~,
Lieutenant
Banecure, Lieutenant
Fride, S8us Lieutenant Friehe, Adjudant Arondel, M. S. Friehe, Soldat Moser, l\f. Eaugny, Matelot Jacques, J\1. Charon, Capitaine Bdiard,
Capitaine Beniard, Capitaine \'illairose, Capitaine l\fothenon, Lieuten-

FRANCE WELCOMING HER VICTORIOUS ARMIES
AT the foot of the pedestal of the statue of Victory
arc the great army chiefs.
In the center shown full-face, with his hands behind
his Lack, is Marshal Joffre, the conqueror of the Marne;
on hi· left, with his white-gloved hand resting upon the
sword hill, Marshal Foch, the Generalissimo of the allied
armies; al his side, with a light blue cape and cap, is
General Weygand, his Major General; with uncovered
head General Sarrail; in front of him, in his cavalry
cloak, Marshal Franrhot d'Esperey, Commander in Chief
of the Army of the Orient; upon the second step, wearing
a sky-Llue cape, is Marshal Petain, the defender of
Verdun, and behind him Generals Humbert, I3alfourier,
Deo-oulle
and Antoine. To the left of the laller, his right
b
hand upon his hip, Admiral Honach, who commanded
the marines at the ballle of the Yser; near him with his
arms crossed, Admiral Guepralle who rommanded the
French FleC'l of the Dardanelles; at his side, in khaki,
Marshal L}autey, the Governor of Morocco, at who$e
left, seen in profilr. stands Admiral Bour de Lapayrere,
formerly 1\1inister of the avy; then follow three generals in khaki: with his hands in his pocl-.rts, General
Bailloud, thr Governor of Algeria; with rrossecl arms
General Giraudot; with his lrfl hand upon the hilt of
his sword having lost his right arm, there is General
Gouraud who rommanded the Army of the (hampagne
in the final offensive.
lpon the right of Mar~hal JofTre, in profile, with a
white glove in his right hand, is General Cm;tlenau, the

defender of Grand Couronnc of Nancy. Back of him
with hi.s hands on his sword hilt, his left eye bandaged,
is General Maunoury, who commanded the army of the
Ourcq in the f1r~t baule of the Marne; at his right, in
sky-hlue, General Dubai!, Grand Chancellor of the Le·
gion of Honor, and to his right General Durbal. Then
come t.vo generals in sky-blue, seen full-face, General
ivellc, \',ho commanded the French troops in Italy, and
seen i11 profile, General Mangin, who commanded the
Moroc..:an troops. On the right of the latter, in his cavalry cloak, General Marchand, the explorer of Inner
Africa, and next to him, with his right hand on his hip,
General Guillaumat.
In front of this group, upon the first step, with his
hands hehind his back, the ace of aces of aviation: Caplain Guynemer (20 years old), who brought down 51
flyers hefore he was killed.
ext to him, upon the second step, is Senator Aviator Raymond, who organized
the a\i''.lion servire.
,
till at our left. in front, a group of four personages;
with hands heh ind his hack 1\1_ Hibot; facing him, Messrs.
Briand and Viviani, and in the center 1\1. Millerand, all
former Presidents of the Council.
/\. bit farther. holding the cap of a naval officer in his
hand, i,; /\.dmi ral Lacaze, former '.\1inister of the Navy;
behind him. shown full-face, is 1. Bourgeois, the President of the Senate and, at his right, Monsieur Dumenil,
the Deputy who was killed in action, and General
Hoc ,
r nrrner '\1inister of War.

In front of them, with his hands behind his back, is
M. Jules Cambon, French Ambassador in London; before
him, with crossed arms, Georges Clemenceau ("The
Tiger"), the organizer of Victory.
Behind M. Clemenceau, from right to left: Messrs.
Claveille, Georges Leygues, Rene Be nard, de Freycinet
and Loucheur, all former Ministers. Next to the last
mentioned, in a cloak of sky-blue, is General Mordacq,
having at his right, in a black overcoat, l\L Barthou, the
President of the Reparations Commission; above him,
wearing a white collar, is the heroic teacher, Mlle. Sudre,
who was killed at Lenones.
If we walk up a few steps, we perceive, above M. Clemenceau, standing upright on the steps, with hi arms
crossed and wearing the helmet, Colonel Driant, the
Deputy who was killed in the woods of Caures, near
Verdun, and by his side, in the uniform of a Captain of
the rifle brigade, his forehead in bandages, the Duke de
Rohan, a deputy who was killed likewise.
To the left, two steps higher, wearing a blue cloak,
stands a ergeanl decorated with the :'.\1ilitary Medal and
the War Cro s, Sergeant Maginot, a Deputy and at present Minister of War.
A few steps higher still, to your left, a group of nurses
in \\hite. Below the group. decorated with the Legion
of Honor and the War Cross, is Madame '.\laitre. the wife
of the Deputy, and on her right, a few steps higher. holding a sling, stands \.1adame Orville; above her. clad in
the big nurse's cloak, is Mlle. Cantor-Bacara,. the heroic
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IDENT 1'IABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON DE LA GUERRE
Seguin,

ant l\fulot, Capitainc Saintard, Capitai ne \ O!-(('l.

, Capint Franriiradier
µI, CapiSoldut
De \il11s Lif'u
nt Alex,
CaniPrl',

MAREC!lAL DU LOCfS \f/\DELEINE, Capitaine Giro!, Capitainc Guillat, Capitaine Cirhnuille,
Capitaint• Bt•rkt, \1. Lurit·n Hcnouarrl, Capitainc De Lu Couttc, Cupitainl' H1·11ou, ( :apitainc Chu11vin,
Capitai1w Duch!', Capitairw Thomas,
J\l. F. L1·dl'!, J\l. Jl':rn L('clt-t, Li(•ut••nant De• Clwnri11 ])p F<·r Dirihn,
J\1. K1·rvacl1•1,, Snldat Nnuµarou, l\!arrchal C11yo11\'l'na11, \1an·chal Dn Lol!is
lln·dif, Capitaint• DI' SnP, l\fan·chal
De Lol!is Lc•hottr', Lic·ntcnant Cuignanl, Capitainr DafT1·t, Snldat Dryck,
J\1. I ft.usch, f:apnral J ulicn, '1•rir1·11t
J\fall .. ny, Snj.!t•nt Li1•ut1·11ant l .antH',
Capora] Cirn11d1., Canr111ic·r Fic·11d,
J\fan·chal Du T.ogis Simon, Sc•rj.!r•nt
Ciz;1n, Capitai1H' Ca11011, \1c·dPcin
Yaillanl, Cnpitni1w llo1trj.!nis, Sous
l.i1·11tP11a11t \1n11li1wt, Sons Li1·ut(•J1·
a11l l'noll1., Sons Li1·11tc·11ant ])r.,hanUrl'~, So11 • Li1•11t1•1w11t De La Croix,

J>a~cal,

ht llurn-

• Pilot<'
~frd1·cin

lli,n,
t Vivi',

Wtl'JHlllt
h<', Ad lw, Sollot Jar.llf.liarcl,
Villaic.i1·11tPn·

l
t

tpitainp Didier, l\1. Collilicux, Cupiinc l.hamlwrt.

] VJ: ATELOT

'.\IADEZOT, Lir11tenunt Coutraux, \l. Villon \lau<. lrite, l\l. J1·an Cadorct, Capilaine
C :lrntcllic·r, Capituin(• Cm1hcrµ, Capit: 1i11c Dl' \ a1wa11, Ca pi taint' Guillard,
l\ I. 1\1. De Thille11I, Capitai111• Dl'vn· ux, Capitainc I IPlint, So11s Li1·utc nunt llot111a1', Adjudant Fournier,
C.·tpitai1H' l\1arcl'l, Carnlir·r llual,
Li <'Ul1•1rnnt llcll1•r, Abbe Doq!rval,
(' »mmurulant \lanµl'ot, U1·utc·nant
A tnnan, Sous Lit·ut<'nant Cit. l'arn',
S1 ·ri:cnt Bnwlle, Lic·ut1•nant Conqanti 111',
cljudunt l'unm·y, So11s Li1·ut< nant Vivl'l, J\L J.. an Dn Lain', Scrp:< •nt Cnvaisat, Capitainr· A.. Lain<',
J\1 '. Lonis So111olc·l, Li1·11l1•1111nl Col OJ H'l '\1 irhl'I, l\11·rkrin L1·µ1•111lrr, \!.
L uciPn l\laj.!noux, S1·rj.!1•nt LandrufTI',
L 11·11ll'nant BrarH'l, Capitainr· Sau
\ 't tllc',
:-:.c·rp:<' it \1ajor Angr', Sous
I it·utl'nnut Epperon, Li1·ut. Coulon,
A J,J,.. Carnrd, Sous Lieut. .\lanx.

lead('r of ambulance se•rvice.
car her, with hPr hands
in the po<'kets of her apron, i~ ;\ladarne Dauga 11. Al)()vc
her :-;lands a Sister of .\Terc·), decoralt•d '"ith tlw cross
of the Legion of lfmwr; this is Sisln Julia, th1 ~ Supnior
of the llospital of G(•rhewiller. lit-hind h(' r you sec
.\ladame Sumner, who supplied with food a Ii .1llalion of
infantry undpr p1•rilo11s C'onditions: aliove hP r :'11adame:
:\1ac1H'rez. who was acting ~la)or of Sois<ons during the
entire or·e•upatio11 hy Lite l,('rmans. ,\ few st rps lrmer,
at the far left. you se·e the BarnrH·ss Yo land.· of Ila\ e,
taken in profile_ who was five· timl's honoralih Jll('11lio1;ed
in tlw arm} clespatchr.s. Finalh. alrove hC'~ thnc is a
)Oung girl in d1•ep mourning: \lllC'. Eq1ilie111 1e· :\loreau,
the heroic Lelq1ho11c opnalor of Loo~.
On LIH• floor in the ('('lll<'r is LhC' famou~ 7S. millimC'lrl'
field gun of Franc't'. cl(•rnral(•d with laurPls. rl'!'Ling upon
tlH' colors of tlw <'ll('my.
.
.,r
To llH' right o-l' thi!', i11 front. }OU ~e·p a gnrup ;,f fiw
JH'r<•o11s. In tlH' 1·t•11lt'I', \\t•aring LIH• lar"t' sash of the
Lt·gio11 of Honor_ i \1. l'oi1wan\ Pn·~id1·11t of th:! HPpulili1·: at hi right :\1. l>uho T. ti!(' Pn••idc•rtl ,f tlw SPnal<'. and upo11 hi l('ft :\I. lk~C'ha11l'I, LIH' Pn• i lt•nt of tlw
U1amlwr of Depulil' .
Th<' oflic•n 11rrou11ding tlH'm an-. Lo tlrt' l1·f1, rtillPry
Col. l )u port, and lo llH· right, Gc·n<'nil St.
i r 1>1·\ i lit'.
tlrt' l1rn in\1•11t11r of tlH' 7;).millirrwt1•r "Ille, Ht·lrind
tlwm, \\itlr hi hl;wk k1~pi is \rtillny Loi. Bir11aillot, tlw
ill\('lllor of tlw IH'H\} artillt'I') e•a1111011,
011 LIH' riuht, in front, \\t'arill" a light lrliH· 1 oat. Lands
C1·npral l,allit'•ni, tlw Lo\('ntor of Pari, \\Ir., \\itlr tlH•
uid of taxi , lrn11 ported tlH' Frenf'lr Urlll) l, thl' right

u,

VINCOUT,
CapiCAPITAINE
tain<' Lr• Bichan, .\!. An<lre l\lure,
Cuporal Jean D.• Garuch, Capitaine
Front!'au, Li!'utenant De Fontaincbll'au, Lirutcnant Rous--!, Sergent
P. Crrmpt, CapitainP. D1· St. Brisson,
Li(•ut1·nant K<'sla, A<ljudant Grange,
Capitaine T11pou, Cupitaine Cot,
I'ilotc A. Aup:cr, Sc'l'l!('llt De Arirs,
Li<'utrnant I'. Sahrau, Capitainc Du
Bouclwt, , oldut Turqnaud, Capitaine
D. Chanau, Serj.!t"1t Hidi1•r, BriJ!:Hlicr
Bonapart, Srrj.!<'nt l\lajor Anp:rr,
Capitairtc' Lambnt DP Lafnire, Sous
Lirutc·nant Le Bonndoi, Capitain<'
LawifTorw, Capita in(' B n· i J!nO n,
1Pdt·rin '\lajor Vi1!1H', Capitaine
L1·kunau, Capitairn• B11flos, LiPutcnant D1· Panrpilonnr, S!'q!Pnt BPauC'ltt'in, Snlclat Fon·,t, Sergl'nl Chussainp:, Capornl \layer.
S LJECTE"-;ANT
S OlSolclat
E. Brun, T.i1·ull•1rnnt

VT~CENT,

Calwt, Sous Li1·utc·nant ( arnillon, Lirutcnaut \'111cent, Soldat Rt•nny,

Me<lecin Major Taine, 1\1. Le Bonniot, l\L Joly, '.\f. Michel, l\f. Ragncsonne, l\l. Pannier, !\!. Thissclin,
l\1. Roger De Blivt>s, l\1. Spettel, M.
Dubois De La Sablonnierc, Capitaine Taillandicr, Capitaine G. Launier, !\!. \lnlc', M. E. Mandont, l\1.
Jacqu1•s De l\!akissoye, l\1. De Sc-vrun, \1. Jran Bratrau, 1\1. Alcon, 1\1.
Lav!'ille, 1\1. J\larcel Foticiuk, l\1.
Louis Dumontier, \I. Fan. De Bailly,
l\f. Raymond De Seze, Sous Li<'utenant Anp;r Bravais, 1\L Le Geni<set,
M. Ormirre, Adjudant Boine, Lirut1•nant Pirrt, Sous Lieutenant Vignon, \L Olwllia1w, \1. Auguste Son,
'.\1. Fontaine Franchart, l\1. Philinel,
111. Vrillet.
M

LUCIEN CTIARBOU\TAUX,
• \I. BachPIPt, \1. Picauclet, \[.
Thomas, i\1. 1'1·rrol, \!. Pouret, \I.
\fouclwt, ~L Oliwrsi<'r, 1\1. Riundet,
i\1. Louis Hoy, \1. Forµt'ot, \1.
l.ayrar, l\1. \Tarorhuin, \1. l'irrrotin,
'\1. R. Pierre, 1\1. l\fortcbrunc, 1\1.

wing of the German army and thereby assured the victory of the fir!'t !rattle of the :\Turne. \car him, in a
blat'k cloak, is his Chit'f of Staff, General Galopin_
Bchi11cl Gl'neral Gallirni, wearing the cap of an officer
of the navy. is \and Captain Pierre Loli. the well-known
author; at his side, seen in profilt', General Cousin and,
in fronl of him, clre~sed in black. holding some documents in his right hand . . ount Alliert de :\lun. the great
FrcnC'h author.
Still C'o11ti1111i11g to the right, \\ith his kepi on his head,
is Commissan Grncral Burgucl. \\ho helped General
Gallirni so lH~illiantly in the first battle of the :\lame.
011 his IPfl. in black. is Senator Douml'r. at who"e side
you "('(' Gt'nl'ral Jfir:orhaun. thr former commander of
tlw rni Iitary ai rrraft, and. in formal alli re. J\I. Delancy,
the Prt'fccl of the St•i nc.
lh·hind ltim, sl'en in profile. and wearing an O\ercoat
with a hlaf'k C'ape. is i\I. \lithouard. the Pre~ident of the
i\Tuni<"ipul Council of Pari"; al his left, in a light hlue
rnal, \\ ith tlH' dt'C'orations of thl' Legion of Honor. is the
\lsalian artist Han~i. rwar ,,horn )OU "<'<' Father
\\!-tnlr, \\ho was a lkpt1l) in the Gnman Parliament
"l1t·11 tlH· \\ar l1r11k(' oul. and who J.cr·ame the Dt'puty
for Al aC'e in tlH' Frt'nch Parliarnt'nl.
FurllH·r to tllC' right. in front. ~Lands a soldier \\ilh ~
\\hitc• l1t·ard. <':trning tl1t• flag of tlw lrith Infantry ]{pg11111·nl; Ill' is :\I. (:11lig1111n, fornH·rl) <'01111-t·llor of Stalr,
\\ho vol11ntarih t•ntc•n·d till' arm) al tht' IH'rrinning: of
tltc· \\:tr, al Litt' ,;gt· of SI:. and \\ho ft'll in thr <.hampagnr.
lh foll1m inrr Litt' dirt'C'lio11 of hi, flarr. \ 011 \\ill find
b
('
it end pointing lo\\anls the f'(' of ,\,iation A<'<''. ·1pl.

Prigeat, l\1. Picar<l, l\L Tapissier, M.
Ernest Vessault, l\I. Talbot, l\I. Tartayre, l\1. Ratisbonne, l\I. Emile
Martin, Lieutenant ~liller, l\1. Rene
D'Aup;ny, .\L Philippe, M. Ferdina::i<l
Martin, l\1. l\fonpaget, l\I. Prestat, l\I.
Boup;rant, Comman<lant Avon, l".1.
Pierre Gerkin, .\1. Li eu tenant Letaine, l\I. Lanier, Lieutenant S:1sse,
Capitaine Jannin, l\1. Poi<sonnie~,
General Conneau, Lieutenant Colonel
Rollet, General ClarC't DP La Touche,
l\1. Ismarl Dr Lr'<<'n<, \[. Hob ert De
Le, 'l?ps, Capitaine De La Bei:assiere,
Capitainr 'faudin, 1\1. LPgranrl, Lie 11 trnant Piotin, \[. \1. De l\Ionjous,
1\1. Romeu, '.\[. E. Schulon.
LIEUTENANT DE ST. PAUL,
S1•rp:ent De St. Quentin, 1\1.
Sauvaj.!e, '\I. '.\Iaitrot, '\1. Jean De
Bon, Capituinl' D'Andlau, .\I. De
Vauµelas, .\!. 1\lapolron Biarl<'lli, \1.
Lat<·liPr, '\f. Aotrnc OP St. Ct'rmain,
\f. Rich<'pin, M. J. Richcpin, Poele,

Mcmbre de l'Acadcmie Francaill';

Fonck, \v ho brought down GO planes. On his right i:;
Aviator i\Iadon, in the uniform of a Second Artillery
Lieutenant. Further to the left is a group of Cadets with
plumed helmets and white gl(nes. All of them had
vowed to fight with while gloves on. All of them were
killed .
On the same level hut more to the right is a group of
aviators. There is \ unges~er, in red trow;ers handed
with lilue, \1ho has upon his right the Aviator Dorme.
who was killed, and on his left, in black. is the Aviator
Navarre. Behind him, AYiator Pcgoud, the Ace of
Looping. On the same level hut more to the rio-ht
in
C'
waterproof coal with brown fur collar, is Aviator Carros
and, facing him, Aviator Vedrine.
Above them is lhe group of Di;;hops and Cardinals who
distingui;;hed tltem ... chcs b} their patriotic attitude and
devotion during the time of the German occupation. In
the cenler. \\ilh his right hand raised high. is :\Ionseigneur Lucon, Cardinal Archhi"hop of Pari~. and on
his left \Ion ...eigneur Lohede}. Bishop of Arra". behind
him i\lun ... Pigncur Ginesty. Bishop of Verdun". further to
the left is i\lon•cigncur .:\Iarheau. Bi"hop of :\leaux, and
!rack of him '.\lonseigneur Tissier, Bishop of Chalonssu r-.\larne.
To the right of the large pillars are seen the virtoriou;;
troops r('lurning from the front. makino- ready to march
b
in front of tire Allies.
t your right is the African army (the Goumirr~ 1.
then tire artillt'r}. the light infantry (··BJue· De,ils.. I. the
'"Daddi(' ... " (the re:-crves), still coYercd with the mud of
thP LrcnclH' ·.
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M. Block, L Marc Bonnier, M.
Brindejou Des i\!oulinais, \1. B.
Varilla, Sous Lieutenant l\lartin,
Commandant De Beachamp, '.\1. J\1ar·
cha!, l\I. Ileurtaux, Lieutenant Bouchet, \1. Tarascon l\L Jacques De
Terline, M. Gallois, J\1. Boillot, M.
Gror!(es Villa, \!. Brocard, \1. Man·
dinaud, M. Perrin De Brichambaud,
M. Srdrines, 1\1. Thiroin, Lieutenant
An!(er, Lieutenant Dumas, \1. Frio!.
M. De Losquc , Dessinateur; \l. CL
Re!(nier, Commandant Le Briere,
Colonel Nier!(er, 1\L Constantine, l\f.
Ducas, l\L Garris, l\L ]ailler, !.
Robbr, L Dubois, \1. Borzt'cki, l\L
Lecompte, 1\1. Lcni,try, Cardinal
Ledon, J\1. Lobeday, Capt. Petit Pus.

M • FLORET,
'.\1. Fla\iru, \1. Bar
bot, \L Genaille, General Bro,
1\1. Sard, 1\1. De Brouil Dr. t. Ger·
main, 1\1. D. Duprat, Lieut('nant
Dumeuil, M. Z. Redonnet, Lieutrn·
ant Colonel Richaud, \1. Me<rile,
General Brulard, General De Larde·

malle, Sous Lieutenant Eutropt',
Sous Lieutenant D<'scoq1', \1. Pit>rrc
Guenard, '\l. Andre Chariellc, Sous
Lieutenant De Brue, Cariitainr. Contct,
M. Maurice Boutet, \[. Fluvier, '\[.
II. De Lardemdlc Fils, 1\1. Dr. Lardcmelle, 1\1. Tricornot DP Rose, Colo1wl
Duchet, 1\1. Builloud, \I. Alby, Tit.
Worllcmont, Genpra] Pier-on, C(•nc·
ral Gouillaud, General Dion, GPnP·
ral Rondory, Grneral Dr Laporll'
D'Hust, \1. Brute De Remur, ]\[.
Tuffrcau ]ustit, '\L Bouillt'rot, (;p.
neral Houchrr l)p l\1orlaincourt, ~1.
David, '.\1. llamedon, \1. Aury, M.
Carricrr, \1. Bouchilloux.
GE'.'iER.\L BOCCllER DE '\!OR
LAI:'-JCOURT, 1\1. Da,id. 1\1.
llamedon, '\1. Aury, '\1. Carripn•,
J\I. Bouchilloux, :\!. B1•atl\ai•, :\I.
Calwt, ln<titut!'ur, G(•nl'rul Lamy,
G(•npra] Ba,•ennt•. Gf'n(..-al Pl(•,,i(·r,
Gf'neral Cur!', (;,.,wral Bonnin, l,1·11·
nal Gouzil, GPnl'ral E-tnr. \.1.
£,tcre, fils; General Don. \1. Bon,

fi/.,; l,e1wral Laquay, Genpra] Lav·
is,e, \1. Philippo, 1\1. Paulinier, /if.,;
Ct>1wral Paulinier, l\!. AllH'rt Gane·
val, '\!. Gan!'\'al, fils; General Gane·
val, General '\1aleon.

1\1. Calvct,
M• BEAUVAIS,
tuteur, General Lamy,

Jn~ti ·

Gen·
f'ral Ba,H·t11H', General Plcssier, Gt•nnal Cur<', Gen!'ral Bonnier, G"n!'rul
Couzil, GPnrral E'<terP, 1\1. E'trre,
Philip[lO, M. Puulinicr, fi/.1; Gen·
c·ral Laquay, CP1H'ral Lmis!'!', M.
l'hilippo, '\l. Paulini!'r, fils; Gt'n·
!'ral l'aulinin. ,\.1. Alh!'rt Ga1wrnl,
~1. Ga1wval, fils; Gent'ral Gan!'val,
G(·nt'ral \Tal1·on, GPn<•ral Banirillot,
Ct'rwral Dartain, 1\1. Jonc!'vot,
a
pnral FanPl, Aw·uirlP, l\!. '\laspc·ro,
f,'{(1'fllOlo{(11C: 1\1. l\fordant, '\l. E,.
hrayPl, '\I. Glarzr, 1\1. AllH'ric ~la!(·
nard, M1"iri('/l t1u• a l'mnrmi; 1\1.
R<'y. fi/,: 1. R(·y, pere; 1\1. Paul
Ack(·r. Romu11ciN l11c• a l'e11111•111i;
1\1. Rou•tan J\1. Galkt, J\1. Ch.
l'qp1y, J>1wte llH' a l'crlllcmi: ~!.

Louis Guilbert, :\1. Gini,try, l\I.
Del Sarte, Sculpteur, chef de
jeunes\e royalistc; 1\1. Grenier,
Camuzat, l\L Robert D'llumicrcs,
Bouzanquet.

R.
la

1\1.

Cnpitaine Vincent, 1\1. '.\Iartinaud, M.
Boudet, J\.L De La'5us, Colonel
Bacquet, M. Gilles De l\1arpcon.

l\1.

BROTHER, Abbe IkrmocABBE
que, Docteur l\Iauricc Bede!,

PLE, Patrice l'naM • ROBERT
hon, Gcnrral Pierron, l\!. Eou,

<:apitainr Paul Dubui,sez, \1. Bou·
chart, 1\1. Genard, !\1. Marcel Dumier,
1\1. Rrne Dumier, M. !Iulot De Col·
]art M. Henri Charrcau, A<ljudant
Thrbazange, Coporal Cordier, l\f.
Ernr,t, \[. Sirmeu, 1\L Clevi, 1\1.
Gcor!(CS hamard, 1\L AndrP Chap·
rlle, M. Duchesne, '\1. De Li!(o11de',
\1. Chanut, 1\1. Grochrs, l\L Paul
Chapelle, !\I. Durmoussrau, 1\L Roh·
crt Bcllacb, M. Andre Dumicr, l\L
Cheque, Due De Rohan, Depule Ille
a l'cnnemi; Colonel Driant' M. Chevillon, M. Leindi!(er, M. Plan, '\!.
Prrain, l\L Gaston De Gironde, Com·
mandunt Foe.sel. General CanclrPli<'r.
1\1. Sonolrt, M. L. DPs RiPux, Poete
tue a /'ennemi; l\l. l\[oumrr, \I.
Thamin, Adju<lant Laforcacle, '\I.
!'au I De lestrac.

[ii.I; General Eou, General Varin,
G!'neral Mirabil, General Plankey,
General Durupt, rr!(Pnt Simon, 1\1.
Durupt
eveu, Capitain<' Eou, 1\1.
Bourguet, General Ferrodine, Gen·
<·ral Quiquandon, Jean Gauche~, Gt·n·
era! Ldcvre, M. Co<let, 1\1. Lrchill(·ux, \1. l\Tarul Bon, l\L Louzouc·t,
M. Lan!(UCdoc, M. Dervombez, 1\1.
Chaput, l\L Doumirr, 1\1. Ba,chet, 1\1.
Guy l\lorrnu, 1\1. Detan!(er, l\L Bus·
sint, \1. Gour<lault, i\1. Andre Duhartc, M. Rolwrt Duhartr, 1\1. Chauzy,
Li<'utpnont Bouq:~roio. l\1. .Jean Droit,
General Boyer, 1\L Boy<'r, /ii.,: 1\1.
Ro!(er ITulot, 1\1. Jlulot, Gent'ral Ray
moJHJ, G!'neral Bcrtaux, G!'1wral Ar·
rivet, 1. Grang<'s, General LPlin,

DEAD ON
OF H
(Names

n the Pi

the Pic·ure 0

TIIE RETURN OF TIIE BATTLE FLAGS

T

IIE figure of the old man in black standing against the pylon i that of Paul Dcroulede, the great French patriot whose life was given to the effort lo rcslon' \ ]sace and
Lorraine, hut \\ho died shortly Lefore the hl'ginning of th' war.
The two girl in national costume $landing in front of Dcrouledc S}mbolize the "Lo t
Provinces'' of .Alsace and Lorraine, welcoming with flowers the returning French troops

and their flags.
The Life Guard-, in shining hrea tplal!•s, like the. heralds of old, arc proclaiming the
victory of the Allie , forming a l~uarcl of Honor for the ma ed flags, on each of which
i inscribed the names of the hallle:-o in which the regiment that bore it took part. And ·following the flags are the Poilus, the olcliers of France, infantr}, reserve and marine , dusty
and war-torn.
In the upper right corn ·r of this ~ection, n ·ar the pillar of commemoration, may
be een the beginning of the rainbow of vi<.:tory.

BE ROT
PR ET ET
DENIS
P. PETIT
SAR RAZ
SICRE
RITTER
COLAS DI
ROBERT
L. H. I
M. DE SCH
BAJA RD
CECCALDI
DE FOUGEROLLES
G. D. ANGELI
BLANLOEUIL
ROUSTAND
DE BLOTTEFI ERE
B. BARRET
GUYOT
DE SALi NS
VA TON
BONNEL
DETORQUAT
BLACH ERE
DURAND
V. DE VILLELUMEL
DEMARNE
G. ARON-DERUE
DE GOY
BESTAGNE
DE ROSI ERES
DE SAi NT-JUST
CHER REY
VALETTE
CR OLA RD
ETHIS
GILBERT DE
DESCHARD
AUGIER
A. TROEGELER
F. MAGNONAUD
G. HAMELIN
ROBIN
TOUSSAINT
R. CAHEN
A. PETIT
J. PELTIER
M. QUERENET
R. MULLERET
DORMER
LENOIR DE T
L. TRANIE
P. FAYE
F. ARTHAUD
FR PELLANNE

IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON DE LA GUERRE
rtinaucl, l\1.
s, Colonel
larpcon.
be Ilcrmoc·
rice Bede!,
z, \[, Bou·
eel Dumier,
lot DP Col·
, Adjudant
'ordier, ~l.
. CIC\i, l\l.
ndrc Chap·
e Lii:ourl<·,,
s, 1\1. Paul
u, 1\L Roh·
Dumier, \!.

[) epute t1w
ll M. Chev·
. Plau, \!.
rondP, C.omC:andrrli<·r.
iPux. Poet1•
oumPr, 1\f.
orcnde, 1\l.

M• J\tQlE
Tl!A\II"l, \!. \TarM• REILLEOULET, Lieutenant
Cl'l Thamin, \l. lkrnarrl lll'lt•s
Bou<"t. l\l. Coutaut, 1\1. Bertrac, \!. Touchard, General Dekstruc. \I. Lt•ft•\rt", \l. Rt•nt• Dt•IPsfrnc,
:'\!. Chicolol, \!. RnPrdPuu, \!. Lt•s~irur, \!. \lorin, \1. l'c111wquin, \1.
J ..an 1'>-ichari, Pmft''"'ltr wt C11/11·~1·
de France; \!. \1 ichrl l'•ichari,
f'rofnseur 1111 Colle~e de Fr1111c1•:
l\!. Emile \fon·au, C.0111111andant
1l<-nri Clerc, l\l. J)pfra'''" \[. l'it•rn•
:\lill1·t, \lme J\luutn', Cupit.iin1•
Ami", Gc1wral lkrrloulat, :\!. .lacqtH's
Richard IYhry, f.apitai1w [),. Bourbon, \T. Paul Hichard D'hry, \I.
Agnard, \!. \ irolli, AhhP ;'>lot tin,
M. Gilhrrt De Gironde, \I. L..I1nis,
M. K1•lkr, \f. .J aconwt, 1\1. Trl'pnnt,
l\I. Brit•n,, :\I. ]),. Langi<". \!. "lot•!,
\!. 'f<.rquin. \I. Paul !'roust, \l.
1\Taginot, Minis/re de la ~111•rre:
J\l. Goujon, l\[. Tollancli1•r, \I. H.
Briquct, \I. L1·onarcl, :'\I. Born·!,
lhp11te tuc " l'c1111cmi; :\!. Thonll".

DEAD ON THE FIELD
OF HONOR
{Names .,n the Pyl >n ·in 1 ··1e F.1ce of
the Picture Orp siro th s List)
BE ROT
ROYER
PR ET ET
MILLET
DENIS
M. F. PETIT
P. PETIT
BATARD
SAR RAZ
BOURN ET
SICRE
FAYN
RITTER
SALLES
COLAS DES FRANCS
ROBERT
L. R. RIVIERE
L. H. RIVIERE
M. DE SCHLUMBERGER
BAJARD
ELDIN
CECCALDI
DE CHARPIN
DE FOUGEROLLES
BOUREAUD
G. D. ANGELI
CANCEL
BLANLOEUIL
FAVRE
ROUSTAND
DE NAVACELLE
DE BLOTTEFIERE
DUTEIL
B. BARRET
DE TRISTAN
GUYOT D'ASN I ERES
DE SALINS
A. M. E. BERNARD
VA TON
BRAUN
BONNEL
VI LL EDEY
DE TORQUAT
DE LA COULERIE
BLACH ERE
VERDIERES
DURAND
DE SAINT-ANDRE
V. DE VILLELUMEL
DUROSCY
DEMARNE
DE LAVEAU
G. ARON DERUE
VIALA
DE GOY
BERTRAND
DONIN
BESTAGNE
DE ROSIERES
ULRICH
DE SAINT-JUST
SAUZEY
CHERREY
Y. MADRANGE
VALETTE
DESLION
CROLARD
DAVOUST
ETHIS
DE CORNY
GILBERT DE GOURVILLE
DESCHARD
THI RION
AUGIER
0. DE SAMPIGNY
A. TROEGELER
A. BARRAJA
F. MAGNONAUD
P. HAMELIN
G. HAMELIN
ABBE RAYMOND
ROBIN
P. BRE
TOUSSAINT
A. FEUILLERET
R. CAH EN
DUCRETET
A. PETIT
M. BUTIGNOT
J. PELTIER
POIRET
M. QUERENET
M. BERNARD
R. MULLERET
DE FIERLAND
DORMER
~ MAR
LENOIR DE TOURTEAUVILLE
L. TRANIE
H. PERRIN
P. FAYE
E. POUMIER
F. ARTHAUD
CARPENTIER
FR. PELLANNE
DORGUIN

nanl, \I. L<•o, l\1. Norlicr, \l. Gaston
Dumc"il, 1\1. J\larccl llailt'rl, 1111i
dt> IJao11/cdc; i\1. Roll<'rl J\loli1w,
l\I. \aude Brouche, Caporal l't·larnaud, Caporal Chau\t'Ull Dl'' Hoclws,
Li<"utt•mrnt De Pracomptal, \l. Dahrcil, \l. Tercnderic, 1\l. Cha"'uu, 1\1.
Adolphe GautiPr, \1. Boinet, 1\1.
Hog<·r llamoy. l\l. Bcrhic, 1\1. De
Ca•ahau, \l. Champt'all, .\l. Charles,
l\l. Emil<• CPrard, l\l. Le Roux, l\1.
l\ougcr, l\I. Forain, Le ~rand rnrira111ri,1e patriotc; \L Abel Truchet,
Commandant [)p Sievola, Licut<·nant
Piere l'rernst, \L j can j OH' Frap pa,
, f11t 1·11r /Jra111ati<111c; \1. Talagin<"t,
l\I. Lngn, Capitai1w AgPron, \I.
J\loi'!'<'au, Commandant Broun<>, l\I.
Corrard DPs
Essarls, Capitainr
Duchat, Capitainc Ti"i<''"

M • FllANf"OTS
.JLBERT, Lil'Ull'llant Ht•1w Brn11d1·quin, Cupi·
tainl' Faul11uc De Jouquen', .\1mc.

Canton Baca.;sat, Socur Du J\Iarechal
Freuch, l\[mp Clementine Boudet,
l\Illp Gilles, l\llle Barthelemy, \lilt>
Louazil, Socur Gabrielle, Sot>ur Julie,
L'heroine de Guclt'iller, \1llc De
Bay<', Capitainc l'rl'carclin, Capitain<"
Dromard, Capitaine Ap;rron, l\llle
Simon, \1llc Fourraux, Lieutenant
0. Laprune, Capitainc De Villen'ux,
Ahhe Gaillot, S<'rgent Picot, LiPul<"nant S Pinai,on, Capitainc C.
FIPrny, CapitainP Floquet, Soeur
Basilide, \feckcin Houdard, i\l.
Matil!non,
olrlat Roholy, Serl!ent
Godard, Seri:rnt Lafond, Colo1wl
l'illeman, Li<•utenant Valin, 1\1.
Norg1·1f't, SPrgent Mallet, \l. \1anaucl, Capitainc DP Larc1•a11, Solrlat
l'atle, Adjurlant Branrt, Li<·utPnant
lla11din, Arljuclant De Champpau.
g1rnGE T Si\LLES, f.apitain<'
lkrhou, Snldat Valentinr, SPrl!f'nt
r,.,yrr, \1. DP Forc<'villP. \1. Dt'
Fra11qu1•viilP, \f. CoqurrPlll', \1.
Catovic, Commandant Chabert, Doc-

teur Doyen, Le cclebre chirurgien de
Paris; \l. Bcrlerin, 1\1. l\lonquin, ~1.
Grori:cs

Peron,

D'Ar~ensons.

1\l.

l\larc

l'i(•rrt'

\!. Boas, \1. Geori:e"

Camon, l\L Robert Peron, Lieutenant
Lucif'n L1•,y, Scri:rnt Froment, Ad·
judant Bourqu<"L, Sol<laL Jenn imon,
Capitainc A. Robert, Copitainc
Brranp;er,
ous Lieutenant
har·
ricr, CapiLainl' Bodot, Lieutenant
Ebeuni,·r, Scri:<·nt Bidanicr, \1PdPcin
Surcau, \1. Callt•\·eau, \!arPchal De
Lop;is ClwniPr, Commandant l.lrnrlet, Capitaine Pari,on, Sou" Lieu
tcntant Bnrn, Liputenant De \1ython
Capitainc D'Aram.
MEDEC I
FAURE, \1. Marion
Francois, l\1m<'. Dr St. l\!an',
l\larcchal l)p Lol!is Font.tin<"'• Jules
Ta,sart, 1\1. 1\1artinet, Capitaine A.
Grnson, \[. Julrs Label. Lic·11Lt•nant
"lrrPL, Arljudant Baulanrl, \1. Pointe·
let, Capitainr Loui<;, \I. \'incenot,
Capitaine Veillon. Com1uandant DPlacommune, Capitaine Lcstradinc,

Sous Lieutenant Labbie, 1\1. Rabel,
Lieutenant Lestrac, Sous Lieutenant
Prornncel, Capitainc Daulet, Lieulpnant 1\1. Hobeat, Aumoni1·r Jean,
Lieutenant Brlin, Lieutenant Auyey
De La Dine. Sous Lieutenant l\lalcor,
Capitaine \loleux.

J

ULES ROYLER, Con1mandant
Duhainich, oldat Dacll<'r, oldat
Dainr, Lirutenant Serieux, Capitaine
Chaveau Des Roches, Commandant
Frot, Lieutenant Vial, Lieutenant
Gambier, Seri:pnt Cerne, Capitaine
Thehunet, Capitaine Ilycadin, Sous
Lieutenant Grenier, Lieutenant
B<"lin, ous 1\fajor Larne, LiPutenant
Geni~try, Infirmier Noury, Cavalier
Brcheoffn, Adjudant Renard. M.
Brigadier Cortep;raine, l\farechal De
Loi:i' V. Inlwcourt, CapitainP De La
Rel!aincre, Sergent Lamy, l\frdecin
Allard, Capitaine Poil!non, \1. R.
ClaisP. Li<•ut('nanl Th11illot, Capitaine Coudrc, Colonel Ilcnri, Adju·
dant Clays, Adjudant Giron, ous
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RUSSIA ... RUMANIA ... JAPAN
Mikado ;;Lands al the corner of Lhe pylon al Lhe left,
T IIEin front
of Lhe Rising Sun flag of Japan. To the l<'fl.
as ) ou face Lhe piclurc, is General Kamio, conqueror of
Tsing-Tao.
ext is '1arquis Okurna, in diplomatic full<lrl'ss \~ith sash, Lhc Prime \Iinislcr of Japan. while slanding
on the sleps arc Lwo nurses of the Japanese Hed Cross. The
white·muslached man behind Lhc ~1ikadn is Baron J\.latsui,
Japanese Ambassador in Pari~. and standing on Lhe slep,
facing the ~1ikado, is Admiral Togo, who commanded Lhe
Japarwse fleel in Lhe war with Russia.
Cenlral figure in the Hussian group is the Czar "\icholas
IL the short. bearded man facing the spectator, with hoth
hands clasped on his s\rnrd-hilL. Directly in fronl of him
is his ;;on, thr Czarevirh, in Cossack uniform . The ta! I ofli·
l'Cr al the Czar's right, in khaki uniform, is the Grand Dukr
l iclwlas and behind him, in Cossack uniform, General
Gourko, \~hose wife, wraring Lhe white cowl of a nurse, is
shmrn at the extreme lefL under Lh<' group of Hussian flags;
she was killed on the French front.
In profile, lichincl thr Grand Duke, 1vearing spectacles. is
General Houski. Facing the Czar arc Lwo Patriarchs of the
Hussian U1urd1; behind them, in rrd, the Cossacks of Lhe
Czar and, in while, the helmeted Imperial Guards.
Behind the Czar on th<' oth!'r side, lo the ril!hl, as ) nu sec
the piclttr<'. stands General Akxidf; n!'xl to him, the French
Cennals, Pau and De la Guidw of the Commission lo
Hussia. llchincl the latter, harc·hCa<lt•d, is General Janin ,
who <"omma1Hled llH' ( :zel'ho.Slcnab. Stan cling on lh<' third
stt'p, lian•h!'a<h•cl. is G<'1H'ral BrousilofT, Commancln of Llw
llolshniks; slil!htly alioH' him to the left. General Henne·
kampf. CornrnanclPr of thr Hussian Carnln:. In l'i\ilian
cloth<'s. IH'an•st tlw l'rntral talikt. wearing Lht: Grand Conlon
of th<' Legion of Honor. stand~ :\I. 1-.wolski. !hrs ·ian mlias·

(Names on the Pylon on
the Picture Opposite

sador lo France; next Lo him, '.\1. Sanr,zoff, former Russian
Mini~Lcr of Foreign Affairs, and hehi1vl him, wiL11 a heard,
General Ivanoff.
The Hussian scclion comes Lo a dr~matic climax in Lhe
central cene, in which a draped figure representing
'"History" is inscribing upon a marble LalileL the historic
alliance of France and Hussia under Czar Alexander III and
l'rt' iclent Sadi-Carnot while a Bolshrvik in a red blouse
leans insolenLly again~L the pillar and, al his feel, lies his
flaming torch, Lhe smoke from which is beginning Lo obscure
all that is ]efl of Lhe old regime.
Wearing a Lunic of horizon-hlue, King Ferdinand of Humania stands in the center of this naLional group, wiLh his
1\ifc, Queen \1arie, lo the left one step below him. Behind
the King stands his oldest son, Prince CaroL now King of
Humania, and in front of King Alexander. in Bo) Scout
uniform, his second son, Prince \i holas. Behind the
Queen in m1rses' costumes are her <la rghtcrs. Lhe Princess
Elizabeth and 1\larie; behind them 11earing a veil, l\Ille.
Lahovary. daughter of the former Humanian Ambassador
lo France.
Behind Prinre , 'icholas i · Lhe "hitc bearded Prime ~Iin·
ister of Humania, General
wrcscu: to the righl. \\ ilh
lifted arms. General Berthelot, Comm.rnder of the French
1ission in Hu mania; bet\\ ecn them, General Pre~ent. former G!'ncralissirno of Humania. On the serond :-lep. in
ci\ i I ian dress, is 1\1. Lahovan ; above him. 11 ith \\ hite mustache, :\1. Philipesru and rw~t to him. in profile, 1\1. Take
Jorw:;ru. Jleyoncl him. \\ iLh lilark bc.trd, is Premier BraLiano. 1d10 d~clarecl \\Ur on Gnmnn).
landing under tl1r.
flags \\ilh rrossed arms is Gen<'ral J, ,clano, while in the
fon•gro11nd is a group of Humanians e-..horted lo join the
A llics h) '.\]me. \"acarescu. the Rumani tn poele~t<.
0
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nl Labbie, l\1. Rahel,
trac, 'ous Lieutenant
pilaine Daulel, LieuP.eat, Aumonier Jean,
in, Li1•utcnanl Auyey
us Lieutenant \lalcor,
ux.

!

LEH, Col)lmandant
oldat Daclwr, Soldat
nl Scricux, Capitai IH'
{oclw>, Commandant
nt Vial, Lieut('nanl
nl Cerrw, Capitaine
itairw llycadin, Sous
enif'r, Lieutenant

jor LarnP, Li1·111<·nant
iirr Noury, Cavalier
judanl Henard, M.
'l!ntinr, l\larechal Dr•
11rrt, C:apitainc D!' La
l!<'nl Lamy, l\frdecin
l'oil!non, ~I. H.
hanl Thuillot, Capi·
'olonrl Henri, Acljuljudanl Giron, Sous

,,H'

Lientenant Dela~~alle, Sous Lieu·
tenant DP Rolland, Lieutpnant Col·
one! A. Thierry, Sous Lieutenant
Gabriel Frere, Sergent Lefevre, Capitaine O'Gormon, Lieutenant Bonelli,
Capitaine I. Bartlwlerny, Colonel Picot, Capitainc Bernalin, A<ljudant
Bloch, pilotp; Capitaine De Frcgute
Dume,nil, Capitairrc De Roulin.
M. Derel!nauM • LEconrt,l\IOUEL,
Capitaine Charnoret, 'II.
Pedro flounova, ~1. J eunier, 1\1.
Chamouillat, Scrp:ent Jaillrr, Sous
Lieutenant Guibcrt, AhbP Grrvais,
AJjudant fllanchart, Capitaine Bu>trre, Lieutl'nant Teutain, Capitaine
Gurnin, Sous Lieutenant FIPurac,
1\1. De Beaussurc Dr Sy>SPI, M.
Challcl, M. Letrm;nc, Lieutenant De
l\1arliasp, 1\1. De La Barn' De
Curvy, Capitainr De Ptovcncal, Capi
lain!' D1·lil!ny, Lieulenant Gamihier,
Capitairw l\laualt, Caporal L. llornJJH•di!'rr, Li1·11t!'nant C:olonel Piendemang<'. Sergent Guerrier, Sous Lieu-

tpnant DP Guardia, Lieutenant Felix
ous Lieutenant De \1anpeau, Capi:
lain<' ~lanalt, Capilaine Simon<let
Capitaine Leon Cuissinot, \1. Tig:
era!. Soldat \Iaison>on, Commandant
Coulon, Scrl!t'nt Ohcr, Dr. Coulon
s~, w·nt Compagno11.
CAPORAL SERIVE. M. Lr Cont1•ur, Lieutenant Fcyti>, Soldat
Dore, l\larcchal De Loiris Thome,
'\1. S. Laurpnt, Li!'ulC'nant D,·
Bourdemanl!t» Sous LieutC'nant 1\lontcch, Sous LiPutenant ChamirP, 1\1.
kan Rop:er, Adjudant Barhaud, \f.
Lartigue, \1. Guillaumf', l\1. GuPrin
Li1·utPnant De La Gorgue De Ri
Sny, 1\1. Palefollie, Lieutenant De
SPine, 1\1. Sauant, Canitainr flarandC',
Adjudant l'Prdil!non, Adjudant 1\Iarguf'I, Sous Lif'utenant Lardcu'<, Capitainr Georl!e>, Capitaine Nicola>,
Soldat Ganrau, 1\f. RPne Levy, Capitainr Rrnraut, l\fedecin Lant<'aume
!\1. Anjour» SergPnt frannin, Capitaine Cas~on, Capitaine Gallimard,

Lieutenant Jeaumc, Capitaine Houge,
~1. I!ugf't, Sergent De La Rafimere,
Soldat Lucien, Sergent l\Iaurin,
\fotelot Sinet, Capitaine De Boudemanp:<', Adjudant Philippe, Sous
LiPutcnant De Fournas, Soldat
Goujon, Capitaine l\1archegay, Doctcur Perboyer.
HATI~, M. Henri
A DJCDANT
Dorl!<', erirent audPl, Sergent

flotHlon, Caporal Bcaunr,. Sous Lieut<·nant Yalot. Caporal R. Jacquemart,
Capitaine R. Giraud, Capitaine ~1l!'uurnc, Sous Lieutenant Genevo1"··
Commandant Bodard, Lieutenant
1\Iulard, Commandant Fort, Bril!adicr
Ch .,aJier. Capitaine Lamaiirnere,
Sou• Lirutcnant Bourdon, Scrl!ent B.
Enbarclw, Serl!Pnt A. Lachaud,
Sergent Andre Lachau<l, Sous Lieuter ant Lachaud, Sous Lieult'nant
Turquoi<, Capitaine Andre, l\1edPein
Noel Capitaine l\lariani, Commanclnn1 lii•lt'mann, l\f. Liheaux, Capitaine Robert, M. Clairon Laua",

Sous Lieutenant J. May, Sous Lieutenant Fine,
ergent Chanteloup,
Serl!ent Richard, Adju<lanl Wuyan
Capitaine !\Iantoy, 1\1. Duport, Capitaine Cary, l\1. R. Hasselemann, 1\1.
Rousso, Lieutenant Colonel Brion,
Soldat Ballard.
Lieutenant l\lailM • COURTEAU,
lard, Lieutenant Gaillet, !\1.
Jiari,·el,
ous Lieutenant Pacro•,
M. Eul!ene Gauthier, Colonel Coudine, Commandant Verguin, Lieutenant Pacros, Capitaine Pettereau Villeneur, Capitaine V. Bellache. l\L
Hap:eot, Srrgent Panneraud, Capitaine De Boi»eu, Serl!ent Gelin, Adjudant Hermann,
ous Lieutenant
Loubiron, l\L Benaget, Lieutenant
Fauvart Bastoul, Soldat Ht>rmatier,
1\1. Lateuff. Soldat Alnme, Caporal
Patillon, Caporal Tindy, Sergent
Spinanon, l\[t>decin De Marine Fouche!, Lirutenant lfogon,
oldat
Werth, Capitaine PPline, Sous Lieutenant Laurent, Sergent G. Jardel,
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R. MORET
R. DESMETTE
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Pl ERRE DE JOUVENCEL
P. ISAAC
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BARON LEJEUNE
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H. BRUMAlJX
L. CHICON
DE SEHUTTENBACH
J.G. BONGRAND
G. MERIC
M LEFEVRE
J. LEFEVRE
P BERRY
P. POCHARD
R. SCHlOESING
J. PINCON
HACHETTE
DE RIGAUD
THOMI NE DESMAZURES
H. FOURNIER
H. GUIVARCH
CARLHIAN
M. A. MEUNIER
VASSER OT
CLOGENCON
MAREC
MANGIN
GOMPERTZ
LEGROS
SANCHAU
SOI RAC
CARDEILHAC
B. CORD HOMME
PUAUX
GOUT
PAQUIER
REMY
DE FALLOIS
LYOEN
DE FAUBOURNET DE MONTFERRAND
A. GUIARD FAIN MOITRIER
GALOUZEAU DE VI LLEPI N
GASNIER
RIEU
REUEILHAC
GAGNON
JOUBERT
BONNAIRE
LETOUZE DE LONGUENARE
FONTES
ROUARD
QUINCHEZ
ROLLAND Df: RENGERVE
LORI OT
RAYNAUD
LEMOINE
ROCA UT
GESREL
LANDRE
DE LONGEAUX
DE LIGNIERES
KIENTZ
DE LYSN EWSKI
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sous

LIEUTE~ANT BOUVIER
Lieutenant N. Chaleau, Capitain~
H. De 1\1arolles, Soldat Prtitpas
Capitaine Ladrange, Caporal Jonl!le:
Soldat Guerin, Soldat Lofille, Serge.nt Delbois, J\I~e Baugeon, Capitarne HasslPr, Lie utenant Pa>quet,
J\f. Gourlet, 1\fajor 1\Ionpetit, Adjudant 1\lorlil!hem, Commandant Lotte,
Capitaine Olher, Bril!adier Menthon,
Commandant H. 1\lenthon, Sol<lat
Girard, Capitaine A. \Ienthon, J\I.
B. Coulilaly, l\L Loisrl, Lieutenant
De Labarel!re, Aumonier, Lal!ardere,
Adjudant Francois, Capitaine Trieolet, Capitaine Bellican, Commandant Baclrnud, Abbe 1\1artin, Sergent
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the Picture Opposite this List)

Lieutenant De Gennes, M. Doutrilleau.
oldat Daugillaume, Caporal
Grenier, Sergent Chemin, Sergent
Galy, ous Lieutenant Marcel, Lieutenant Rouge, Sous Lieutenant Loubiere, Capitaine Gron, Lieutenant
Coiffer, ous Lieutenant Dagnet, Capitaine Dugalex, l\I. A. Rudinsky.

SERBIA ... GREECE ... MONTENEGRO

AT the extreme left of this section, stanclino- in

front of the]>) Jon which separates it from0 1he
American 8eclion. stands the ) otmg King Alexander
of Greece. To the left, facing the furled Greek
flag, is '\clmiral Paul Condourolis, the commander
of the Greek Fl eel. Behind them is Gl'neral E) clou"X.
head of the French Commis;;ion in Greece, while.
standing "ith om• foot on the lower ;;tep is Gene al
Dankles, commanding the Greek army. The gray·
bearded man to the right of the King is the famous
Premier of Greece, Eleutheros Venizelos. At 11is
side stands ::\I. Jonnarl, French Amha~~aclor to
Greece and, between them, the Greek :\1inister
Romanos.
In front of the crowned douhlc-heacled eagle of
thr l\Iontencgrin flag stands l\..ing \icolas of \Iontenegro. BC'hincl him. onl) his head ;;howing, is }1.
l\liouclwkm.ich. Pre;;iclent of the Council of :\for tcnegrn. Th<' officer in full fr('nch uniform a little
clistan<'e lo the right of the King is l\1. lhlll el.
French Con:-;u) in Montenegro. The old couple

with rifles, to lhe left of the King, typify the small
'\1ontenegrin nation in arms.
The Serbian section of the Pantheon centers
around the figure of King Peter L seated upon a
draped gun-carriage. To tbe left, standing, hand
on ~1rnrd, is General Boyovich, Commander-inChicf of the Serhian Army. By his side, slightly
behind, in horizon-blue uniform. General :'.\1ondesir,
head of the French llission in Serbia. Wearing a
long coat with red lapel&, on the step stands Generalibsimo Voirnde Putnich. •
Riding proudly on hi:o hor e, the young Prince
Alc"Xander lead· the Serbian people lo war. Behind the horse's head may be seen l\lajor :\alpas,
the French Chief Surgeon who organized the erhian medical relief.
Landing on the right of King Peter is General
tepano1\ ich. The elderly gentleman in civilian
l!arh. I\ ith 11 hite beard, Jn the second step, is :'.\1.
Patchich. Premier of l'rhia. Grouped on hoth
sides of the King are officers of the Serbian General
ta IT and di ·tingui bed civilians.
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C. PEGUY
P. ACKER
J. MASPERO
GOURVEALT
ALBERIC MAGNARD
A. DE LUYNES
E. PS ICHARI
M. PSICHARI
MAX DOUMl<l
J. CASTEX
C. CASIMIR PER I ER
C. MULLER
M. MONTAG
R. BESNARD
P. DELANNE
0. SEYLOR
H. GALLI
H. CARBONNELLE
L. CARTIER-BRESSON
J. OATA I NE
LEON DE MONTESQU IOU
DAN I EL DE LOSQUES
A . YV
GUY DE CASSAGNAC
A. LEPINE
S. BASSET
MAX BARTHOU
P. QUENl l N BEAUCHART
L. LABORDE
P. A LEXANDR
A. GABRIEL FERR I ER
J. BAYET
J. BLAVETTE
M. DALLERE
M. CHASSAIGNE-GOYON
E. NOLLY
R. CHA IX
E. DESPAX
J. LAURENT
M. VAUDOYER
PIERRE DE BOURGO I NG
ABEL G. DE BEVOTTE
P. CARON
MARC DE MONTI DE PEZE
W1LLIAM DE WARREM
A. BERlRAND
0. HOURCAB
P. GINISTY
P. SI BI EN
M. BES LAY
L. ROLM ER
P. FEUILLATRE
G. PI NARD
J. DORMEUIL
R. HUGUES LE ROUX
H. ROBIDA
H. MICHELO
M . VAUDOYER
LOUCHET
P. CHAILLEY
R. DONCKELE
P. BOUDREAUX
P. HADAMARI
E. HADAMARD
A. PRADELS
P. DROUOT
JACQUES DE FONTENAILLES
ABBe LOU IS DE CHABROL
R. BLACHEZ
J. LACHASSE
LAREINTY-THOLOZAN
P. PIT
L. FUNCK.BRENTANO
T. FUNCK.BRENTANO
LIONEL DES RIEUX
P. MAHO
GUY DE SAINT QUENTIN
M. BERTHON
R. DUVAL
G
CHALLAMEL J. CHALLAME
J. BOUCHER DE ARG I S
L. CHAMPEAUX

I
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nt De Gennes, M. Doutrildat Dauirillaume, Caporal
Sergent Chemin, Sergent
us Lieutenant Marcel, Lieu~Ul!f', Sou$ Lieutenant Loufapitaine Gron, Lieutenant
~ous Lieutenant Dairnet, Caugalex, :\I. A. Rudinsky.

~IEUTE'.\'ANT BOUVIER,
nant N. Chateau, Capitaine
~Iarolle 0 , Soldat Petitpas,
Ladranire, Caporal Jongle,
uerin, Soldat Lofille Serilois, \!me Baup;eon, 'Capi'S!rr. Lieutf'nant Pasquel,
et, \Iajor \Ionpetit, Adjudi ghrm, rommandant Lotte,
OliYer, Brigadier J\1en thon,
1lant H. \lenthon, Soldat
::apitaine A. Menthon, \f.
aly, \[, Loi,.;rJ, LiPutenant
eirre, Aumonier, Lap;ardere,
Francoi><. Capitaine TriiitainP Belliran, rommanrl1!Ud, Abbe Martin, Sergent

Foup;eruche, Lieutenant De Vaisseau De Saizieu, \1edecin V inceux,
l\Iatelot Gauthier, l\Iecanicien Peron,
Serp;ent :\lajor Coli, Sole.lat Le
Fortier, \1. Delinotte, Serirent Gross,
Capitaine Farmy, Lieutenant De La
Tremp;lage, Lieut<'nant Binapau,
Soldat Saubin, Sergent BogaiJlou,
Adjudant Caramel.

SOLDAT

BUH.ON, Sergent Sala'illP, Lieutenant H.amillon, Lieutenant Charlot, AumoniPr Ga>', Capitaine \and, :\1. Balny D' AHicourt,
Soldat Goule, SPrl!<'llt NPrdot, Caporal Duraud, Chap<'lain Kleber,
Lieutenant Dt>veluy, Lieutenant C.
Thrury, Premier l\luitrl' HohiP, Le
J\Iaitre Blin, \1. T. Pion, J'rpmi<'r
Iaitrr Lahou,r, Lipull'nanl ])p Vais>i•au Baudry, Second 1\laitr<' n,.1>0,t,
J\I. T. Littal!I', Sous Li<'11t1·nant
B<""st» Li1·111Pnant TL De Rlarn, Lieutenant Fouguet, \1. F. AllairP, Sous
Lit·utl'nant Bouillon, Clwf f)p Bataillon Le Roy, Chef De Bataillon

Penet, \1. Labouchrrc, Commandant
Lagasquin, Sous Li<'utenant Ostermann, LieulPnant Brusl('y, Lieutenant \!. Dubois.

M• JEAN,JAIN,
.\1. Paul ~~ounier,
\I. 1 au! Bazile, :\I. I . .\laffard, .\!. Le Touze, M. A. Guill<",
M. P. \loury, \l. SPcardin, Scrgt·nt
Tournicr, Capitaine LPfaux, Sous
Lieutenant Fa\Tenil!P, \latrlot Pierre
Bacon, Lit"11tenant Barn i<'r, Capilainc Cahin V. La Haukon1wcn-,
Capitaine .\Iaulwrnasse, LiPutenant
lknnique, Adjudant Barhouillet,
Capitaine Barthe, Sergent Ku<'llo.

M• KOLLET,
Capitain<" Bracconnot, Sous Li1•ut1·1rnnl llirliard,

Ilourdonneau, 1\L \fared Gous?cy,
Capitaine Destriquc, \1. Rc1w l'orrot,
Sous Li<"ult"nant Guyot, \I. Rochell<',
Sous LieuLPnant Villt'ln•ll1'. l\l. Allire, \1. Bazanqurl, \I. \Iaril', \l.
Sallois, \I. Tt"not, \.1. Touril'r, \1.
Brochard, J\1. Laure, \f. Hrne Latadin, Capitaine Marttin, J\I. Jl'an
Bluzot, Caporal Friquf't, \l. B.
Citrorn, J\1. Brl'lon, M. l\larc Gri,t·t,
l\f. Pierre DI' Royer, M. Henri,
D<'rno is, M. J. Dubois, l\I. Jacques
De V1·gn<·s, \L Jules Frnit, 1\1. Robert \l oli1w, 1\1. Louis De IkstrPos,
Li<'utt·nant Faut"n, 1\1. Louis De
l{oyt•r, \!. J1·:rn ]ouglas, J\I. Louis
Garni1·1-, \I. D<' Boury. J\1. G1·orges
Iluchard, J\f. Hobert De Guay.

Desire Mercier, Cardinal Archbi.1hop
of Malines; \1. Carton de Wiarl,
Prime Minister of Belgium; \Tm e.
Wiart, 1\1. Adolphe 1lax, Mayor of
Brnssel.1; 1\1. Emile \ andc rveldc,

Belgian delcgale lo lhl' Peace Conference; J\l. Emile Verhaewn, l\1.
Theodore, Manha! of lhe Belgian
Courl; TiefT<"ry, Victor de J\leulminsler, Copp<"ns, Dr. Depagc, General L<"man, Gc1wral Gilain, General
J aqurs, General Bernheim, Otto
Lysen, General Tomlwur, Commander of tire Belgian Congo; G<"ncnil l\lichcl, Prine<• Sixtus dr Bour·
hon of Parma, Prince Francis Xa,·i<'r
de Bourbon of Parma, J\.1. Dcstrcs.

PORTUGAL

M. Dolcouo, :\1. Bn·onil, 1\1. Hodu-,
.\1. DPlag1', Li<'lll<'nant Rochamlwau,
Capitairw lkgraint'. \1. Huard, \1.
Cll('(lin, \!. D1·hrou>''-I'. \1. Claud1-,

AUlEilT T., king
JI ISof \TAJESTY
till' fJ,.fgitm'; 1ln \lajt'sty,

Sous Li1•u11•nant Dalvincourt , Capi·
tainc Iloullon, .\1. 1\1anouton, \I.

Elizalwth, (1111·1·11 of th1• IJ../gi1111 ';
Jli s Emi11enc1., th<" \lost lfrvcn•nd

BELGIUM

DR.l'rt'.,iclcnl

nER~ARDT ''W \TACllADO,

of the Portuguc.,e
Rl'pllblic; Senhor Norton dt· \larch,
l'ortugu<'.'I' Mi11ist1•r of lf'ar; Col.

Sidonio

Pat•s,

Ccncrul

Fernando

Tamap;nini de Abreu, Senhor Tamap;nini Barbosa.

JAPAN

fl ISSlllNNO,
\1 A J E STY YOSIIIHITO
Mikado of Japan;
Lieutenant-General Kamio, conqueror
of Tsing-Tau~ l\Iarquis Shig1•nobu
Okuma, Premier of Japan; Baron K.
Matsui, Admiral Ileihachiro Togo.

GREAT BRITAIN

JJI of\IA.JESTY
GEORGE V., King
Creal Brilain; llis Royal
Iliirhnt•ss Edward Albert Christian
Georire Andrew
Patrick DaYid,
Prince of II ale.,; Admiral John
Rushworth Jelliccw, Earl of J1•1/icoe;
Admiral Da,id Bt•atty. Admiral Sir
Rossyln \\ l'lllY"', Admiral llt•ginald
Tyrwhill, Admiral llopn. Admiral
lfol!Pr K1·y1·s, Admiral Lord John
Fisher, Flil!ht Li1·11l<"nanl ll. A. J.

DEAD ON THE FIELD
OF HONOR

DEAD ON THE FIELD
OF HONOR

TIIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

(Names n the Pyl"n "" .: e Face of
the p·,,ure Oppvsit., Ir s List)
C. PEGUY
P ACKER
J. MASPERO
GOURVEALT
ALBERIC MAGNARD
A. DE LUYNES
E. PSICHARI
M. PSICHARI
MAX DOUMIC
J. CASTEX
C. CASIMIR PERIER
C. MULLER
M. MONTAGNY
R. BESNARD
P. DELANNEY
0. SEYLOR
H. GALLI
H. CARBONNELLE
L. CARTIER-BRESSON
J. OATAINE
LEON DE MONTESQUIOU
DAN EL DE LOSQUES
A. YVAN
GUY DE CASSAGNAC
A. LEPINE
S. BASSET
MAX BARTHOU
P QUEN11N BEAUCHART
l. LABORDE
P. ALEXANDRE
A. GABRIEL FERRIER
J. BAYET
J. BLAVETTE
M. DALLERE
M. CHASSAIGNE-GOYON
E. NOLLY
R. CHAIX
E. DESPAl(
J. LAURENT
M. VAUDOYER
PIERRE DE BOURGOING
ABEL G. DE BEVOTTE
P. CARON
MARC DE MONTI DE PEZE
W1LLIAM DE WARREM
A. BER1RAND
0. HOURCABE
P. GINISTY
P. SIBIEN
M BESLA 'f
L. ROLM ER
P. FEU.LLATRE
G. PINARD
J. DORMEUIL
R. HUGUES LE ROUX
H. ROBIDA
H. MICHELOT
M. VAUDOYER
LOUCHET
P. CHAILLEY
R. DONCKELE
P. BOUDREAUX
P HADAMARD
E. HADAMARD
A. PRADELS
P. DROUOT
JACQUES DE FONTENAILLES
ABBe LOUIS DE CHABROL
R. BLACHEZ
J, LACHASSE
LAREINTY-THOLOZAN
P. PITET
L. FUNCK-BRENTANO
T. FUNCK-BRENTANO
LIONE
DE~ PIEUX
P. MAHON
GUY DE ;AINT Q'JENTIN
M. BERTHON
R. DUVAL
G. CHALLAMEL J. CHALLAMEL
J. BOUCHER DE ARGIS
L. CHAMPEAUX

(N•mcs on lhP Pyl 1n on the Face of
the Picture Opposite this List)
J.

I :-;

thr left forep;roun<l of the American sPrtion ar1• four figun·s
rt•prc"'llling the four clements of tlw nation from wl1ich tl11•
\nwricun Army was drawn, the bu•ill"'' man, th•· workn, tl w
cowboy and the Indian, all kd by a W1·q Point Cadl'l. TJ,..y an· ap·
proachinl! th!' bust of Ct'orir1· \\'a,hington, ahow which an· dr;qwd
the flag' of the United States and of thP olht•r An11•rican J{.. puhlil''
which took part in tht· war.
At tht• foot of th., prd1·,.;tal stand~ \VoodroW' \Y,.'il nn, I'n•sid .. nt of
the UnitPd late'-, with a paper in his haud containing tilt' addrt·"
in which lw call1·d upon Anwrica lo 1·nt1·r tlw war.
To thr ldt, as you fac<' the pictun., l1·aning against tlH' 1wd1·-tal i>'
the lion. \lyron T. lll'rrick, twice Amnic:in 1\mha"ador to Franc•-.
At his elbow, is llon . .lanws W. Gnard, ,\nll'rican
n1ha••ador to
Germany. lktw1·f'n the two i-; '!'I'll thP foci' of lion. \Y,.'i lliam lloward
Taft, fornl('r l'n·sidl'nt of tlw Unil!·d Stall·s.
n front of \lr. Ct·rard
and a littlf' to thl' l1·ft, in l!rtlY coat, is lion. J{o!wrt Lansing, ~•·rrl'lary
of State, '' hilc Col. Tfll'odorc Roosp\·1·lt, forrn1·r l'r<' id1·nt, 'lands n<'xt
and slightly in front with l1·ft arm l"\l1•111 1cd.
Il<'hind \1r. Lansinl! i< tlw b1·ard1·d fart• of \1. Juk,; .f ll' rrand,
French Ambassador to .\nwrica; din·ctly alrnw \lr. Lansing's whiit·
hair th!' fac<' of l\1. Andre Tarclieu, 1!t•legal1· of tlw Fn·nch Cowrnnwnt to America.
Dir<'ctly lwhind Col. Roo•nl'lt, slil!htly to tlH" !.·ft, is C:hark \[.
Schwab, rnust<'r shipbuildt·r; lwhind Col. ]{ooct•\·l'lt\: riµht 1·lhow,
SamtH'l r:ornpers, l'n·,id1·nt of tlw Anwriran Fl'dPration of Labor.
Standing '-lightly ahow \Ir. Gompns and to th1· !l'fl as you fan· th•
picture is tlw youthful lignn• of II1·rlu rt lloO\n, Din·l'lor of lkll!iur1
Ilt·li..f <1t1d
nll'riran Food \d111i11i lralor. At his !1 ft, with w hit c
11111•tadw,
IPxundl'r \I. Thack,.ray, AnH'rican < ons·d <'' 111•rul in
Paris; lwhind hi111, \Y,. hitrn·y Wam·11, An11·riC'illl 11rhi11·1·t in charj!t' of
r!'•loration of rniiH"d lrnilding<. On hi )pft. alHl\I' \ l r. ,'C'hwah, i
I Ion. William T. ~lwrp, Anwricun \mlia• ador to France liet1\1·1·n \lr.
llt·rrick's two lPrn10,
\t tlw right of thl' P"d1·<tal, w1·uring nn 011·1..-oat, <land, lion .
~f'Wlon D. llakn, ~1·crt'lary of \\ 11: looking o\l'r hi
ho11ld1 r i•
lion. Jo-<'phu Dani1•],, S1·cn•lury of tht' ;\a,y. 'Io tlw rii.d1t of \lr.
llakl'r, with lian·d IH",ul, lion. Willia111 C. ~le \doo, S1·n.-t~ry of tlu·
Tn·,1 ury.

Tlw group of whi11·-11nifornH'd Navy ofT1rrrs consisls of Admiral
ll1 ·111y T. :-.t.1yo, with a1111s fold1·d; Admiral llarry Il . Wi\,on in front
with !1•ft hand outslrl'tC'lll'd; whil!'·ht'ar<lt•d Ad111iral William S. Sims,
and llt'hind him Admiral W. S. llf-n,on. Din·ctly hl'hind Admiral
Sims is \lis< E\a11g1·lin<" Booth, Commandn of tlw Salvation Army in
Anll'rica.
Alongsid1· of Admiral Sims qands G1·rwral Tasker If. Bli", holding
Ji:s fi1·ld-1.das-1•s; in front of him, in profile, G!'nnal John J. l't•rshinir,
\1 ith C1·rwr11l l{clll'rl L. Bullard lwlding a mar.
Din·rtly IH"hind G1·11
<"ral llli ,, ill 0\1°r•1·as rap, is (,1·111·ral L1•onard \Vood . Furtlwr to tlH"
right, also in owrH·as cap, sla11di111-( in prnfd1· 011 tlw low1·r 'll'fl, is
C1·111·ral l lulllt•r Ligg•·tt, with Admiral Cary T. Cray•on, tl11 l'n·sid1•nt's
ml'dil'al aid•, in a wl1i11· cap, at his riµht slro11ld1·r.
hm1· and to
tilt' li·fl, \liss 1\n111· \I organ in hhH" hat; tlw hald man in whit<' ~ho,·1·
!H'r is llr. le-xi'< Carn·!; "'Cond lo th1· 11·ft of him, in F1n1rh uniform,
lLwul L11fl1ny, Amnil'an Ace of tlw Lafayetll' E•cadrill<'.
Tia· l!rllllf' of wo1111•11 at tl11· ril!ht of tl11• An11•rican "'!'lion inrlud<·s
~Ti- llliss, in lilack, slanding on tilt' low('[ stq1; on lwr right and
lwhind hl'r, in hl1H', \liss Elsit• d1• Wolf!'; h1·-ick her, iri,ing a drink
to a wo11nd1·d soldil'r, is thl' Bam111·ss of Orni1·n, and din·ctly a!H1\t'
her \lr<. \\~. K . \ andnhilt. Standing at lwr right is Dr. ,\ rthur
JlPatty and lwhind him, against tlw wall, with bandagPd t'Y<', Floyd
Cihlwns, fa1110us war corn•spo1Hlt·nt.
Standinl!,, whill' nur•,.'s uniform, ahov<' tlw l!roup of rdt1g<'t's, is
\li"' !\lonnw; ahem• lwr, in stn·•·l costtn1w, \lrs. Edward Tuck, with
h .. r hu lia1111 al lwr ldt, and lwhind him Edward V. HickPnhack1·r,
tl11· Anwri<"an Ac1'.
I 11 tlw ('>.I n·nw !..ft of I his ••·cl ion ar<" l!l'OllJll'd thP flags of China,
~iam,

Brazil, Cuat1·mala C.ul1a, ~icaragua and otlwr ~11wll nations
1

1d1id1 aid1·d in th1· war by H•nding labor to r!'lt·as<' fighting m<·n for
tl11• front.
Standing lll'low tl11·•1' flags, ti ... IH'ard1·d man with folded arms is
L1·nl'1al \latio C. ~11•nnC'al. l'n·-id1·11l of th1· Hq1uhli1· of <:uba. To
tl11• right, h .!ding a whit1·-plunH'd lwlnH't, i Yuan Shih -K'ai. l'n·sid1·11t of tlw (:hinP«' H pulilir. On tlll' ollH"r sid,. nf CP1H"ra] \11·11ocal
i 1! ... King pf ~ia111, whil1· figun· n·1ir<'s1·nting tlu· otlH"r mall nations
of 1!11· All it> an• gro11p1•d in front of <.hin1·s1• l'lloli1· ~l':ttt•d 011 tlH" ll'p!'.

LE FEBVRE
R. MONIER
C. RENDU
R. RTONQUOY
C. HALPHEN
M. HOPPENOT
A. DUMAS
M. QUERENET
P. LAURENT
J. NARCY
VAN DEN BRUCK
J. MISSOFFE
P. PERRET
A. REVILLON
E. GAY
J. TROU LLI ER
R. DUHAMEL
M. MIGNATON
E. BLOT
L. DE RI BEROLLES
A. DE MAISTRE
P. HAMS
P. DE MEHERENC DE ST. PIERRE
M. MAYER
P. MAYER
R. P. CHASSAGNY
J. GAST
A. SCHLUMBERGER
VERRIET DE LITARDIERE
J. DES VOSSEAUX
G. MARTEL
ABBE F. JEAN-JACQUES
PRINCE R. DE CARINI
M. DE CHEVROZ
J. LERAY
A. DE ROMEU
J. LAURENTIE
J. HOUSSAC
P. BASTIAN
R. DE BURGUE
A. MALET
ABBE J. BACHELARD
P. J. CHARPENTIER
R. BOAS
R P. DE MENN ESSON
A. LEROLLE
F. LEROLLE
F. LECROART
P. BERTHIER
H. RANSON
J. RANSON
SAINT CLAIR DELACROIX
M. ROLAND-GOSSELIN
DUC DE LORGE
G. CROVI N
J, M'LCENT
P. MOUSSY
ABBE M. OINETY
J. CHARLOT
A . SCHNEYER
R. MAYER
JACQUES DE SEYNES
J. AILLERIE
R. HORFAN
P. DELAUNAY
E. LEHMANN
M. OULMAN
G. BARDOUX
F. DUMAT
J. DUFLOS
M. MIMEREL
J. MIMEREL
F. JAVEL
L. CABAT
A. VALLIN
E MAIRE
J. Gl~L IAND
R. MARCELIN

I

IDENTIFIABLE PORTRAITS WHICH APPEAR IN THE PANTHEON DE LA GUERRE
\\ arn ·ford, Fliirht Lieut('nant W. L.
Ilohi1 -on Captain Ball, Lieutenant
Colid< 11, ~liss Wirth, \larshal Sir
Doug as llail!, \larslial Sir John
Fn·nc 1, lw/ of } pres; \Tarsha! Sir
1l<·nr
I uµ:lws Wilson, Fi<'ld \farshal I 101 .1tio l lnlwrt Kitcht'ner, \lr.
Dadd I. 'oyd Gcorir<', Prime M ini.,lcr
of /, 1g1 •mt!; Lord Hob!' rt C<'cil,

Chair 111 1 of !he Supreme Economic
Co11111 ·:/.. ~1. Paul C:ambon, French
1n
1 .t1t!11r
lo London; \fr. A.
law, Viscount Edward Grey
Jodon, the F:arl of LJer!1y, \fr.
A1q11itl1, Baron Edward ll<·nry
1, Lord Northcliffr., Lord Ar111 1•s Balfour, C<'IH'ral Sir Wil
lo,wrt Hobcrtson, Cc·1H•ral Sir
l l'lunwr, Fi1·ld \Tarsha! Ed
II. JI. \IJpnliy, Cr1wrul Sir
r "illia111 ('urrin, (;c·nl'rul Sir
cick Sta11l1·y \laud1·, Ct'ncral
hri<1ia:111 S11111ts, C<·1wral Louis
. C.1111·1al th<' \1ahurajah l'ntah

Singh, Miss Edith Cavell, Captain
Charles Fryatt.
GREECE
ALEXANDEH,
l:TISKing1\fAJESTY,
of Greece; Admiral Paul
__l

Condouriotcs, Genl'ral Eycloux, Grn·
era! Dank!Ps, 1\l. Eleutherios Venizelos, Premier of Greece, Senator
Jonnart, 1\1. Romano.

SERBIA
HIS MAJESTY PETER I., King
of Serbia; General Bojovich,
General l\londesir, General Voriode
Putnick, Dr. Nalpas, General Stepanovich, J\f. 'll icolas Pasich, Prime
Minister of Serbia; Prince Alexander of Serbia.
MONTENEGRO

CHINA
yoAN SIIIII-K'AI, Pre1ident of
the Chinese Repulilic; Jlou-WeiTeh, Chinese Ambas.1ador lo France.
SIAM
I I IS \fAJESTY PRAJADIIIPOK,
Kinir Rama \ ll of Siam.
CUBA

\rATUO G. \1E~OCAL,
G E~EHAL
l'rc.1idc11t of the R1•pu/J/ic of
Cuba.

HI

MAJESTY NICOLAS, King
of Montenegro; M. Brunet,

former Con 111l of France in Montenegro, \1. Miouchekovich.
ITALY
IJIS MAJESTY, VICTOR EMl\1ANLEL TII., King of Italy;
His Royal llighness the Duke of
Genoa, Grrwral Armando Diaz, Corn-

mandanl of !he Italian Army; General Fayollc, General 1\1aistre, Gen-

era! Count Luigi Cadorna, Admiral
Tahon di Revelli, Deputy Baptisti,
Captain Salmone, Captain Barraca,
Captain Olivari, Captain Sala, Signor
Leonida Bissolati·Bergamaschi, M.
Destree, Belgian Deputy; the Count
of Turin, the Duke of Aosta, Signor
Tommaso Tittoni, Prime Minister of
Italy; Senatore Manfredi, Signor
Antonio Salandra, Baron Sidney
Sonnino, Signor Vittorio Emmanuel~
Orlando, J\f. Barrere, French Ambassador at Rome; Gabriel d'Annunzio, Signor Rosselli, Signor Ricciotti Garibaldi, General Beppino
Garibaldi, Siirnor Carbucci.
RUM ANIA
MAJESTY, FERDI~A'.'ID,
King of Ru mania; Prince Carol
of Rumania; Her l\1ajesty, :'lfarie,
Queen of Rumania; the Princess
Marie, the Princess Elizabeth, i\llle.

Lahovary, Prince Nicholas of Rumania, General Alexandre Averescu.
General Berthelot, General Present,
:'IL Lahovary, \I. N. Filipescu, 1\1.
Take Jonescu, l\I. ]. Bratianu, General Rudanu, l\fme. \' acareiocu.
RUSSIA
HIS Df PERIAL :'llAJESTY,
NICHOLAS III., C:ar of Ru.1sia; His Royal Highness, the Czaret-ich; The Grand Duke Nicholas,
General Gourko, General Rouski,
General Alexieff, General Pau, General de la Guiche, General Janin,
General Paul Rennenkampf, General
Brow<siloff, l\f. Iswolski, \1. anozoff,
General I rnnoff, Mme. Gourko.

HIS

UNITED ST A TES
HON. WOODROW WILSO'll,

President of the Unilerl ::;1ates;
Theodore Roosevelt, General John J .

Pershing, General Leon:ird Wood,
Herbert Hoover, Director of Relief
in Belgium; Newton D. Baker, Admiral W. S. Benson, Admiral W. S.
Sims, William H. Taft, Admiral
Harry B. Wilson, General Tasker H.
Bliss, General Robert L. Bullard,
Admiral Cary T. Grayson, General
Hunter Liggett, Admiral Henry T.
l\Iayo, Dr. Arthur Beatty, l\Iiss Bliss,
Dr. Alexis Carrel, Josephus Daniels,
James W. Gerurd, Floyd Gibbons,
Samuel Gompeff, l\1yron T. Herrick,
Jean] ules Jusserand, Ambassador of
France lo !he United States; Robert
Lansinir, Raoul Lufberry, William G
:\lcAdoo, l\liss Anne :\lorpn, i\Iiss
HarriPt \lonroe, Edward V. Rickenbacker, "iorman Prine°, Charles \L
Schwab, William G. Sharp, Andre
Tardieu. Edward Tuck. 1\lrs. Tuck,
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Whitney
WarrP.n, Elsie de Wolfe, Ernnireline
Booth, Alexander l\1. Thackeray.

HE MONUMENT TO THE DEAD
On the top of a granite mausoleum six her<
a soldier of the light infantry and an aviator, s
unknown soldier. The national flnl! covers bin
and hark of thP g-roUJlS of h1 roe urnl stat< mc·n an<l U
the J>Unonn
'1mth and Norlh<·a' of Franc<» from Dunkirk to Bdfort.
•hi lml'k1.{1·outul Janel. rn11c has be tn paintul undl'f the din.. :c
1iral ScrviCt> of the Army; it is rig-oi·ously <:xact.
hi1 d'il <·y<· view of th<.· imm~n r th<:akr of the operations o
\llTH nts of the Panthl·on d<' la. GU1·1Tc <xtl'nd

rt n<"h front.
i hout n ct rtain <motion docs ont• vii w ant w the nnm,.s of
•'( , of those vulhy nnd hill"i<l<'s which hring to mind thl
r t ht r t·n:tdl'd and whl t l' f'O m~tny allied ht ro( , fnlll•n on
1

.trl' a l1~p.

lht

ht North wr. JH rcdvl Dunkirk which. for 4 yu.us ~UfT('rt."<1 thl' b
q nwin , tht n th1 Y tr whiC'~ l't mind~ us of tht t·nt·r~dic r
I ln-irm army a<rain t the Gi·nnan right wing in its move ·tow1
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I.

Lo\ tr down, Di mud\ htroically <kfcn<kd by tht• mnrin(' of Admi1
Tf , n t pn . Ht'·thunc, L<'n , whc re the Hr t Eng-Ii h corp , uncl1 r t
:.1 r h ti Fn nch, di tingui h1·cl ilstlf: Vimy which was brilliantly
t

lu," a gunner, a Cuirassier, a Marine,
irm's length a coffin in which lies an
s glorious folds.

ond< , where the armistice wa;; signed on Nov<mbcr 11, 1918, between Marnhal
Foch, Admiral VV(myss and tho GL'rman ph·ninott.·ntiarics.
DL'SC<·nding, and a liltlt• to our right, we havP the valley of the :Marne with
Mrnux, m'm· th<· mouth of the Ourcq. This is the place where General Gallieni
had the whole army brought from Paris in taxis, which und<:r the command of
t;cm•rul l\launoury, rolled back the Ge1·man ri.ght wing (Von Kluck) on September
6, 7, and 8. 1!11.t, and a."urcd the victory of the Marne.
Coming back through this valh:y, we pcrcl.:ive La FcrtC-sous-Jouarn;, which was
tnk<·n from the Gnmans by Marshal Foch in the first battle of the Marne.
F·irlhl'r away, Chnt,.au-Thil'rry, and, on the sunounding height to the left,
hill io1. Vaux, wh1<'h ncRlls the brilliant cngag<•ments of the 9th and 13th
Amtrican Divi. ions. To thP i,I<· the B( ll<·au \vood=--. now called the wood~ of thP
.Amt rican Marine• brigadt>, in honor of tht' 2nd Rt'gimcnt of the 2nd Division
of thl ~ marin"s which conqut·rul this po~ition aft(·r a st·vt'rc fight.
A little farth<·r, still on tht· Marnt•, J auglont·, Dromans, wht'n.' the 10th Ameriran Divi ion stoJ>J>('<l th1· ofTLn~ive of the Ct·rmans in July 1918. A little above
Donnans, at Cham1:n-y, you will find thP tomb of Lieutt·nant Quentin Roost:velt.
1\-Ioviwr Ur> towards tht· North, we find the vallly of the Aisne, with Soi5'sons,
takt-n hy the Army of G<-n<·rnl D<·goutt<'. Then, above and to the right, the strong
110:5ition of thl Cht·min de'S Dam es, takc·n f1·om the Germans brilliantly in April
1\117 by the African army commanded by G<"nu·al Mangin. Further north. still
kl cpin•" to the rig-ht, I~"'i me:~. which w::is libt:ratl'd by the American troops on
Aul{u. t 4th and Gth, Inl8, aft<-r a very hard bayonet fight.
L<..t us now rw s to th<: right of th!' mor.um<:nt. to the dead.
N<ar-by. a litll<· ahoVP Cyr,,·e,s Point is <Jm·ad out the battlefield of the
Marn<•. Fir t Sezanrn·. thrn th<• castle of llfond .. ment. d<•fend<·d by the Prussian
Guard and tnkt-n by the J\loroccan Divi•ion after a bloody battle. B<hind, the
mar h1-s of St. Gonds: to the right. ConnantrC, Lt FCre Champc.:noisc, Champaubert,
<'lc., <tr. It wa.• tht·rc that. on Scpttmbcr 6. 7 and 8, 1914, Marshal Joffre broko
down tht• offensive of the G<:rmans and <lcstJ·oyt·tl fon ver tht'ir plan of invasion.
Going up again towar l.'i the North, we find Epc:rnay, on the ~farne. Then,
ahovt·. Rhtim with itA cath<·dral in fiamt-s; bc..hind, on the ndghhoring hills, the
fod..ifiratior1s of La Pnm1wllo and BrimQnt and, farth<:r, Berry-au-Bae which
\dtnt std thL' mot furiou artilll'ry dud of tht: war.
From Rh( ims to thP sombrP mass of the Argonnes, which we pcrcdve to the
right, lit t xtt·n<lul the Chamnagnl'.
Th<•n we fin1! St. Soupl< t, Souain, Tahure. which ncall th<' hard battles of th
Fn nrh offl u ivP of St·pt mh~r and Octol)£'1', 191:;, and, lat('r in 1918, the ttratcs:ric
withdra\\ al <-Xtcut1·1l hy th<' urmy of General Gcmraud with thl' hdp of th1
Ami 1 irnn troop. and \\ hrr1· hr•
OJ)J1<•d hnrt tht· G1·rman advanc(', making the
(; rman sufTt r t·normou Io •~. N<ar Tnhun• is founcl the Mill of Charl<:vaux,
wh1·rc th1• "Lo!St Battalion" of thl' 77th American Divi~·don, attackul on all ~idt·s,
fought. for four dnys 111 fort' thc•y could he rc·li1 Vl·d hy the• Fr<·nch 9th Cuiras~iers.
:1101'<· l<> the l"il{ht. th1 Butte de Tnhm <', P1•rth1.,.-J,~-Hurlu<, Me nil, La fain
cl< Ma i11c . whr re th• Fourth Army, und ·r th1 command of Grneral d<• Langle
d1• Carry, resi t<d •tubbornly the local G ·rman offensive in October and Novunli r 1!116.
1

IH'

tangin
n<. In th

C<ltlcr of the ior

Beneath, in front of the tomb door, a woman dressed in mourninl( (a mother, a wife, a
sister), France herself is kneeling in prayer. Near her she laid down a wreath of immortelles,
veiled in crepe, bearing the inscription: "TO THE UNKNOWN HEROES."
No,w we come _to I' Argonne with Ste. l\Iemhoul<l at the base. Above this town,
Le l•our de Pans; ~o the left, La Harazee, to the right frlcttcs; in the North,
the Haute Chcvauchec. Then, on the right bank of the Aire, Avaueourt, Montfaucon, (tC., de., v~:h1ch arouses the mtmory first, of the vioknt comhats of the
Engineering C~rps, kept ~P in 1914 and 1915 by the 5th I· rrnch Corp3 and later
~~;,,:,,",,~31~f ic·2~~~i ~~ft~:.:i~ of the 2nd Corps of the American Ai-my under the
Near. llfontfaucon, at Roma~ne, lit'S the largest American Cemetery: 14,000 men,
fallc.:n 1n the Argonne dcfcns1vt·, are here at rL':-;l.
More to the right, we perceive Hauts-de-Meuse (Hills of the Meuse) and in
golden lct~er~ "VERDUN.'. t~e. "Gate of Bronw:: of th<· f1ont, upon which
~farshal Pc~ain had .1nscnbed
1 hly ~hall nc.t pas
Dnd wht'rr. for ..,jx months ,
the successive offensive-; of the army of the Kronprinz wtre rcpuh;('d.
Fir>t, to the right, the Fort of Vaux, heroically dden<lcd for three months bY
Cor:rimandant Rayr:ial ; then,. pa~sing to the kft, Fort Douaumont, -tht: farm ,;f
Thiaum~nt--t~e hill of Frmdeterre.-the hill du Poivre,-1he hill de Talon, etc ..
ttc., \vh1ch w1tne""sed the mo~t terriblP fig-htin~ of thC' entire war and where oncL'
more the heroism of the French soldier was provt:n. N <·ar Douaumont the ~o
callt:d '.'hayoi:i(:t trcnch('::.," may be found, whl.'rc 200 Fn.· nch hc·roE's kt th<.mselve:;
be buricd ahve by the t;xplodin,:r sh Ells, rather than withdraw.
(The m'rnuml.'nt
(:rectetl in comml.'moration of this feat was prc·~ented by .Mr. George Rand of
New York.)
St~oMf~~cl'.ng towards the East, we see the valley of the Meuse and the knoll of
Here. on the bank of the river, is St. l\Iihiel. and on the surrouncling hcii>:hts,
Les Epargcs, Chaumontcourt, th.e Camp des Rnmains (Roman Camp), l·tc., etc.
It was th~re that Gl'.neral Persh1r.g, on St pt(mbt r 12, 13 :.;nd 14, HH8. encirclul
tht; Austrian-German forc<:s, \vhose front at this 1ih:tC'(~ formE'tl a very distinct
~f'~~P~{ii~~lack, and captun•d 15.000 of their mm, 200 cannons and a quantity
Goin~ up along the Meuse: Champigny, Commercy and Toul.
In the latter
town, in l\fay, ~~18, the ~\merican aviatOJ· Lufbery, one of the aces of the
Lafayl'lte I.:scadnlle, was ktll.d.
Further to the right, the vallc;y of the Jlfo,c·lle with Nancy. Back of thi< city.
the hills of the Grand Couronne when. in 1914. the army of General Castdnau
~tood firrrt. against. thP Sixth nnd Seventh G ·rman Armies. thu ... making po~~ibl1
the rc>0penmg of the French offensive in the battle of the Marne.
Farther. Lunevillc. which saw the first fighting in the war and from thcr<
up to Belfort, the Vo<g<·s.
'
'
Bcl?w Bae.carat is LP _Donon. which was dcf Pn<l d ],y the army of G n ral
J?ubatl. A little:: to th ng-ht of L< Dimon, you ~ e a ~mall white• spot; this is
Strasbourg and its cath<dral, th< n the gorge of Sales the Hill St<•-Ma i<• the Hill
du Bonh_omm".· the Sehlucht, Ha1·tmanswcilerskopf, th~ Ballon d'Alsace. et'c .. wh re
the Alpine _Light lnfaf!try (the "Blue Dl\·il "), through thdr furious re istance
assu.nd dunng the entire war, the sc·curity of the right 1-'"nnch wing.
Finally Belfort, whose territory did not suffer German inva ion.

19..,_ by Prank l'arkt>r
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